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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1 contains a statement of the waveguide mode converter problem and
a description of the general method of solution. Chapter 1 is self-contained;
it can be read without supplementary references. A computer program was
written to obtain a numerical solution of the waveguide mode converter prob-
lem. Chapter 2 contains all the information necessary to run this program
and to interpret the final numerical results that it writes out. Chapter 2 is
more or less self-contained. References [1] and [2] are cited in Chapter 2.
Although these references are enlightening, one can grasp the contents of
Chapter 2 without delving into them.

The computer program consists of a main program, the subroutines
MODES, BESIN, BES, INTERPOL, PHI, and DGN, the function subpro-
gram FXY, and the subroutines DECOMP and SOLVE in that order. These
parts of the program are described and listed in Chapters 3 to 11. Unfortu-
nately, Chapters 3 to 11 are not self-contained because they depend heavily
on equations extracted from [2]. One must read both [1] and [2] in order
to verify these equations. Considerable time and effort are required to read
both [1] and [2]. Fortunately, one who wants to use the computer program
does not have to read Chapters 3 to 11 unless unforeseen difficulty arises
while running the program. If one experiences such difficulty or if one de-
sires to modify the program to suit one's needs, then one will have to go into
Chapters 3 to 11. Most often, one will not have to read all of Chapters 3 to
11, and one will be able to use equations extracted from [2] without going
through their derivations in [1] and [2].



1.1 Statement of the Problem

There is, as shown in Fig. 1, a circular waveguide which is closed at one end.
Two symmetrically placed apertures in the lateral wall of this waveguide are
backed by rectangular waveguides of identical dimensions. The interiors of
the left-hand r,-ctangular waveguide, the right-hand rectangular waveguide
and the circular waveguide are called regions 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Ho-
mogeneous space of permeability u and permittivity e exists in all of these
regions. The excitation is a TMo1 wave of unit amplitude traveling in the
z-direction in the circular waveguide. The circular waveguide is of radius a
and is terminated by a perfectly conducting wall at z = L3 . The radius a
is such that only the TEI1 and TM01 modes can propagate in the circular
waveguide.

Both rectangular waveguides run parallel to the x-axis. Both have the
the same cross section (-A < y < k -c < z < 1) where c < b and b is

such that only thi TE10 dominant mode can propagate in each rectangular
waveguide. The aperture A1 which feeds the left-hand rectangular waveguide
in Fig. 1 is the surface for which (p = a, r -4o < •ir + 0o, -s < z < •)
where p and 4 are the cylindrical coordinates related to x and y by

p = 2+12 (1.1)

tan = y- (1.2)
X

and

4)0 = sin- (b' (1.3)

The aperture A 2 which feeds the right-hand rectangular waveguide is the
surface for which (p = a, -4o <6, -S < z < f).

The voltage to current ratio of the TE1 0 mode at x = -L 1 in region 1 is
taken to be ZI. All other rectangular waveguide modes are evanescent. The
voltage to current ratios of the evanescent modes at x = -L 1 do not come into
play because L1 is taken to be so large that any evanescent wave emanating
from the termination at x = -L 1 will have negligibly small amplitude upon
arrival at aperture A&. The voltage to current ratio of the TE1 0 mode at
x = L2 in region 2 is taken to be Z2 . Here, L2 is taken to be so large that

2
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Fig. 1. Top and side views of the TMo, to TE10 mode converter.
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any evanescent wave emanating from the termination at x = L2 will have
negligibly small amplitude upon arrival at aperture A2.

As previously stated, the excitation is a z-traveling (traveling in the z-
direction) TM01 wave of unit amplitude in the circular waveguide. By as-
sumption, this is the only z-traveling wave at z = -c/2. Concerning the
fields in the par- of region 3 for which z > -c/2 and in all of regions 1 and 2,
it does not matter how this z-traveling TM01 wave is produced. We let this
wave be produced by a sheet of electric current &ImP located at z < -c/2
in the circular waveguide. For simplicity, we assume that the circular wave-
guide is terminated at z << -c/2 by a matched load, i.e., any -z-traveling
wave in the region for which z < -c/2 is never reflected. The problem is to
find out how much power of the z-traveling TM01 wave is transmitted into
the rectangular waveguides and to calculate the magnitudes of the 0- and
z-components of the electric field in the apertures A1 and A2.

1.2 Method of Solution

Seeking to solve the above-mentioned problem by means of the generalized
network formulation for aperture problems [3], we close the apertures A1 and
A2 with perfect conductors of infinitesimal thickness. As shown in Fig. 2, we
place the surface density of magnetic current M01) on the region 1 side of the
closed aperture A1, -Ma1 ) on the region 3 side of A1, M(2) on the region 2
side of the closed aperture A2, and -M(2) on the region 3 side of A2. The
magnetic currents in Fig. 2 are supposed to be located right on (infinitesimal
distances from either side) the closing conductors. The finite displacement of
these magnetic currents from the closing conductors in Fig. 2 is only for the
purpose of illustration. With the arrangement of magnetic currents in Fig. 2,
the tangential electric field is continuous across A1 and A2. Now, the fields
in Fig. 2 will be the same as those in Fig. 1 if M01 ) and H(2) are adjusted
such that the tangential magnetic field is continuous across A1 and A 2.

Continuity of the tangential magnetic field across A1 is expressed as

an)- = -7H 1  (Jn 1tan t (1.4)

where H(')(J, M) is the tangential magnetic field radiated by the combina-
tion of the electric current J and the magnetic current M in region r where

4
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r = 1 or 3. In (1.5) to follow, r = 2 or 3. Continuity of the tangential
magnetic field across A2 is expressed as

_an3 (0,M(,))_ ! 2.(,M(2)1 - (, M(2)) = (j(a)nP,0). (1.5)

Equation (1.4) is supposed to be valid on A&, and (1.5) is supposed to be
valid on A2.

1.2.1 Expansion Functions

Seeking to solve (1.4) and (1.5) for M(1) and M(2) by the method of moments
[4], we let

M ) = -- V TM M'TM(. , z) + i E v TE E(Oq,, z) (1.6)

q=-P=1 q-O P=O
p+900

-(2) = v 2 T M M 2 T M ({, Z) + E E V2TE2TE(OZ) (1.7)

opq •.pq Pq,(1.7

q=lp=l q=0 p=O

p+q0O

Upper limits of the summation indices in (1.6) and (1.7) will be chosen later.
In (1.6) and (1.7), the V's are unknown coefficients to be determined, and
9;'(0, z) and AS(¢,z) are expansion functions given by

z) =ie'z,(py'+,z+) + (ylJz+),

p-a

Ir - 7o _ € _ r + € o(1.8)

M ~q(¢,z) = ,e Spq(y2',z+) sin ~o 6 , -< €< 4 o (1.9)

6< z <



where 6 is either TM or TE. Moreover, y4 and um are the unit vectors in the
4- and z-directions, respectively. Furthermore,

y (+ - 4)x- + (1.10)

2= +xo + (1.11)

Z+ Z + SI (1.12)

X0 a sin 0, (1.13)

In (1.8) and (1.9), e TM and e TM are the y- and z-components of the TM
rectangular waveguide mode function TMt given by eq. (A.10)$ of [1]:

TM(Y+ z+) = -- Vi gcos sin (1.14)

2rz p (1.15)

and qTE and e TE are the y- and z-components of the TE rectangular wave-
guide mode function eTE5 given by eq. (A.23) of [1]:

TE ~ (YZ)=r(=pq q pr cos . (q7rZ+\ (1.16)
e .z)= co sin

kpq Cb/ kC/

eTE(y+,z+) = -kV-r -- sin -- cos I I . (1.17)
pq k~pq Vbcb C

tThe transverse parts of the modal electric fields EqTM+ of eq. (A.2) of (1] and EM-

of eq. (A.3) of (11 are proportional to pqTM.
tAn equation that appears in a reference will be cited by placing "eq." before the

equation number. An equation that appears in the present report will be cited by writing
only its number in parentheses. However, an equation number at the beginning of a
sentence will always be preceded by "Equation".

IThe modal electric fields ElE+ of eq. (A.14) of [1] and 41E- of eq. (A.15) of [1] are
equal to eTpq.
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1.2.2 Approximations to the Expansion Functions Ra-
diate Rectangular Waveguide Modes in Regions
1 and 2

The expansion functions M•(0,z) and MM (O,z) of (1.8) and (1.9) were
chosen such that

X = -- -,T

4_q(O,z) ; - +,), 0+ 0 yl+ <b (1.18)
O<z+ <c

X = X

A4.s(¢,z) ; M4 q(y 2+,z+), 0 < Y+_ b(1.19)
0 _<z+ <c

where yl+, y2+, z+, and xo are given by (1.10)-(1.13) and

q(yZ+) = +)q(y ,Z ) u (y ,z+). (1.20)

If ,o is small, the plane surface in (1.18) is a good approximation to the curved
surface in (1.8) because -x, is the average value of x on the curved surface
in (1.8). If 0o is small, the plane surface in (1.19) is a good approximation to
the curved surface in (1.9) because X. is the average value of x on the curved
surface in (1.9).

The magnetic current -M:4q(y1+, z+) on the right-hand side of (1.18) gives
rise to a voltage dv" at (y + + dy1 +, z+ + dz+) with respect to the voltage at
(y'+, z+). The superscript "a" in "dva" stands for approximate. Here, dv"
is measured on the side of -9;q(y1+, z+) facing region 1. Now,

dv" = -{i.• x .q(y'+, z+) }.(udy+ + u. dz+). (1.21)

The magnetic current M_.(0, z) on the left-hand side of (1.18) gives rise to
a -;oltage dv at (0 + de, z + dz) with respect to the voltage at (0, z). Here,
dv is measured on the side of , z) facing region 1. Now,

dv = - M{; j(, Z) a dO + u d). (1.22)

The approximation (1.18) will be good if 0, is small and if

dV" = dv. (1.23)

8



Substitution of (1.8) into (1.22) leads to

dv = zy1+ z+)xod4 - e 1+,z+)dz. (1.24)

Substitution of (1.20) into (1.21) leads to

dva =_ ~epq(yl+,z+)dyl+ ezpq(y,1+, z+) dz+. (1.25)

From (1.10) and (1.12),

dy1+ = -xodo (1.26)

dz+ = dz. (1.27)

Substitution of (1.26) and (1.27) into (1.25) gives
dv* es , y+, z+)x, od - e6 1 z

e~pqty ,) -- epq(y', z)dz. (1.28)

Since the right-hand side of (1.28) is equal to that of (1.24), (1.23) is satisfied.
Therefore, the approximation (1.18) will be good if 0o is small. Similarly, it
can be shown that the approximation (1.19) will be good if 0. is small.

One can verify that

- M.q(y 1 , Z+) = -4q(Yl~, Z+) X U (1.29)

Therefore, when placed on the region 1 side of a conductor that closes the
approximate aperture surface described on the right-hand side of (1.18), the
magnetic current -M.6q(Y 1+, z+) on the right-hand side of (1.18) produces
an electric field whose transverse part is _46q(yi+, z+) on the region 1 side of
this magnetic current. Hence, the magnetic current on the right-hand side of
(1.18) excites only the pqth bt rectangular waveguide mode in region 1. One
can verify that

Aq(Y2+,z+) = 1q(y2+,z+) x Uj#. (1.30)

Therefore, when placed on the region 2 side of a conductor that closes the
approximate aperture surface described on the right-hand side of (1.19), the
magnetic current M q(y2+, z+) on the right-hand side of (1.19) produces an
electric field whose transverse part is eq(y2 +, z+) on the region 2 side of this
magnetic current. Hence, the magnetic current on the right-hand side of
(1.19) excites only the pqth 6 rectangular waveguide mode in region 2.

t Recall that 6 is either TM or TE.
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1.2.3 The Matrix Equation

The symmetric product < A, B > of two vectors A and B is, by definition,
the surface integral of their dot product over whichever aperture they are
defined:

< A,B >=fj A.Bids. (1.31)

Here, ds is the differential element of surface area. Substituting (1.6) and
(1.7) into (1.4) and taking the symmetric product of (1.4) with each of the
expansion functions {MTM} and {MTE} and then substituting (1.6) and
(1.7) into (1.5) and taking the symmetric product of (1.5) with each of the
expansion functions {M M } and {MjE}, we obtain the matrix equation

. -ITM 1 ITM

123[ 31iTE IITE (1.32
[yl+. y+..y] 2TM j PTM (1.32)

-2TE JLTE

where the Y's are square matrices and the V's and the I's are column vectors.
The jth element of V's is V'j6 given by

f j=1,2,"'"N"

j pq - 1, 2 (1.33)
6 TM,TE

where N6 is the maximum value of j. The subscript j is a condensation
of the double subscript pq; one and only one positive integer jt is assigned
to each combination of subscripts p and q. The condensation of pq into j
depends on 6. In the first double summation on the right-hand side of (1.6)
where 6 is TM, p and q run though all positive integers such that

(pr)2 + ( )< BKM (1.34)

where BKM enters as input data into the computer program that will be
described and listed in subsequent chapters. In the second double summa-
tion on the right-hand side of (1.6) where 6 is TE, p and q run through all

tj= 1,2,....

10



nonnegative integers except p = q = 0 such that (1.34) is satisfied. The ith

element of 100 is Ij'O given by

= JA M~n.I(• ,), = 1,2 (1.35)
Aa= TM,TE

where NO is the maximum value of i. If 3 = 6, i would be the same con-
densation of mn that j was of pq in (1.33). The subscript "tan" need not be
affixed to Hf(3 ) in (1.35) because Men is tangent to &. In (1.32),

yl,1TM,1TM y,1ITM,1TE 0 0

yl,1TE,1TM yIiTE,1TE 0 0 (
y0 0 (1.36)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

y2y=.oTo oT0
0 0 y2,2TM,2TM y2,2rM,2TE (1.37)
0 0 y2,2TE,2TM y2,2TE,2TE

y3,ITM,1TM y3,1TM,ITE y3,1TM,2TM y3,1TM,2TE

y3 y3,1TETM ,1T1TE, y3 ,1TE,2TM y3,1TE,2TE

-- y3,2TM,TM y3,2TM,TE y3,2TM,2TM y3,2TM,2TE (1.38)

y3,2TE,1TM y3,2TE,1TE y3,2TE,2TM y3,2TE,2TE

In (1.36), the ijth element of the submatrix Y 1,10,16 is Y1,10,16 given by
Si~l2,..,NO

y 1,1 ,16  q 1- 21 .-- , N6
"A 1 Al " .)ds, = ,, N (1.39)"-JM ", .f'l(•"p "'-P / 3 = TM,TE

6 = TM,TE.

In (1.37),

y2,22,260 j = 1,2, N 6

- A2  pq ' 3 = TM,TE
6= TM,TE.

11



In (1.38),

j -1,2,.-,N"

Y3.c43 6 
-yq) .j- 1,2

'Me H(3)(O,M )ds, q _ TMTE (1.41)

y= 1,2
6 TM,TE.

In (1.39)-(1.41), j is the same condensation of pq as in (1.33), and i is the
same condensation of mn as in (1.35).

In the present report, the Y's and the I's in (1.32) are calculated. Then,
(1.32) is solved for the V's. These V's are then used to calculate the following
quantities:

1. The time-average power of the -z-traveling TM•1 wave in the circular
waveguide. The superscript "e" indicates that the z-component of the
electric field of the wave is even in 0.

2. The time-average power of the -z-traveling TE•1 and TE', waves in the
circular waveguide. The superscript "o" indicates that the z-component
of the magnetic field of the wave is odd in 4.

3. The time-average powers of the +z- and -z-traveling TE10 waves in
the rectangular waveguides.

4. The magnitudes of the 0- and z-components of the electric field in the
apertures.

If IE0i represents any one of the above quantities, then

TMI 2TM'
IEoI = IEncl + E (V E M ( +VTM 12T+M

P opq pq I Opq
q=1 p=1

+ I E (V,1 T E IEoI1TE +"V2qTE IEO12TE) (1.42)
q=0PO PpP=Oq 

P

p+q•O

where IEncI is what I Ek would be if all the V's were zero. Furthermore,
EO I*• is what I E, I would be if ji mP = 0 if Vp'3 were unity, and if all the
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other V's were zero. Here, a is 1 or 2, and 3 is TM or TE. The upper limits
of the indices of the summations in (1.42) will be chosen later. These upper
limits must be the same as those in (1.6) and (1.7).
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Chapter 2

Instructions for Using the
Computer Program

The computer program is available on diskette. On diskette, the computer
program, which consists of a main program and some subprograms, is stored
in the file JAN.92. Sample input data are stored in the file JAN92.DAT.
These files are named JAN.92 and JAN92.DAT because January 1992 is the
date of the present report, the report in which the computer program is
described and listed. The main program, the subroutines MODES, BESIN,
BES, INTERPOL, PHI, and DGN, the function subprogram FXY, and the
subroutines DECOMP and SOLVE are stored in order in the file JAN.92.

There are two modules of input data in the file JAN92.DAT. The first
module of input data is preceded by the three comment statements

C THIS IS THE FIRST MODULE OF INPUT DATA.
C REMOVE IT FROM THE FILE JAN92.DAT
C AND PUT IT IN THE FILE IN.DAT.

and followed by the comment statement

C THIS IS THE SECOND MODULE OF INPUT DATA.

The second module of input data is preceded by the three comment state-
ments

C THIS IS THE SECOND MODULE OF INPUT DATA.
C REMOVE IT FROM THE FILE JAN92.DAT
C AND PUT IT IN THE FILE BESIN.DAT.

14



The last line of the second module of input data is the last line in the file
JAN92.DAT.

To use the program, first follow the instructions given in the comment
statements in the preceding paragraph, i.e., create input data files named
IN.DAT and BESIN.DAT, move the first module of input data into IN.DAT,
and move the .econd module of input data into BESIN.DAT. The data
in IN.DAT are read by statements in the main program. The data in
BESIN.DAT are read by statements in the subroutine BESIN. One can
modify the input data to suit his needs. The input data are described in
Section 2.1. Modification of the input data may require an increase in the
storage area allocated to some arrays. Minimum allocations of arrays are
given in Section 2.3. Next, create output data files named OUT.DAT and
BESOUT.DAT. Then, give the command or commands necessary to run
the program that resides in JAN.92. Running the program causes output
data to be written in the output data files OUT.DAT and BESOUT.DAT.
The data in OUT.DAT are written by statements in the main program. The
data in BESOUT.DAT are written by statements in the subroutine BESIN.
The final step in using the program is to interpret the output data. If the
program runs without difficulty, only the final output data need be inter-
preted: intermediate output data can be ignored. The final output data will
be described in Section 2.2.1.

The complete computer program, the two modules of input data, and the
resulting output data are listed in the present report.t The two modules of
input data are listed in Section 2.1.3. The main program, the subroutines
MODES, BESIN, BES, INTERPOL, PHI, and DGN, and the function sub-
program FXY are listed in Chapters 3 to 10, respectively. The subroutines
DECOMP and SOLVE are listed in Chapter 11.

2.1 The Input Data

There are two modules of input data.

t The "resulting output" is the output that is obtained when the computer program is
run with the input data listed in the present report.
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2.1.1 The First Module of Input Data
The first module of input data is read from the file IN.DAT by means of the
following statements early in the main program:

READ(20,10) B,C,L1,L2,L3,BKl,XM,ZLI,ZL2
10 FORMAT(4D14.7)

READ(20,144) KAM,BKAO,DBKA,KE3M,NPHI,NZ
144 FORMAT(I4,2D14.7,314)

READ(20,146) (KE3(I) ,I=1,KE3M)
146 FORMAT(1514)

In the first of the above three read statements,

B - (2.1)
a
c (2.2)
a

L1 -L (2.3)
a

L2 = L2  (2.4)
a

L3 - L3 (2.5)
a

The fields in the rectangular waveguides are expanded as linear combi-
nations of all rectangular waveguide modes whose cutoff wavenumbers do
not exceed BKM/b. The cutoff wavenumber of both the TM, and TEp
rectangular waveguide modes is kpq given by (see eq. (A.8) of [1])

kpq = ( ((2.6)

Hence, the values of p and q in (1.6) and (1.7) are limited by (1.34).
The field in the circular waveguide is expanded as a linear combination

of a finite number of circular waveguide modes. This number is controlled
by the input variable XM. The cutoff wavenumber of both TM', and TM*,
circular waveguide modes is k"M given by (see eqs. (B.7) and (B.30) of [1])

k TM - (2.7)a
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where x,. is the Sth root of

J,.(x,.) = 0 r 0, 1,2,. (2.8)
S =1,2,3,--(

where J,. is the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind of order r. The
superscript "e" in TM,. indicates that the z-component of the modal electric
field is even in 0. The superscript "o" in TM*8 indicates that the z-component
of the modal electric field is odd in 40. The roots {xs, s = 1,2,3,1.. } are
ordered such that

0 < X,1I < X,2 < Xs-3 ' (2.9)

The cutoff wavenumber of both TEJ, and TE'8 circular waveguide modes is
k•E given by (see eqs. (B.41) and (B.59) of [1])

I

k•E = x-- (2.10)a

where x4, is the 8 th root of

,~ , . 0,1, 2,'-"
Jl(X,.) =0, { 2,3 (2.11)

where Jr' is the derivative of Jr with respect to its argument. The superscript
"e" in TE 8, indicates that the z-component of the modal magnetic field is
even in 0. The superscript "o" in TE' " indicates that the z-component of the
modal magnetic field is odd in 0. The roots {1XI, s = 1, 2,3,.. -} are ordered
such that

0 < X'rl < X,. 2 < X'r3. (2.12)

The roots {x,,} and {x',} interlace such that (see eq. (B.3) of [2])

0 < X01 < X01 < X0 2 < ZX12 < Xo3 < X0 3 " (2.13)
7"< rx' <• XrI < 4r2 <• Xr2 <• Xr3 <• Xr3", r -- 1, 2 ...

Truncations of the sequences in (2.13) are

0 < X0 1 < XZI < X0 2 < X 2 -'-Xo ... < XomaN, (2.14)

r < Xrj < Xrl < X/r2 < Xr2 ... XrSrai < xrSm.., r = 1, 2,"" ,rmax
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where s,, depends on r. Given r, s,., is the largest positive integer s such
that

Xr < XM, r = 0X_ <XM, r= 1}23, (2.15)

where XM is tue input variable mentioned prior to (2.7). If (2.15) is not
satisfied for s = 1, then s. = 0. Assuming that xr01 < XM, rm.. is the
largest positive integer r such that xr < XM. The field in the circular
waveguide is expanded in terms of all the TM,o, TM* , TE,,, and TE,*
circular waveguide modes for which {rs} is the full range of subscripts in
(2.14).

Instead of using all the circular waveguide modes mentioned in the previ-
ous sentence, perhaps we should have used only those TM,. and TM*8 modes
for all {rs} such that

x,, < XM (2.16)

and only those TE7, and TE%8 modes for all {rs} such that

a,' < XM. (2.17)

However, if we did so, the maximum value of s in (2.17) would not necessarily
be the same as the maximum value of s in (2.16). The only difference between
the {X,o,x',} allowed by (2.16) and (2.17) and the {xr,,X'.} in (2.14) is that
we could have

!To/az > XM (2.18)

or
X,°,,&* > XM (2.19)

in (2.14). The root (2.18) is not allowed by (2.17), and the root (2.19) is not
allowed by (2.16).

Whereas the previously described first seven variables in the first read
statement are real, the last two variables in this read statement are complex.
These complex variables are ZL1 and ZL2 given by

ZL1 = ZY E (2.20)

ZL2 = Z 2Y0E (2.21)
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where Y"E is the admittance of the TE10 rectangular waveguide mode (see
eq. (A.25) of [1]):

y1T = "_.. (2.22)

where w is the angular frequency and (see eq. (A.12) of [1])

710 = kjo - kV (2.23)

where, according to (2.6), ir

k1o= . (2.24)

In (2.23), k is the wavenumber given by

k = w VI-'c. (2.25)

In view of (2.24), substitution of (2.23) into (2.22) gives

rE V\ ( -b) (2.26)

where 77 is the intrinsic impedance given by

77 = V " ý(2.27)

Substituting (2.26) into (2.20) and (2.21), we obtain

ZL1 = -= (-) - 1 (2.28)

ZL2 = --- T-W - 1. (2.29)

The first seven variables in the first read statement are obviously dimen-
sionless. The variables ZL1 of (2.28) and ZL2 of (2.29) are dimensionless
because Zll/I and Z2/77 are dimensionless. Therefore, all the variables in the
first read statement are dimensionless.

The variables KAM, BKAO, and DBKA in the second read statement are
such that the waveguide mode converter problem is solved KAM times, once
for each of the following values of ka:

ka = BKAO + (KA - 1) * DBKA, KA = 1,2,3,. .. ,KAM. (2.30)
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The variables KE3M, NPHI, and NZ in the second read statement and
{KE3(I), I = 1,2,..., KE3M} in the third read statement control the calcu-
lation and the writing out of the magnitudes of the 0- and z-components of
the normalized electric field in the apertures A, and A2. These magnitudes
are

IE6(A¶"I IEVA.)I IE•A2)I and IEza2)I (2.31)
°÷Me 1° =I÷ jjer. 1Iel., 'o÷~e I".

Here, E (Al) is the 0-component of the electric field at

(~,) (~r+ (i1+2 'N-f' ~), J =1,2,... ,NPHI} 0) (2.32)

in aperture A 1, and EA1) is the z-component of the electric field at

(~Z) = , f (-1 + 2z li) - = 1, 2,..-, NZ}) (2.33)

in aperture A,. Moreover, E(A2) is the -componerf '"the electric field at

(41,z) = ( o (1 +N2NIH-- _) J = 1,2,-.-,NPHI ,0) (2.34)

in aperture A2, and E,(A2) is the z-compoient of the electric field at

(0Z)= (0,{f (-I+ 2 1) , J = 1, 2'..., NZ}) (2.35)

in aperture A2. Finally, fjM+ 1,, is the root mean square value of the
transverse part of 4E1M`+ taken over the cross section of the circular wave-
guide at z = 0. Here, 4TMe+ is the electric field of the TM'+ wavet of unit
amplitude traveling in the z-direction in the circular vaveguide. Otherwise
stated, 4m`+ is the electric field that would exist in the circular waveguide
if there were no reflections, i.e., if the apertures A1 and A2 were closed with
perfect conductors and if the circular waveguide were to extend to z = 00
instead of being terminated by a perfectly conducting wall at z = L3.

The calculation and the writing out of the aperture field magnitudes
(2.31) are controlled by the input array KE3 according to

t The superscript "e" in TM'+ indicates that the z-component of the electric field of
the wave is even in .. The superscript "+" in TM'+ indicates that the wave travels in
the +z-direction.
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KAE=1
DO 48 KA=1,KAM
BKA=BKAO+(KA-1)*DBKA

C FORTRAN STATEMENTS TO SOLVE THE WAVEGUIDE MODE CONVERTER
C PROBLEM FOR THE ABOVE VALUE OF BKA.

IF(KA.NE.KE3(KAE)) GO TO 48
KAE=KAE+l

C FORTRAN STATEMENTS TO CALCULATE AND TO WRITE OUT THE
C APERTURE FIELD MAGNITUDES (2.31).

48 CONTINUE

where
BKA = ka. (2.36)

According to the above FORTRAN statements, if one choses

1 < KE3(1) < KE3(2) < KE3(3) -- ,KE3(KE3M) (2.37)

where
KE3M < KAM (2.38)

and
KE3(KE3M) > KAM, (2.39)

then the aperture field magnitudes (2.31) are calculated and written out for

ka = {BKAO + (KE3(J) - 1) * DBKA, J = 1,2,-.-, KE3MM} (2.40)

where

KE3MM KE3M- 1, KE3(KE3M) > KAM (2.41)
KE3M KE3M, KE3(KE3M) = KAM.

2.1.2 The Second Module of Input Data

The second module of input data is read by means of statements in the
subroutine BESIN. One who merely uses the computer program does not
have to concern oneself with this module of input data because it is always
the same in the sense that one will never have to change the numerical values
contained in it.
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2.1.3 Sample Input Data

When the computer program was run with the input data listed in Section
2.1.3, the output data were those listed in Section 2.2.2. These input data
are for the structure of Fig. 2 with

b-= 1.1 (2.42)
a
c
- = 0.5 (2.43)
a

S= 0.5 [AOv¶I ka-2.95 (2.44)1 (2.45)

1
Z2 = 1 (2.46)

ka = 2.95. (2.47)

In (2.44), M] ka=2.95 is the wavelength of the TM circular waveguide mode
when ka = 2.95. According to eq. (8.4) of [2],

ka2.95 = 3.67738806a (2.48)

so that

L3 = 1.838694a. (2.49)

In (2.45) and (2.46), YrE is the characteristic admittance of the TE1 0 circular
waveguide mode so that Z1 and Z2 are matched loads. Consequently, the
electromagnetic field in the circular waveguide will not depend on either L1
or L2 provided that L1 and L2 are large enough so that any evanescent wave
emanating from either the termination at x = -L 1 or that at x = L2 will
have negligibly small amplitude upon arrival at the pertinent aperture in the
circular waveguide. The single value ka of (2.47) was obtained by setting

KAM = 1 (2.50)

BKAO = 2.95. (2.51)
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Because KAM = 1, the value of DBKA is inconsequential. The values of the
variables BKM, XM, NPHI, NZ, KE3M, and KE3(1) in the sample input are
given by

BKM = 15. (2.52)

XM = 40. (2.53)

NPHI = 81 (2.54)

NZ'= 21 (2.55)

KE3M = 1 (2.56)
KE3(1) = 1. (2.57)

Because of (2.56) and (2.57), the magnitudes of the 0 and z-components of
the normalized electric field in the apertures A1 and A2 will appear in the
output data.

Listing of the first module of the sample input data

0. 11O0000D+0O 0. 5000000D+00 0.4000000D+02 0.4000000D+02
0. 1838694D+01 0. 1500000D+02 0.4000000D+02 0. 1000000D+01
0.O000000D+00. 1000000D+01 O.O000000D+00

1 0.2950000D+01 O.0000000D+O0 1 81 21
1

Listing of the second module of the sample input data

ROOTS OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS ((X(I,S),S=t,5O), N=1,21)
2.40482556 5.52007811 8.65372791 11.79153444 14.93091771

18.07106397 21.21163663 24.35247153 27.49347913 30.63460647
33.77582021 36.91709835 40.05842576 43.19979171 46.34118837
49.48260990 52.62405184 55.76551076 58.90698393 62.04846919
65.18996480 68.33146933 71.47298160 74.61450064 77.75602563
80.897566587 84.03909078 87.18062984 90.32217264 93.46371878
96.60526795 99.74681986 102.88837425 106.02993092 109.17148965

112.31305028 115.45461266 118.59617663 121.73774209 124.87930891
128.02087701 131.16244628 134.30401664 137.44558802 140.68716035
143.72873367 146.87030763 150.01188246 153. 15345802 156.29503427

3.83170597 7.015568667 10.17346814 13.32369194 16.47063005
19.61585851 22.76008438 26.90367209 29.04682853 32.18967991
35.33230755 38.47476623 41.61709421 44.75931900 47.90148089
51.04353518 54.18555364 57.32752544 60.46945785 63.61135670
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66.75322673 69.89507184 73.03689523 76.17869958 79.32048718
82.46225991 85.60401944 88.74576714 91.88750425 95.02923181
98.17095073 101.31266182 104.45436579 107.59606326 110.73775478

113.87944085 117.02112190 120.16279833 123.30447049 126.44613870
129.58780325 132.72946439 135.87112236 139.01277739 142.15442966
145.29607935 148.43772662 151.57937163 154.72101452 157.86265540

5.13562230 8.41724414 11.61984117 14.79595178 17.95981949
21.11699705 24.27011231 27.42057355 30.56920450 33.71651951
36.86285651 40.00844673 43.15345378 46.29799668 49.44216411
52.58602351 56.72962705 58.87301577 62.01622236 65.15927319
68.30218978 71.44498987 74.58768817 77.73029706 80.87282695
84.01528671 87.15768394 90.30002515 93.44231602 96.58456145
99.72676573 102.86893265 106.01106552 109.15316729 112.29524056

115.43728766 118.57931068 121.72131148 124.86329174 128.00525297
131.14719653 134.28912367 137.43103552 140.57293310 143.71481735
146.85668912 149.99854919 153.14039829 156.28223708 159.42406617

6.38016190 9.76102313 13.01520072 16.22346616 19.40941523
22.58272959 25.74816670 28.90835078 32.06485241 35.21867074
38.37047243 41.52071967 44.66974312 47.81778569 50.96502991
54.11161557 57.25765160 60.40322414 63.54840218 66.69324167
69.83778844 72.98208040 76.12614918 79.27002139 82.41371955
85.55726287 88.70066784 91.84394868 94.98711773 98.13018673

101.27316212 104.41605517 107.55887218 110.70161965 113.84430334
116.98692838 120.12949939 123.27202050 126.41449544 129.55692756
132.69931991 135.84167526 138.98399610 142.12628474 145.26854326
148.41077358 151.55297745 154.69515649 157.83731217 160.97944587

7.58834243 11.06470949 14.37253667 17.61596605 20.82693296
24.01901952 27.19908777 30.37100767 33.53713771 36.69900113
39.85762730 43.01373772 46.16785351 49.32036069 52.47155140
55.62165091 58.77083574 61.91924620 65.06699526 68.21417486
71.36086067 74.50711546 77.65299182 80.79853407 83.94377989
87.08876147 90.23350652 93.37803898 96.52237969 99.66654682

102.81055633 105.95442227 109.09815708 112.24177180 115.38527625
118.52867922 121.67198858 124.81521142 127.95835412 131.10142245
134.24442164 137.38735644 140.53023118 143.67304979 146.81581590
149.95853279 153.10120351 156.24383085 159.38641736 162.52896543

8.77148382 12.33860420 15.70017408 18.98013388 22.21779990
25.43034115 28.62661831 31.81171672 34.98878129 38.15986856
41.32638325 44.48931912 47.64939981 50.80716520 53.96302656
57.11730278 60.27024507 63.42205405 66.57289189 69.72289116
72.87216130 76.02079343 79.16886409 82.31643800 85.46357030
88.61030824 91.75669254 94.90275852 98.04853691 101. 19405463

104.33933531 107.48439983 110.62926667 113.77395226 116.91847126
120.06283680 123.20706064 126.35115339 129.49512461 132.63898297
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135.78273630 138.92639176 142.06995586 146.21343463 148.35683321
151.50015689 154.64341015 157.78659721 160.92972194 164.07278793

9.93610952 13.58929017 17.00381967 20.32078921 23.58608444
26.82015198 30.03372239 33.23304176 36.42201967 39.60323942
42.77848161 45.94901600 49.11577372 52.27945390 55.44059207
58.59960563 61.75682490 64.91251478 68.06689027 71.22012770
74.37237311 77.52374850 80.67435660 83.82428452 86.97360663
90.12238683 93.27068030 96.41853497 99.56599267 102.71309005

105.85985938 109.00632919 112.15252478 115.29846869 118.44418103
121.58967984 124.73498132 127.88010007 131.02504929 134.16984093
137.31448584 140.45899391 143.60337414 146.74763477 149.89178336
153.03582678 156.17977144 159.32362318 162.46738741 165.61106911
11.08637002 14.82126873 18.28758283 21.64154102 24.93492789
28.19118846 31.42279419 34.63708935 37.83871738 41.03077369
44.21540851 47.39416576 50.56818468 53.73832537 56.90524999
60.06947700 63.23141837 66.39140576 69.54970927 72.70655117
75.86211608 79.01655863 82.17000939 85.32257933 88.47436342
91.62544340 94.77589002 97.92576484 101.07512166 104.22400772

107.37246468 110.52052942 113.66823467 116.81560966 119.96268048
123.10947057 126.25600101 129.40229081 132.54835716 135.69421567
138.83988051 141.98536460 145.13067973 148.27583667 151.42084532
154.56571475 157.71045331 160.85506870 163.99956802 167.14395783
12.22509226 16.03777419 19.55453643 22.94517313 26.26681464
29.54565967 32.79580004 36.02661506 39.24044800 42.44388774
45.63844418 48.82593038 52.00769146 55.18474794 58.35788903
61.52773517 64.69478124 67.85942699 71.02199904 74.18276693
77.34195516 80.49975227 83.65631779 86.81178765 89.96627840
93.11989054 96.27271125 99.42481648 102.57627274 105.72713851

108.87746543 112.02729929 115.17668080 118.32564630 121.47422834
124.62245614 127.77036603 130.91795177 134.06526490 137.21231495
140.35911970 143.50569535 146.65205670 149.79821731 152.94418961
156.08998503 159.23561409 162.38108649 165.52641118 168.67159646

13.35430048 17.24122038 20.80704779 24.23388526 27.58374896
30.88537897 34.15437792 37.40009998 40.62855372 43.84380142
47.04870074 50.24532696 53.43522716 56.61958027 59.79930163
62.97511353 66.14759402 69.31721152 72.48434982 75.64932664
78.81240687 81.97381406 85.13373741 88.29233855 91.44975632
94.60611070 97.76150589 100.91603286 104.06977136 107.22279165

110.37515584 113.52691905 116.67813038 119.82883371 122.97906837
126.12886972 129.27826963 132.42729694 135.57597775 138.72433580
141.87239270 145.02016815 148.16768018 151.31494531 154.46197871
157.60879431 160.75540496 163.90182250 167.04805790 170.19412130
14.47550069 18.43346367 22.04698536 25.50945056 28.88737506
32.21185620 35.49990921 38.76180702 42.00419024 45.23157410
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48.44715139 51.65325167 54.85161908 58.04358793 61.23019798
64.41227241 67.59047207 70.76533400 73.93729938 77.10673425
80.27394491 83.43918980 86.60268848 89.76462879 92.92517238
96.08445917 99.24261087 102.39973390 105.55592171 108.71125670

111.86581184 115.01966105 118.17283486 121.32541227 124.47743061
127.62893164 130.77995306 133.93052898 137.08069034 140.23046527
143.37987941 146.52895616 149.67771696 152.82618144 155.97436765
159.12229220 162.26997039 165.41741635 168.56464316 171.71166291
15.58984788 19.61596690 23.27585373 26.77332255 30.17906118
33.52636408 36.83357134 40.11182327 43.36836095 46.60813268
49.83465351 53.05049896 56.25760472 59.45746691 62.65121739
65.83980880 69.02397393 72.20431796 75.38133933 78.55545246

81.72700494 84.89629058 88.06355952 91.22902609 94.39287509
97.55526669 100.71634047 103.87621862 107.03500857 110.19280522

113.34969265 116.60674669 119.66103113 122.81560878 125.96953239
129.12285034 132.27560638 135.42784009 138.57958743 141.73088111
144.88175097 148.03222428 151.18232600 154.33207905 157.48150449

160.63062171 163.77944859 166.92800168 170.07629624 173.22434647
16.69824993 20.78990636 24.49488504 28.02670996 31.45996004
34.82998699 38.15637750 41.45109231 44.72194354 47.97429353
51.21196700 54.43777693 57.65384481 60.86180468 64.06293782
67.25826456 70.44860840 73.63464196 76.81692044 79.99590644
83.17198872 86.34549652 89.51671063 92.68587205 95.85318889
99.01884180 102.18298842 105.34576695 108.50729906 111.66769230

114.82704216 117.98543364 121.14294273 124.29963753 127.45557930
130.61082324 133.76541929 136.91941271 140.07284461 143.22575244
146.37817038 149.53012967 152.68165898 155.83278459 158.98353070
162.13391960 165.28397186 168.43370649 171.58314112 174.73229205

17.80143515 21.95624407 25.70510305 29.27063044 32.73106331
36.12365767 39.46920683 42.78043927 46.06571091 49.33078010
52.57976906 56.81671988 59.04093404 62.25718939 65.465688380
68.66813322 71.86484051 75.05674474 78.24445722 81.42848829
84.60926767 87.78715986 90.96247628 94. 13548463 97.30641638

100.47547280 103.64282970 106.80864143 109.97304405 1-13.13615796
116.29809015 119.45893600 122.61878084 125.77770123 128.93576606
132.09303754 135.24957191 138.40542024 141.56062893 144.71524029
147.86929295 151.02282228 154.17586070 157.32843800 160.48058160
163.63231679 166.78366690 169.93465353 173.08529669 176.23561493

18.89999796 23.11577835 26.90736898 30.50595016 33.99318498
37.40818613 40.77282785 44.10059057 47.40034778 50.67823695

53.93866621 57.18489860 60.41940985 63.64411751 66.86053301
70.06986583 73.27309662 76.47102976 79.66433188 82.85356054
86.03918598 89.22160778 92.40116781 95.57816038 98.75284036

101.92542960 105.09612218 108.26508867 111.43247958 114.59842828
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117.76306340 120.92646079 124.08874623 127.24999185 130.41027733
133.66967093 136.72823538 139.88602761 143.04309944 146.19949814

149.35526690 152.61044627 155.66606966 158.81917313 161.97278672
165.12593867 168.27865619 171.43096061 174.58287710 177.73442583

19.99443063 24.26918003 28.10241623 31.73341334 36.24708679
38.68427639 42.06791700 45.41218961 48.72646412 52.01724128
56.28920415 58.54582890 61.78975990 66.02306025 68.24732200
71.46387689 74.67376871 77.87786897 81.07689772 84.27145907

87.46206333 90.64914480 93.83307557 97.01417644 100.19272656
103.36896632 106.64310808 109.71534063 112.88582801 116.05471661
119.22213673 122.38820479 125.65302510 128.71669145 131.87928838
135.04089230 138.20167249 141.36139187 144.62040775 147.67867242

150.83623371 163.99313647 157.14941792 160.30511811 163.46027013
166.61490548 169.76905326 172.92274044 176.07599201 179.22883118

21.08514611 25.41701901 29.29087070 32.95366489 36.49339791
39.95255349 43.35507320 46.71580944 50.04460602 63.34831233

66.63187594 59.89897873 63.16242819 66.39440904 69.62665088
72.85054351 76.06721817 79.27760620 82.48248211 86.68249684

88.87819724 92.07006490 96.25847087 98.44379219 101.62632016
104.80631766 107.98401523 111.16961587 114.33329914 117.60522446
120.67553386 123.84435435 127.01179984 130.17797281 133.34296574
136.60686227 139.66973827 142.83166272 145.99269847 149.15290292
152.31232861 155.47102371 158.62903248 161.78639664 164.94315076
168.09933262 171.25497299 174.41010189 177.66474681 180.71893336
22.17249462 26.55978414 30.47327996 34.16726785 37.73268052
41.21356706 44.63482976 48.01196294 51.35526465 54.67191918
57.96712883 61.24477410 64.50782040 67.75858011 70.99888749

74.23021912 77.46377900 80.67065998 83.88138905 87.08696117
90.28786614 93.48460342 96.67760765 99.86725087 103.053865733

106.23771026 109.41906827 112.69812066 115.77509113 118.95014243

122.12342824 125.29508615 128.46623971 131.63400014 134.80146786
137.96773380 141.13288046 144.29698294 147.46010968 150.62232324
163.78368091 156.94423525 160.10403458 163.26312338 166.42154271
169.57933048 172.73652180 175.89314920 179.04924287 182.20483087
23.25677609 27.69789835 31.65011816 35.37471722 38.96543205
42.46780721 46.90766387 49.30111134 52.65888365 55.98848722
59.29536994 62.58360418 65.86630828 69.11691850 72.36437087
76.60322657 78.83376063 82.05702611 85.27390141 88.48612576
91.69132626 94.89303872 98.09072402 101.28478091 104.47555635

107.66335375 110.84843970 114.03104944 117.21139142 120.38965105
123.66599381 126.74056792 129.91350652 133.08492960 136.25494567
139.42366263 142.59114000 145.75748887 148.92277333 152.08706116
155.26041440 168.41289006 161.57454055 164.73541416 167.89555548
171.06500571 174.21380299 177.37198271 180.52957773 183.68661859
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24.33824962 28.83173036 32.82180276 36.67645076 40.19209610
43.71571242 47.17400467 60.58367114 63.96586528 57.29840366
60.61697113 63.91682558 67.19823360 70.46676142 73.72341433
76.96986585 80.20745037 83.43727983 86.66028299 89.87724253
93.08882319 96.29569365 99.49804359 102.69669716 105.89162379

109.08344686 112.27235076 115.46858672 118.64237751 121.82392144
125.00339567 Iq8.18095899 131.35675416 134.53090991 137.70354262
140.87475783 144.04465143 147.21331077 150.38081E61 153.54723893
156.71264761 159.87710310 163.04066196 166.20337631 169.36529427
172.52646038 175.68691587 178.84669901 182.00684532 185.16438789
25.41714081 29.96160379 33.98870279 37.77286784 41.41306561
44.96767675 48.43423920 61.86001993 56.24657561 68.60202207
61.93227307 65.24176599 68.53391094 71.81138120 75.07630808
78.33041549 81.576115665 84.81167774 88.04078020 91.26364816
94.48068339 97.69248687 100.89977667 104.10290200 107.30225447

110.49817724 113.69097235 116.88090682 120.06821766 123.25311603
126.43579068 129.61641094 132.79612916 135.97208276 139.14739616

142.32118214 146.49364333 148.66467323 151.83435729 155.00297369
158.17049419 161.33698470 164.60250593 167.66711386 170.83086019
173.99379280 177.16595604 180.31739107 183.47813615 186.63822689

ROOTS OF DERIVATIVES OF BESSEL FUNCTIOIS ((XP(I,S),S=1,50),I=1,21)
3.83170597 7.01558667 10.17346814 13.32369194 16.47063005

19.61585851 22.76008438 25.90367209 29.04682853 32.18967991
35.33230755 38.47476623 41.61709421 44.75931900 47.90146089
51.04353518 54.18655364 67.32752544 60.46945785 63.61135670

66.75322673 69.89507184 73.03689523 76.17869958 79.32048718
82.46225991 85.60401944 88.74576714 91.88760425 95.02923181
98.17095073 101.31266182 104.45436579 107.69606326 110.73775478

113.87944085 117.02112190 120.16279833 123.30447049 126.44613870
129.58780326 132.72946439 136.87112236 139.01277739 142.15442966
145.29607936 148.43772662 151.57937163 154.72101452 157.86265540

1.84118378 6.33144277 8.63631637 11.70600490 14.86358863
18.01552786 21.16436986 24.31132686 27.45705057 30.60192297
33.74618290 36.88998741 40.03344406 43.17662897 46.31959756
49.46239114 62.60504111 55.74757179 58.89000230 62.03234787

65.17462080 68.31683113 71.45898711 74.60109561 77.74316241
80.88519235 84.02718959 87.16915764 90.31109957 93.45301801
96.59491525 99.73679330 102.87865391 106.02049864 109.16232885

112.30414577 115.44596048 118.58774396 121.72962706 124.87130058
128.01306522 131.16482162 134.29657036 137.43831196 140.58004691
143.72177563 146.86349853 150.00521597 153.14692830 156.28863581

3.05423693 6.70613319 9.96946782 13.17037086 16.34752232
19.51291278 22.67158177 25.82603714 28.97767277 32.12732702
35.27553505 38.42265482 41.56893494 44.71455353 47.85964161
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51.00429767 64.14859724 57.29259919 60.43635008 63.57988724
66.72324095 69.86643601 73.00949296 76.15242892 79.29525830
82.43799331 85.58064435 88.72322036 91.86572905 95.00817710
98.15057035 101.29291390 104.43521224 107.57746933 110.71968869

113.86187345 117.00402639 120.14615001 123.28824656 126.43031806
129.57236632 132.71439301 135.85639961 138.99838749 142.14035790
145.28231196 148.42425071 161.56617512 154.70808604 157.84998430

4.20118894 8.01523660 11.34592431 14.58584829 17.78874787

20.97247694 24.14489743 27.31005793 30.47026881 33.62694918
36.78102068 39.93310862 43.08365266 46.23297108 49.38130009
52.52881874 55.67566523 58.82194800 61.96775330 65.11315060
68.25819654 71.40293768 74.54741272 77.69165407 80.83568905
83.97954092 87.12322953 90.26677197 93.41018304 96.56347568
99.69666083 102.83974863 105.98274768 109.12566565 112.26850936

115.41128489 118.55399765 121.69665253 124.83925389 127.98180569
131.12431149 134.26677452 137.40919772 140.55158376 143.69393509
146.83625393 149.97854233 153.12080216 156.26303515 159.40524288

5.31755313 9.28239629 12.68190844 15.96410704 19.19602880
22.40103227 25.58975968 28.76783622 31.93853934 35.10391668
38.26531699 41.42366650 44.57962314 47.73366752 50.88615915
54.03737242 57.18752046 60.33677140 63.48525967 66.63309405

69.78036353 72.92714162 76.07348960 79.21945893 82.36509317
85.51042944 88.65549957 91.80033100 94.94494751 98.08936983

101.23361611 104.37770230 107.52164246 110.66544908 113.80913324
116.95270484 120.09617273 123.23954486 126.38282839 129.52602978
132.66915487 135.81220898 138.95519692 142.09812309 145.24099151
148.38380585 151.52656948 154.66928549 157.81195673 160.95458583

6.41561638 10.51986087 13.98718863 17.31284249 20.57551462
23.80358148 27.01030790 30.20284908 33.38544390 36.56077769
39.73064023 42.89627316 46.05866627 49.21817461 52.37559153
55.53119588 58.68528359 61.83808923 64.98980119 68.14057257
71.29052908 74.43977491 77.58839718 80.73646930 83.88405365
87.03120316 90.17796384 93.32437513 96.47047134 99.61628246

102.76183477 105.90715140 109.05225282 112.19715718 115.34188065
118.48643767 121.63084118 124.77510283 127.91923309 131.06324144
134.20713647 137.35092598 140.49461707 143.63821620 146.78172930
149.92516179 153.06861864 156.21180443 159.35502337 162.49817934

7.50126614 11.73493595 15.26818146 18.63744301 21.93171502
25.18392560 28.40977636 31.61787572 34.81339298 37.99964090
41.17884947 44.35257920 47.52195691 50.68781778 53.85079464
57.01137608 60.16994561 63.32680859 66.48221126 69.63635446

72.78940366 75.94149646 79.09274823 82.24325646 85.39310406
88.54236204 91.69109156 94.83934557 97.98717018 101.13460569

104.28168751 107.42844688 110.57491145 113.72110579 116.86705181
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120.01276912 123.15827530 126.30358618 129.44871605 132.59367782
135.73848322 138.88314289 142.02766654 145.17206303 148.31634048
151.46050631 154.60456734 157.74852986 160.89239965 164.03618206

8.57783649 12.93238624 16.52936588 19.94185337 23.26805293
26.54503206 29.79074858 33.01517864 36.22438055 39.42227458
42.61152217 45.79399966 48.97107095 52.14375297 55.31282033
58.47887403 51.64238785 64.80374053 67.96323864 71.12113304
74.27763106 77.43290562 80.58710208 83.74034356 86.89273506
90.04436665 93.19531609 96.34565085 99.49542974 102.64470429

105.79351984 108.94191644 112.08992959 115.23759089 118.38492855
121.53196784 124.67873146 127.82523986 130.97151151 134.11756314

137.26340993 140.40906571 143.55454307 146.69985354 149.84500765
152.99001507 156.13488470 159.27962473 162.42424269 165.56874557

9.64742165 14.11551891 17.77401237 21.22906262 24.58719749

27.88926943 31.15532656 34.39662855 37.62007804 40.83017868
44.03001034 47.22175847 50.40702097 53.58699544 56.76259848
59.93454431 63.10339820 66.26961367 69.43355902 72.59553655
75.75579686 78.914549,5 82.07197091 85.22821114 88.38339823
91.53764234 94 -,':j869 97.84367007 100.99560878 104.14691826

107.29765441 11 44786667 113.59759895 116.74689035 119.89577586
123.04428682 12z.19245144 129.34029514 132.48784093 135.63510964
138.782120', 141.92888993 145.07543449 148.22176832 151.36790460
154.513P5646 157.65963202 160.80524457 163.95070256 167.09601476

10.71143397 15.28673767 19.00459354 22.50139873 25.89127728
29 21866350 32.50524735 35.76379293 39.00190281 42.22463843
45.43548310 48.63692265 51.83078393 55.01844255 58.20095582
61.37915081 64.55368443 67.72508544 70.89378457 74.06013637
77.22443549 80.38692888 83.54782516 86.70730178 89.86551073
93.02258289 96.17863168 99.33375580 102.48804162 105.64156505

108.79439302 111.94658487 115.09819332 118.24926541 121.39984324
124.54996459 127.69966351 130.84897070 133.99791395 137.14651851
140.29480729 143.44280122 146.59051940 149.73797930 152.88519695
156.03218709 159.17896326 162.32553797 165.47192277 168.61812831
11.77087667 16.44785275 20.22303141 23.76071586 27.18202153
30.53450475 33.84196578 37.11800042 40.37106891 43.60676490
46.82895945 50.04042897 53.-A322321 56.43889206 59.62863131
62.81337965 65.99388505 69.17075142 72.34447202 75.51545393
78.68403628 81.85050394 85.01509806 88.17802420 91.33945869
94.49955372 97.65844131 100.81623660 103.97304045 107.12894162

110.28401853 113.43834073 116.59197013 119.74496202 122.89736594
126.04922639 129.20058350 132.35147351 135.50192928 138.65198060
141.80165465 144.95097616 148.09996779 151.24865026 154.39704260
157.54516231 160.69302549 163.84064702 166.98804062 170.13521901

12.82649123 17.60026656 21.43085424 26.00851870 28.46085728
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31.83842446 35.16671443 38.46038872 41.72862556 44.97752625
48.21133384 51.43310517 54.64510624 57.84905686 61.04628851
64.23784974 67.42457850 70.60715320 73.78612937 76.96196660
80.13504857 83.30569829 86.47418969 89.64075672 92.80560044
95.96889462 99.13079026 102.29141924 105.45089726 108.60932626

111.76679640 114.92338778 118.07917175 121.23421211 124.38856609
127.54228514 130.69541570 133.84799977 137.00007541 140.15167724
143.30283677 146.453568278 149.60394161 152.75393739 155.90359227
159.05292666 162.20195932 165.35070763 168.49918760 171.64741409
13.87884307 18.74509092 22.62930030 26.24604777 29.72897817
33.13144995 36.48054830 39.79194072 43.07548680 46.33777210
49.58339642 52.81568683 56.03711869 59.24957708 62.45452600
65.65312168 68.84629065 72.03478491 75.21922169 78.40011274
81.57788618 84.75290311 87.92547036 91.09585040 94.26426915
97.43092221 100.59597977 103.75959067 106.92188567 110.08298013

113.24297620 116.40196472 119.56002670 122.71723465 125.87365369

129.02934241 132.18435374 135.33873558 138.49253142 141.64578078
144.79861973 147.95078119 151. 10259&12 154.25398977 157.40498996
160.55561928 163.70589931 166.85584997 170.00548971 173.15483560
14.92837449 19.88322436 23.81938909 27.47433975 30.98739433
34.41454566 37.78437851 41.11351238 44.41245452 47.68825285
50.94584925 54.18883107 57.41987615 60.64103003 63.85388583
67.05970512 70.25950133 73.45409890 76.64417598 79.83029598
83.01293114 86.19248048 89.36928364 92.54363161 95.71577527
98.88593209 102.05429160 105.22101975 108.38626251 111.55014879

114.71279291 117.87429661 121.03475072 124.19423664 127.35282750
130.51058919 133.667568129 136.82385774 139.97946755 143.13445532
146.28886175 149.44272406 152.59607631 155.74894981 158.90137331

162.05337332 165.20497428 168.35619880 171.50706779 174.65760064
15.97543881 21.01540493 25.00197150 28.69427122 32.23696941
35.68854409 39.07899819 42.42585443 45.74023678 49.02963506
52.29931939 55.55312778 58.79393376 62.02393848 65.24486077
68.45806499 71.66464970 74.86551046 78.06138542 81.25288898
84.44053706 87.62476630 90.80594897 93.98440448 97.16040861

100.33420074 103.50598977 106.67595882 109.84426916 113.01106338
116.17646804 119.34059592 122.50354778 125.66541401 128.82627588
131.98620672 135.14527282 138.30353431 141.46104582 144.61785714
147.77401370 150.92955708 154.08452540 157.23895364 160.39287403
163.54631625 166.69930769 169.85187372 173.00403778 176.15582166

17.02032327 22.14224735 26.17776620 29.90659108 33.47844849
36.95416965 40.36510275 43.72962958 47.05946240 50.36251400
53.64436n64 56.90910879 60.15979410 63.39877760 66.62790029
69.84862681 73.06213892 76.26940192 79.47121293 82. 66823660
85.86103195 89.05007287 92.23576396 95.41845289 98.59844022
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101.77598720 104.95132204 108.12464607 111.29613289 114.46594181
117.63421073 120.80106350 123.96661091 127.13095242 130.29417754
133.45636709 136.61759421 139.77792526 142.93742061 146.09613529
149.25411956 152.41141945 155.56807718 158.72413153 161.87961824
165.03457024 168.18901794 171.34298952 174.49651104 177.64960672

18.06326499 23.26426978 27.34738651 31.11194494 34.71247959
38.21205723 41.64330585 45.02542621 48.37069283 61.68742381
54.98150733 58.25725555 61.51791395 64.76698076 68.00341570
71.23178115 74.45234013 77.66612622 80.87399440 84.07665874
87.27472076 90.46869112 93.65900642 96.84604234 100.03012405

103.21153453 106.39062128 109.56730178 112.74206794 115.91498982
119.08621866 122.25588944 125.42412303 128.59102801 131.75670219
134.92123396 138.08470332 141.24718298 144.40873909 147.56943199
150.72931686 153.88844422 157.04686045 160.20460821 163.36172678
166.51825242 169.67421863 172.82965642 175.98459455 179.13906971

19.10446224 24.38191370 28.51136068 32.31089394 35.93963034
39.46276685 42.91415216 46.31376949 49.67443171 53.00484590
56.31119165 59.59800556 62.86870984 66.12594446 69.37178453
72.60788756 75.83559590 79.05600992 82.27004135 85.47846278
88.68188756 91.88089261 95.07593614 98.26742155 101.45569839

104.64107123 107.82380672 111.00413944 114.18227656 117.35840186
120.53267893 123.70525388 126.87625768 130.04580806 133.21401118
136.38096300 139.54675051 142.71145276 145.87514173 149.03788313
152.19973708 155.36075869 158.52099853 161.68050318 164.83931554
167.99747522 171.15501884 174.31198034 177.46839118 180.62428058
20.14408270 25.49555871 29.67014737 33.50392932 37.16040124
40.70679543 44.17812771 47.59513048 50.97113292 54.31521595

57.63383980 60.93175771 64.21256287 67.47903264 70.73335426
73.97727786 77.21222318 80.43935593 83.65964336 86.87389573
90.08279749 93.28693128 96.48679650 99.68282391 102.87538721

106.06481235 109.25138502 112.43535674 115.61694991 118.79636197
121.97376881 125.14932768 128.32317965 131.49545161 134.66625806
137.83570260 141.00387919 144.17087326 147.33676268 150.50161857
153.66550603 156.82848475 159.99060959 163.15193105 166.31249570
169.47234655 172.63152339 175.79006310 178.94799989 182.10536555
21.18226963 26.60553392 30.82414780 34.69148395 38.37523617
41.94458620 45.43566830 48.86993352 52.26120709 55.61892969
58.94983212 62.25887691 65.54982274 68.82558023 72.08844556
75.34025903 78.58251593 81.81644575 85.04307016 88.26324612
91.47769848 94.68704502 97.89181585 101.09246876 104.28940132

107.48296063 110.67345123 113.86114149 117.04626891 120.22904452
123.40965647 126.58827313 129.76504562 132.94010999 136.11358910
139.28559418 142.45622617 145.62557693 148.79373022 151.96076258
155.12674413 158.29173920 161.45580693 164.61900179 167.78137405
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170.94297014 174.10383307 177.26400267 180.42351594 183.58240728
22.21914648 27.71212684 31.97371522 35.87394150 39.58453089
43.17653646 46.68716642 50.13856248 53.54502718 56.91634787
60.25951651 63.57969798 66.88081125 70.16589626 73.43735505
76.69711577 79.94674733 83.18754160 86.42057347 89.64674568
92.86682276 96.08145700 99.29120879 102.49656256 105.69793942

108.89570741 112.09018972 115.28167140 118.47040496 121.65661491
124.84050162 128.02224448 131.20200466 134.37992735 137.55614375
140.73077270 143.90392215 147.07569037 150.24616703 153.41543413
156.58356680 159.75063402 162.91669926 166.08182098 169.24605316
172.40944570 175.57204480 178.73389334 181.89503109 185.05549510

PARAMETER Z IN FORMULA FOR LARGE N: (Z(I),I=1,76) FOR 0.0<-ZETA<7.5
PARAMETER Z IN FORMULA FOR LARGE N: (Z(I),I=77,96) FOR 0.00<XI<0.38

1000000000. 1081258212. 1166283624. 1255057958. 1347557490.
1443753879. 1543614917. 1647105219. 1754186836. 1864819802.
1978962618. 2096572665. 2217606570. 2342020514. 2469770499.
2600812563. 2735102973. 2872598376. 3013255919. 3157033362.
3303889146. 3453782466. 3606673313. 3762522511. 3921291740.
4082943554. 4247441386. 4414749549. 4584833234. 4757658503.
4933192274. 5111402309. 5292257200. 5475726346. 5661779940.
5850388945. 6041525074. 6235160771. 6431269189. 6629824168.
6830800216. 7034172486. 7239916758. 7448009419. 7658427441.
7871148366. 8086150282. 8303411811. 8522912087. 8744630743.
8968547891. 9194644107. 9422900419. 9653298289. 9885819599.

10120446637. 10357162089. 10595949017. 10836790856. 11079671396.
11324574773. 11571485459. 11820388250. 12071268256. 12324110892.
12578901868. 12835627181. 13094273106. 13354826183. 13617273222.
13881601278. 14147797657. 14415849903. 14685745791. 14957473322.
15231020716. 1570796327. 1570790327. 1570748334. 1570634409.

1570412789. 1570048089. 1569505577. 1568751527. 1567753625.
1566481429. 1564906855. 1563004678. 1560753018. 1558133782.
1555133056. 1551741393. 1547954010. 1543770858. 1539196572.
1534240288.

SECOND DIFFERENCES FOR Z: (ZD2(I),I=1,96)
3780492. 3768362. 3749920. 3726047. 3697565.
3665231. 3629733. 3591683. 3551630. 3510052.
3467368. 3423938. 3380072. 3336031. 3292037.
3248275. 3204898. 3162030. 3119771. 3078203.
3037388. 2997373. 2958193. 2919871. 2882423.
2845855. 2810170. 2775363. 2741425. 2708346.
2676112. 2644706. 2614110. 2584306. 2555273.
2526990. 2499438. 2472594. 2446438. 2420950.
2396107. 2371891. 2348281. 2325257. 2302801.
2280894. 2259518. 2238656. 2218291. 2198406.
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2178986. 2160016. 2141480. 2123365. 2105657.
2088342. 2071409. 2054845. 2038637. 2022776.
2007249. 1992047. 1977159. 1962576. 1948288.
1934286. 1920562. 1907107. 1893913. 1880973.
1868279. 1855824. 1843601. 1831603. 1819824.
1808258. 1. -36000. -71961. -107761.
-143199. -177994. -211796. -244195. -274728.
-302904. -328219. -350184. -368346. -382318.

-391799. -396596. -396635. -391968. -382776.
-369355.

FOURTH DIFFERENCES FOR Z: (ZD4(I),I=1,96)
-7.-6.-5.-5.-4.
-3.-3.-2.-2.-1.

-1. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 0. 0.0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.0.
0. 0. 0. 0.0.
0. 0. 0. 0.0.
0. 0. 0.0.O0.

1. 1. 1. 2. 2.
3. 3. 4. 4. 5.
5. 5. 5. 5. 4.
4.

PARAMETER P1 II FORMULA FOR LARGE N: (P1(I),I=1,96)
142857. 142398. 141553. 140368. 138884.

137145. 135189. 133053. 130770. 128371.
125883. 123329. 120731. 118107. 115474.
112844. 110229. 107640. 105084. 102567.
100095. 97672. 95302. 92986. 90728.
88527. 86384. 84300. 82274. 80307.
78397. 76543. 74745. 73001. 71310.
69671. 68082. 66542. 65050. 63604.
62202. 60843. 59527. 58250. 57013.
55814. 54651. 53523. 52429. 51367.
50338. 49338. 48368. 47427. 46513.
45625. 44762. 43924. 43110. 42319.
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41550. 40802. 40074. 39366. 38678.
38008. 37355. 36720. 36102. 35499.
34913. 34341. 33784. 33241. 32711.
32195. 0. 7. 53. 180.

426. 829. 1427. 2254. 3341.
4714. 6395. 8398. 10732. 13395.

16380. 19671 23246. 27074. 31122.
35350.

SECOND DIFFERENCES FOR PARAMETER PI: (PtD2(I), I11,96)
-429.-385.-341.-297.-256.
-216.-180.-146.-116. -89.

-65. -44. -25. -9. 4.
16. 25. 33. 40. 45.
49. 53. 56. 57. 58.
58. 59. 59. 58. 57.
57. 55. 54. 53. 52.
50. 49. 48. 46. 45.
43. 42. 40. 39. 38.
36. 35. 34. 33. 32.
30. 29. 28. 27. 26.
25. 25. 24. 23. 22.
21. 21. 20. 19. 18.
18. 17. 17. 16. 16.
15. 15. 14. 14. 13.
13. 0. 40. 80. 119.

158. 195. 230. 261. 287.
309. 324. 331. 331. 323.
308. 285. 255. 220. 181.
139.

PARAMETER P2 IN FORMULA FOR LARGE 1: (P2(I), I=1,76)
-119.-113.-108.-102. -96.

-90. -84. -78. -73. -67.
-62. -57. -53. -49. -45.
-41. -38. -35. -32. -30.
-27. -25. -23. -21. -20.
-18. -17. -15. -14. -13.
-12. -11. -10. -10. -9.

-8. -8. -7. -7. -6.
-6. -5. -5. -5. -4.
-4. -4. -4. -3. -3.
-3. -3. -3. -2. -2.
-2. -2. -2. -2. -2.
-2. -2. -1. -1. -1.
-1. -1. -1. -1. -1.
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--1.

PARAMETER Q1 IN FORMULA FOR LARGE N: (QI(I), 1=1,97)

-1259921.-1298628.-1334723.-1368192.-1399054.
-1427356.-1453166.-1476573.-1497675.-1516583.
-1533413.-1533413.-1407530.-1301097.-1209715.

-1130245.-1060379. -998386. -942938. -892999.

-847749. -806530. -768803. -734130. -702142.
-672532. -645039. -619441. -595548. -573193.

-552234. -532545. -514015. -496546. -480051.
-464454. -449685. -435682. -422389. -409755.

-397735. -386287. -375372. -364956. -355008.
-345499. -336400. -327689. -319341. -311337.

-303657. -296282. -289195. -282382. -275828.

-269519. -263443. -257588. -251942. -246496.

-241240. -236164. -231261. -226522. -221940.

-217508. -213218. -209065. -205043. -201146.
-197368. -193705. -190152. -186704. -183358.

-180108. -176952, 0. -33. -67.

-899. -2130. -4153. -7161. -11335.

-16848. -23860. -32514. -42931. -55212.
-69432. -85641. -103861. -124088. -146296.

-170434. -196434.
SECOND DIFFERENCES FOR PARAMETER QI: (Q1D2(I), I=1,97)

2569. 2620. 2632. 2612. 2564.
2494. 2407. 2306. 2195. 2079.

1959.-25249.-19107.-14831.-11763.
-9502. -7800. -6492. -5471. -4660.
-4008. -3477. -3039. -2675. -2369.

-2110. -1889. -1699. -1536. -1392.

-1267. -1157. -1059. -973. -896.
-827. -765. -709. -658. -613.

-571. -533. -499. -467. -438.

-411. -386. -364. -343. -323.
-305. -289. -273. -259. -245.
-233. -221. -210. -199. -190.

-181. -172. -164. -157. -150.

-143. -137. -131. -125. -120.
-115. -110. -105. -101. -97.

-93. -90. 0. -200. -400.
-598. -794. -985. -1169. -1342.

-1502. -1645. -1768. -1868. -1944.

-1993. -2016. -2012. -1984. -1934.
-1865. -1780.
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FOURTH DIFFERENCES FOR PARAMETER QI: (QID4(I), 1=1,17)
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
O. -3. -2. -1. -1.

-1. 0.
PARAMETER Q2 IN FORMULA FOR LARGE N: (Q2(I), 1=1,50)
-10000. -9885. -9749. -9590. -9409
-9205. -8979. -8734. -8471. -8193.
-7903. -790. -571. -422. -318.
-243. -189. -148. -117. -93.

-75. -61. -50. -41. -33.
-28. -23. -19. -16. -13.
-11. -9. -8. -7. -6.

-5. -4. -3. -3. -2.
-2. -2. -1. -1. -1.
-1. -1. -1. -1. 0.

SECOND DIFFERENCES FOR PARAMETER Q2: (Q2D2(I), I=1,30)
18. 21. 22. 23. 23.
22. 20. 18. 15. 12.

9.-108. -67. -43. -29.
-19. -14. -10. -7. -5.

-4. -3. -2. -2. -1.
-1. -1. -1. -1. 0.

PARAMETER Q3 IN FORMULA FOR LARGE N: (Q3(I), I=1,11)
-159.-156.-152.-148.-144.
-140.-137.-135.-133.-133.
-135.
NEGATIVE ZEROS OF THE AIRY FUNCTION: (A(S), S=1,50)

-2.33810741 -4.08794944 -5.52055983 -6.78670809 -7.94413359
-9.02265085-10.04017434-11.00852430-11.93601556-12.82877675

-13.69148904-14.52782995-1S.34075514-16.13268516-16.90563400
-17.66130011-18.40113260-19.12638047-19.83812989-20.53733291
-21.22482994-21.90136760-22.56761292-23.22416500-23.87156446
-24.51030124-25.14082117-25.76353140-26.37880505-26.98698511
-27.58838781-28.18330550-28.77200917-29.35475056-29.93176412
-30.50326861-31.06946859-31.63055566-32.18670965-32.73809961
-33.28488468-33.82721495-34.36523213-34.89907025-35.42885619
-35.95471026-36.47674664-36.99507385-37.50979509-38.02100868
NEGATIVE ZEROS OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE AIRY FUNCTION: (AP(S), S=1,50)
-1.01879297 -3.24819758 -4.82009921 -6.16330736 -7.37217726
-8.48848673 -9.53544905-10.52766040-11.47505663-12.38478837

-13.26221896-14.11150197-14.93593720-15.73820137-16.52050383
-17.28469505-18.03234462-18.78479844-19.48322166-20.18863151
-20.88192276-21.56388772-22.23523229-22.89658874-23.54852630
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-24.19155971-24.82615643-25.45274256-26.07170794-26.68341033
-27.28817912-27.88631841-28.47810968-29.06381416-29.64367481
-30.21791812-30.78675565-31.35038538-31.90899296-32.46275275

-33.01182878-33.55637561-34.09653909-34.63245705-35.16425990
-35.69207120-36.21600815-36.73618208-37.25269882-37.76565910

2.2 The Output Data

The output data consist of the input data, some intermediate output data,
and the final output data. The input data were described in Sections 2.1.1
and 2.1.2. One must read parts of Chapter 3 in order to interpret the in-
termediate output data. The meaning of the intermediate output data is
evident from the description of the main program in Chapter 3. The final
output data are described in Section 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Description of the Final Output Data

The final output data consist of E3A1PS(J), E3A1ZS(K), E3A2PS(J),
E3A2ZS(K), BKAPLT(I), PTRAN(I), and PREFL(I) where {J = 1,2,-..,
NPHI}, {K = 1,2,.. .,NZ}, and {I = 1,2,.-. ,KAM}. The E3A's are writ-
ten at the end of DO loop 48. The variables BKAPLT, PTRAN, and PREFL
are written at the end of the main program.

The E3A's are the magnitudes of the 0- and z-components of the nor-
malized electric field along each of the two center lines in each of the two
apertures. The E3A's are, as explained in the last paragraph of Section 2.1.1,
written out only at those values of KA for which there is an integer J such
that

KE3(J) = KA. (2.58)
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The E3A's are defined by

E3A1PS(J) = E(Al(A)O)(2.59)

E3A1ZS(J) -- E , o(-l) (2.60)

E3A2PS(J) = E, 0)1 (2.61)
[4,Me+ fm

E3A2ZS(J) = E (O'j,0) (2.62)

ITMe+L.

Here, E'(A1)( 4 ) •A1),O) is the 4-component of the electric field at (),z) -
(4 (A1),0) in the left-hand aperture, and E(A1)(r, z(A)) is the z-component

of the electric field at (4, z) = (7r, z(A)) in the left-hand aperture. The coor-
dinates 4 and z are shown in Fig. 2. Now,

00A1) 1+ 2 + 2)0o (2.63)
(A - 2 J-1l)c

z(A) N- 1 2 (2.64)

Moreover, E(A2)(4) A2),0) is the 4-component of the electric field at (4, z) =
(4 •A2),0) in the right-hand aperture, and E.A2)(, ziA)) is the z-component
of the electric field at (4, z) = (0, z(A)) in the right-hand aperture. Here,

O(A2) =J-1 0= (-_ 1+2NPHI ) - 1 (2.65)

and ziA) is given by (2.64). In (2.59)-(2.62), I is the square root
of the average value of the square of the magnitude of the tangential electric
field of the z-traveling TMWO wave taken over one of the apertures.t

tThis average value is the same over both apertures. The z-traveling TMWO wave is the
incident wave in the circular waveguide.
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The quantity PTRAN(I) is the ratio of the time-average power trans-
mitted into the rectangular waveguides to the time-average power of the
z-traveling TM•1 wave in the circular waveguide when

ka = BKAPLT(I) (2.66)

where

BKAPLT(I) = BKAO + (I - I) * DBKA. (2.67)

Similarly, PREFL(I) is the ratio of the time-average power reflected in the
circular waveguide to the time-average power of the z-traveling TM', wave
in the circular waveguide when ka is given by (2.66). Because the medium
in the waveguides is assumed to be lossless,

PTRAN(I) + PREFL(I) = 1. (2.68)

2.2.2 Sample Output Data

When the computer program was run with the input data listed in Section
2.1.3, the output data listed below were written in the file OUT.DAT by
statements in the main program.

Listing of the sample output data written in the file OUT.DAT
by statements in the main program

B, C, L.1L2,L3, BK ,XM , ZLI, ZL2
0. 1100000D+01 0. SO00000D+00 0.4000000D+02 0. 4000000D+02
0. 1838694D+01 0. 1500000D+02 0.4000000D+02 0. 1000000D+01
0.O000000D+00 0. 1000000D+01 O.OOOOOOOD+00

KAN= 1, BKAO= 0.2950000D+01, DBKA= O.O000000D+00
KE3M= 1, IPHI= 81, NZ= 21
KE3

1
5 5 2

KTN= 5, KTE= 11, KI= 16
BKB= 0.3245000E+01
YREC
0.4727867E+00 O.O000000E+00 0.3704829E+00 O.O000000E+00
0. 2890127E+00 O. OOOOOOOE+00 0. 2322885E+00 O. OOOOOOOE+00
0. 2351603E+00 O. OOOOOOOE+00. OOOOOOOE+00-0. 2504353E+00
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-0. 1668050E+01 0.00000002+00-0. 2726819E+01 0. 0000000E+00
-0.3741192E+01 0. 0000000E+OO-0. 1880544E+01 0. OOOOOOOE+00
-0.2115119E+01 0. OOOOOOOE+O0-0 .26991802+01 0. 0000000E+00
-0.34800562E+01 0. 00000002+00-0.43049922+01 0.00000002+00
-0. 4140747E+01 0.00000002+00-0. 4252419E+01 0. OOOOOOOE+00
0. 4727867E+00 0. OOOOOOOE+00 0.3704829E+00 0. OOOOOOOE+00
0.2890 127E+00 A. 0000000E+00 0. 2322886E+00 0. OOOOOOOE+00
0.235 1603E+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00-0.25043532+00

-0. 1658050E+01 0. 0000000E+00-0 .27268192+01 0.00000002+00
-0.3741192E+01 0.00000002+00-0. 1880644E+01 0.00000002+00
-0.2115119E+01 0.00000002+00-0.26991802+01 0.00000002+00
-0.34600562E+01 0.00000002+00-0.43049922+01 0.00000002+00
-0.41407472+01 0.00000002+00-0.42524192+01 0.00000002+00
TI
0. OOOOOOOE+00 0.86837482-08 0.00000002+00 0. 0000000E+00
0.00000002+00 0. 1880288E-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00-0.20096452-01 0.00000002+00 0.7737053E+00
0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.25790182+00
0.00000002+00 0. A000000E+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0.3947158E-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0.25640292-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00-0.45673742-02
0.00000002+00 0.86837482-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0. 18802882-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00-0.20096452-01 0.00000002+00 0.77370532+00
0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.25790182+00
0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0.39471582-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0.25640292-08 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00
0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00 0.00000002+00-0.45673742-02

V
-0.67001452-01-0.61895832-02 0.45551672-16-0. 13848642-17
-0.26333632-01-0.24383692-02 0.73680852-16 0.35951782-17
-0.19301332+00-0.32911312-01-0.99795962+00-0.86767312-01
-0.56024312-17-0.94982432-18-0. 3494251E-01-0.2162649E-01
-0.73010902-18-0.20953662-18-0.34950972-17 0.11353242-16
0.11836192-01 0.11097802-02-0.13874132-16-0.68551602-18
0.34813022-02 0.32356792-03-0.10504992-16-0.56835182-18
-0. 24747492-16-0 .35440282-17-0.35426532-01-0.25827352-02
-0. 670014SE-01-0.6189589E-02 0.45551652-16-0.13848742-17
-0 .2633362E-01-0 .24383732-02 0.73680872-16 0.35951552-17
-0. 1930133E+00-0 .32911312-01-0.99795942+00-0.86767292-01
-0.56024372-17-0.94982482-18-0 .34942512-01-0.21626492-01
-0.7301109E-18-0.2095369E-18-0.3495087E-17 0.11353252-16
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0. 1183619E-01 0. 1109779E-02-0. 1387413E-16-0.6655197E-18
o0.3481302E-02 0. 3235681E-03-0. 1050499E-16-0. 5683519E-18
-o .24747482-16-0 .3544027E-17-O .35426532-01-0. 2582736E-02
CIOUT=-0. 65622322+00-0.57055 13E-01 * C111= 0. 000000E+00 0.00000002+00
C2OUT=-0. 65622312+00-0.57055122-01, C21N= 0. 00000002+00 0. OOOOOOOE+00
CTXEz 0.3417053E+00 0.1243756E+00, CTEE= 0.12531182-15 0.1798084E-21
CTEO= 0.3627384E-07 0.4016329E-08
CIOUTSz 0.433884~1E+00. C1IIS= 0.0000000E+00. C20UTS=- 0.4338840E+00
C21NS= 0.OOOOOOOE+00, PT= 0.8677682E+00
CTNES= 0.1322318E+00 ,CTKMS-- 0.1815642E+01
CTEES* 0.1670306E-31 CTEOSz 0.12603752-14
P1z 0.13223182+00 ,PRK= 0.1815642E401
PTOTAL= 0. 1000000E+01
PTA= 0.8677680E+00, PRNA= 0.1816643E+01
PR12
0. OOOOOOOE+00 0.3926991E-01 0.78539822-01 0.1178097E+00 0. 1570796E+00
0.1963495E+00 0.2366195E+00 0.2748893E+00 0. 3141593E+00 0. 3634292E+00
0.3926991E+00 0.4319690E+00 0.4712389E+00 0.6105088E+00 0.54977872+00
0. 5890486E+00 0.6283185E+00 0. 6676884E+00 0. 7068583E+00 0. 7461283E+00
0.7863982E+00 0.8246680E+00 0.6639380E+00 0.903207gE+00 0.94247782+00
0.9817477E+00 0. 1021018E+01 0. 1060287E+01 0.1099557E+01 0.1138827E+01
0.1178097E+01 0.12173672+01 0. 1256637E+01 0.12959072+01 0.1335177E+01
0.1374447E+01 0.14137172+01 0. 14629872+01 0.14922572+01 0.15315262+01
0. 1570796E+01 0.16100662+01 0.1649336E+01 0.16886062+01 0.17278762+01
0.17671462+01 0.18064162+01 0.1845686E+01 0.18849562+01 0. 1924225E+01
0.1963495E+01 0.2002765E+01 0.2042035E+01 0. 20Mt30E+01 0.21205752+01
0.2159845E+01 0.21991152+01 0.2238385E+01 0.22776552+01 0.23169252+01
0. 2356194E+01 0.2395464E+01 0.2434734E+01 0.2474004E+01 0.2513274E+01
0.25525442+01 0.25918142+01 0.2631084E+01 0.26703542+01 0.2709624E+01
0.27488932+01 0.2788163E+01 0. 2827433E+01 0.2866703E+01 0.29059732+01
0.2945243E+01 0.2984513E+01 0.3023783E+01 0.3063053E+01 0.31023232+01
0.3141593E+01
z
0.00000002+00 0. 15707962+00 0.3141593E+00 0.47123892+00 0.62831852+00
0.78539822+00 0.9424778E+00 0. 1099567E+01 0.12566372+01 0.1413717E+01
0.15707962+01 0.1727876E+01 0.18849562+01 0.20420352+01 0.21991152+01
0.2356194E+01 0.25132742+01 0.26703642+01 0.2827433E+01 0.29845132+01
0. 3141593E+01

23Al1Ps
0.4837097E+00 0.48221352+00 0. 4777427E+00 0.47035072+00 0.46012572+00
0.44718952+00 0.43169566E+00 0.4138279E+00 0.39379702+00 0.37183852+00
0.3482087E+00 0.3231825E+00 0.29704782+00 0. 2701041E+00 0.2426554E+00
0.2150089E+00 0. 1874691E+00 0.1603345E+00 0.13389332+00 0.1084194E+00
0. 84169272-01 0.6137794E-01 0. 4025627E-01 0.20988082-01 0.37278452-02
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0. 1140163E-01 0.24309985-01 0.34941145-01 0.43273505-01 0.4932024E-01
0.6312867E-01 0.5477964E-01 0.5438683E-01 0. 5209066E-01 0.48065455-01
0. 4250704E-01 0.35634965-01 0.27687975-01 0. 18920T0E-01 0.95997975-02
0.10999015-07 0. 9599783E-02 0. 1892069E-01 0. 2768796E-01 0.3563494E-01
0 .4250703E-01 0.4806544E-01 0.5209063E-01 0. 5438579E-01 0.54779545-01
0.53128655-01 0.49320255-01 0.43273535-01 0.34941105-01 0.24309985-01
0.11401605-01 0. 3727860E-02 0.20988085-01 0.4025627E-01 0.61377945-01
0.84189275-01 U.1084194E+00 0.1338933E+00 0.16033455+00 0.1874691E+00
0.2160088E+00 0. 2426564E+00 0.27010405+00 0.29704795+00 0.32318255+00
0.34820885+00 0.37183855+00 0.39379715+00 0.41382795+00 0.43169565+00
0.4471894E+00 0.46012575+00 0.47035075+00 0.47774265+00 0.48221355+00
0.4837097E+00

E3A1ZS
0.76261795+01 0. 7541701E+01 0.72962435+01 0.69129515+01 0.64278965+01
0.58865605+01 0.53393985+01 0.48368975+01 0.4424638E+01 0.4138892E+01
0.40032725+01 0.4026743E+01 0.4203009E+01 0.45111335+01 0.49174555+01
0.53788185+01 0.5846881E+01 0.62730015+01 0.66131395+01 0.68322785+01
0.69079125+01
E3APS
0.48370975+00 0.4822134E+00 0.4777426E+00 0.47035075+00 0.46012575+00
0.44718945+00 0.43169565+00 0.41382795+00 0.39379715+00 0.37183855+00
0.34820885+00 0.32318255+00 0.29704795+00 0.27010405+00 0.2426554E+00
0.2150088E+00 0.18746915+00 0.16033455+00 0.13389335+00 0.1084194E+00
0.84169285-01 0.61377975-01 0.40256285-01 0.20988115-01 0.37278885-02
0.11401585-01 0.24309945-01 0.34941075-01 0.43273515-01 0.49320235-01
0.53128635-01 0.54779515-01 0.54385765-01 0.5209060E-01 0.48065415-01
0.42507035-01 0.3563493E-01 0.27687955-01 0.1892068E-01 0.96997815-02
0.10999015-07 0.95997945-02 0.18920705-01 0.27687975-01 0.3563494E-01
0.42507045-01 0.48066425-01 0.5209064E-01 0.54385805-01 0.54779545-01
0.53128655-01 0.49320215-01 0.43273485-01 0.34941115-01 0.24309945-01
0.11401615-01 0.37278735-02 0.2098811E-01 0.40266285-01 0.61377975-01
0.84169285-01 0.1084194E+00 0.13389335+00 0.16033455+00 0.18746915+00
0.21500895+00 0.2426554E+00 0.27010415+00 0.29704785+00 0.32318255+00
0.34820875+00 0.37183855+00 0.39379705+00 0.41382795+00 0.43169565E+00
0.44718945+00 0.46012575+00 0.47035075+00 0. 4777426E+00 0.48221345+00
0.48370975+00

E3A2ZS
0.76261775+01 0.75417005+01 0.7296242E+01 0.69129495+01 0.64278945+01
0.58865595+01 0.53393965+01 0.48368955+01 0.44246365+01 0.41388915+01
0.40032705+01 0.4026742E+01 0.4203007E+01 0.45111315+01 0.4917453E+01
0.53788175+01 0.58468805+01 0.62729995+01 0. 6613138E+01 0.6832277E+01
0.69079115+01

BKAPLT
0.29500005+01
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PT'rRA
O.8677682E+00

PREFL

0.1322318E+00

Discussion of the above sample output data

In the above sample output data, the values of E3A2PS should be the same
as those of E3A1PS, and the values of E3A2ZS should be the same as those
of E3AlZS. The occasional differences of one or two units in the seventh
significant figure are due to roundoff error.

The value of PTRAN(1) in the sample output data is the same as that
of Pt at ka = 2.95 in Fig. 8.4 of [2]. This value is the same as that of Pt at

0= 0.5 in Fig. 8.6 of [2].
To see if BKM = 15 andXM = 40 of (2.52) and (2.53) are large enough

to give accurate results for the time-average transmitted and reflected pow-
ers and the tangential electric field in the apertures, we ran the computer
program with the input data changed so that BKM = 33 and XM = 100.
The results for the output variables E3A2PS, E3A2ZS, BKAPLT, PTRAN
and PREFL are shown below.

E3A2PS
0.6727512E+00 0.6614469E+00 0.6284841E+00 0.5766137E+00 0.5101027E+00
0.4342954E+00 0.3550694E+00 0.2782472E+00 0.2090295E+00 0. 1515097E+00
0. 1083235E+00 0.8046831E-01 0.6730618E-01 0.6674646E-01 0. 758026E-01
0.899232SE-01 0. 1057121E+00 0. 1191946E+00 0. 1273567E+00 0. 1282371E+00
0. 1210977E+00 0. 1064339E+00 0.8583125E-01 0.6168983E-01 0.3685839E-01
0. 1422592E-01 0.3676301E-02 0. 1500904E-01 0. 1885962E-01 0. 1534288E-01
0.5564338E-02 0.8549457E-02 0.2452678E-01 0.3969521E-01 0. 5154726E-01
o.5807864E-01 0.5806428E-01 0.$116809E-01 0.3807576E-01 0. 2029666E-01
0.4981872E-08 0.2029661E-01 0.3807564E-01 0.S116813E-01 0.5805422E-01
O. 5807864E-01 0.5154727E-01 0.3969515E-01 0.2452665E-01 0. 8549399E-02
0.5564411E-02 0. 1534297E-01 0. 1885962E-01 0. 1500908E-01 0. 3676274E-02
0.1422588E-01 0.3685847E-01 0.6168973E-01 0.8583125E-01 0. 1064339E+00
0. 1210976E+00 0. 1282370E+00 0. 1273567E+00 0. 1191946E+00 0. 1057119E+00
0.8992319E-01 0.7558020E-01 0.6674645E-01 0.6730618E-01 0. 8046830E-01
0. 1083234E+00 0. 1515096E+00 0.2090295E+00 0.2782472E+00 0. 3550694E+00
0.4342955E+00 0.5101028E+00 0.5766138E+00 0.6284842E+00 0. 6614470E+00
0. 6727512E+00

E3A2ZS
0. 8836988E+01 0.8538660E+01 0. 7732039E+01 0. 6651182E+01 0. 5594166E+01
0.4820989E+01 0.4468800E+01 0.4515595E+01 0.4803845E+01 0.5112722E+01
0.5250993E+01 0.5134759E+01 0.4819659E+01 0.4475413E+01 0.4313334E+01
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0.4495948E+01 0.5064260E+01 0. 5910543E+01 0. 6808496E+01 0.7490894E+01

0. 7745238E+01
BKAPLT

O. 2950000E+01
PTRAI

0.8663139E+00
PREFL

0. 13368S7E+00

Note that the above values of E3A2PS and E3A2ZS are considerably different
from those computed with BKM = 15 and XM = 40. However, the above
values of PTRAN and PREFL are quite close to those computed with BKM =
15 and XM = 40.t We surmise that the values of PTRAN and PREFL are
accurate but that the values of E3A2PS and E3A2ZS are not.

The curves of Figs. 8.7 to 8.13 of [2] are labeled wrong. These curves are
plots of the squares of the indicated normalized aperture fields rather than
the normalized aperture fields themselves. For instance, the curve of Fig. 8.7a
of [2] is a plot of 'EoFA2)/IEIMe+I,2 rather than that of IE(A2)I/IEM+I•.
The curve of the squares of the values of E3A2PS computed with BKA = 33
and XM = 100 coincides with the curve in Fig. 8.10(a) of [2]. The curve of the
squares of the values of E3A2ZS computed with BKM = 33 and XM = 100
coincides with the curve in Fig. 8.10(b) of [2].

Notice that the values of IEo1A2)I/ eT NMe+IJr. at (0, z) = (+O,,, 0) and those
of IE.A2)I/14,Ne+Ir at (0 ,z) = (0, ±c/2) increased when (BKM, XM) was
increased from (15,40) to (33, 100). Theory predicts that the component of
electric field perpendicular to any edge of the aperture becomes infinite as this
edge is approached (see Section 1.11.2 of [5]). Therefore, the computed values
of IEOA )I/IFz +I,' , at (0,z) = (±+O,0) and those of IEA2)I/IE•M+I. at
(¢,z) = (0, ±c/2) cannot be accurate; they would probably increase more
and more as BKM and XM were made larger and larger.

Sample output written in the file BESOUT by statements in the
subroutine BESIN

All except the last line of the output data written in the file BESOUT by
statements in the subroutine BESIN consist of data that were read in by

t Notice that the sum of the values of PTRAN and PREFL computed with BKM = 33
and XM = 100 is 0.9999997 rather that 1.0. This discrepancy can be attributed to roundoff
error becuase not all calculations were done in double precision.
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statements in the subroutine BES. These data are not listed in the present
report. They were written out merely to verify that the subroutine BESIN
received its input data properly.

The last line of the output data written in the file BESOUT by statements
in the subroutine BESIN is
A(50)=-38.02100868, AP(50)=-37.76565910.

In the above line of output data, A(50) is the computed value of the 5 0th

negative root of the Airy function Ai, and AP(50) is the computed value of the
50 th negative root of the derivative of Ai. Note that all ten significant figures
of these computed values are exactly the same as those of the tabulated
values in the listing of the second module of sample input data in Section
2.1.3.

2.3 Minimum Allocations

The minimum storage space that must be allocated to some arrays in the
computer program depends on the values of the input variables B, C, BKM,
KAM, KE3M, NPHI, and NZ.

Minimum allocations in the main program are given by

MM(NMAX), BMN(KTE), BMN2(KTE), PHI(2*PMAX), PH2(2*PMAX),
PH3(2*PMAX), PH4(2*PMAX), D3(NMAX), G4(NMAX), DTM(NMAX),
DTE(NMAX), E3A1P(NPHI), E3AIZ(NZ), E3A2P(NPHI), E3A2Z(NZ),
Y(K2*K2), TI(K2), V(K2), CVTME(K2), CVTEE(K2), CVTEO(K2),
YIEC(K2), GTM(NMAX), GTE(NMAX), TMP(NMAX), TMM(NMAX),
TEP(NMAX), TEM(NMAX), DQTM(NMAX), DQTE(NMAX), PHI1(NPHI),
PH12(NPHI), Z(NZ), PThAN(KAM), PREFL(KAM), BKAPLT(KAM),
SINP(PMAX), SINQ(PMAX), E3A1PS(NPHI), E3A2PS(NPHI),
E3A1ZS(NZ), E3A2ZS(NZ), IPS(K2), and KE3(KE3M).

Here,
NMAX =1++ the maximum value of n such that } (2.69)

the (n-r)(B/C) < BKM

and f the number of combinations of nonnegative
KTE = -1 + integers m and n such that . (2.70)

V( m r)2 + (n7r(B/C)) 2 <_ BKM
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Furthermore,

P the maximum value of p such that ',

PMAX p~r < BKM f (2.71)

Moreover,

K2 = 2 * (KTM + KTE) (2.72)

where KTE is given by (2.70) and

f the number of combinations of
KTM = positive integers m and n such that . (2.73)I •/(mnr)2 + (n<r(B/C)) 2 <BKM

Minimum allocations in the subroutine MODES are given by

MM(NMAX), BMN(KTE), and BMN2(KTE).

Minimum allocations in the subroutine PHI are given by

PHI(2*PMAX), PH2(2*PMAX), PH3(2*PMAX), and PH4(2*PMAX).

Minimum allocations in the subroutine DGN are given by

D3(NMAX), G4(NMAX), D(NMAX), CP(NMAX), CM(NMAX), DQ(NMAX),
and G(NMAX).

Minimum allocations in the subroutine DECOMP are given by

UL(K2*K2), SCL(K2), and IPS(K2).

Minimum allocations in the subroutine SOLVE are given by

UL(K2*K2), B(K2), X(K2), and IPS(K2).

A blank or labeled common block that is used in two or more program seg-
ments must be defined exactly the same in each of these program segments.t

Therefore, any dimensioned variable in a common block that is used in two

tHere, a program segment is either the main program or one of the subprograms.
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or more program segments must have the ame allocation in each of these
program segments.

The computer program was written assuming that

Z1.2 0 0 > XM (2.74)

where 1,2 is che 20 0 th root of J,. See (2.11). If (2.74) is not true, then
the upper limits of the indices of DO loops 14 and 15 in the subroutine BES
must be increased from 200 to an integer I at least so large that

xj > XM. (2.75)

With this increase, {A(I) and AP(I) for I = 201,202,.-, I} might be needed
for .ise in DO loop 15 of the subroutine BES. These additional A's and AP's
can be obtained by increasing the upper limit on the index of DO loop 25
in the subroutine BESIN from 200 to I. The "200" in the fifth statement in
DO loop 19 of the main program must also be increased to I. Accompanying
minimum allocations are given by

XJ(I) and XJP(I)

in the main program,

A(1) and AP(I)

in the subroutine BESIN,

A(I), AP(I), XJ(I), and XJP(I)

in the subroutine BES,

A(I) and AP(I)

in the subroutine INTERPOL, and

X(I)

in the subroutine DGN.
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Chapter 3

The Main Program

Numerical values of variables in [2] are stored in variables in the main pro-
gram. The main program is described by defining important computer pro-
gram variables in terms of variables in [2].

3.1 Rectangular Waveguide Mode Cutoff
Wavenumbers

After input data is read from the file IN.DAT and written in the file
OUT.DAT, computer program variables PI, BC, PC, and BKM2 are defined
ast

PI = r (3.1)

BC = b/c (3.2)

PC = rb/c (3.3)

BKM2 = (BKM) 2 . (3.4)

The statement "CALL MODES" uses PI, PC, and BKM2 to calculate

( m =O,1,2,-..,MM(n + 1)- 1
BMN2(MTE) = (k,,,,b) 2, n = 0, 1,2,... ,NMAX - 1 (3.5)

tSee the listing of the main program in Section 3.11.
ISee Chapter 4 for a description and a listing of the subroutine MODES.
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where

MTE = m+ n >(3.6)

According to eq. (2.4) of [21,

(knb) = (r) 2 + (cb) 2 . (3.7)

The upper bounds {MM(/), 1 - 1, 2, -. , NMAX} on m + 1 and the upper
bound NMAX on n + 1 in (3.5) are chosen to limit the values of m and n
exactly the same as they are limited by the constraint

(knb)2 < BKM2. (3.8)

The statement "CALL MODES" also performs the following operations. It
makes available to the main program the values of NMAX and {MM(l), I =
1, 2,.-. , NMAX} in (3.5). It sets

BMN(MTE) = knb (3.9)

where MTE, m, and n are the same as in (3.5). It sets KTE equal to the
number of TE rectangular waveguide modes for which (3.8) holds.t It sets
KTM equal to the number of TM rectangular waveguide modes for which
(3.8) holds. Here, KTE and KTM are given by (4.13) and (4.14), respectively.

The statement following statement 102 sets K1 equal to the total number
of TE and TM rectangular waveguide modes for which (3.8) holds:

K1 = KTM + KTE. (3.10)

The four statements preceding statement 115 terminate execution if BKM is
so small that there is no value of (knb)2 that satisfies (3.8).

3.2 The Parameter ka

The waveguide mode converter problem is solved for

ka = BKAO + (KA - 1) * DBKA (3.11)

t Here, KTE is the maximum of the values of MTE in (3.5).
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inside DO loop 48. Before entry into DO loop 48, statement 115 puts in
the common block labeled BESIN data that will be used by the subroutine
BES to calculate roots of Bessel functions and roots of derivatives of Bessel
functions. The three statements following statement 115 set

P12 = 27r (3.12)

PIBC = irb (3.13)
C

PI5 =- - (3.14)
2

The variable KAE, which is set to 1 before entry into DO loop 48, appears
in the list of FORTRAN statements before (2.36).

The first two statements in DO loop 48 set

BKA = ka (3.15)

BKA2 = (ka) 2  (3.16)

where ka is given by (3.11). The eight statements before statement 96 ter-
minate execution if ka does not satisfy eq. (8.9) of [2]. The four statements
before statement 98 terminate execution if c is not less than b. Statement 98
sets

BKB = kb. (3.17)

The eight statements before statement 112 terminate execution if kb does
not satisfy eq. (8.6) of [2].

3.3 The Admittance Matrices of the
Rectangular Waveguides

The admittance matrices of the rectangular waveguides are Y' of (1.36) and
Y' of (1.37). The eight Y submatrices on the right-hand sides of (1.36) and

(1.37) are approximated by Y submatrices whose ijIth elements are given by
eqs. (2.6), (2.12), (2.13), (2.16), (2.18), and (2.19) of [2]. All of these elements
are zero exceptY .fjTjT.-I,ITE,ITE 1, 2 KT}

.i.,TM,1TM i = 1,2, .., KTM}, f, { iTE, 2, KTE},

,2TM,2TM i T\ n {kt2,2TE,2TE =
I T T, i= 1,2,...,KTM}, and i' ,Z = 1,2,.. ,KTE}.
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Nested DO loops 13 and 14 put
• ,I,-.TM.1TM I11E1Ei 1 7 T )

j = 1,-2,- - ,KTM}, f = 1,2,.-.,KTE},
• •2,TM,2TM

{-j7,ii 7i = 1,2,... ,KTM}, and
{-j'7 k ,i = 1,2,-..., KTE}

in the order that they appear above in YREC(1) through YREC(2 * K1)
where K1 is given by (3.10).

The 12 statements before DO loop 13 define variables that are used in
DO loop 13. These statements set

BKB2 = (kb) 2  (3.18)
1

BKR =-- (3.19)
kb

U =j (3.20)

BKU - (3.21)
kb

B5 = sino (3.22)

BX5 = €0  (3.23)

BX = 20, (3.24)
XB = XO (3.25)

b

Xl -2 X1(3.26)
b

X2 =- 2 (3.27)
b

JTE = 0 (3.28)
JTM = 0 (3.29)

where 0, xo, x1 , and x2 are given by, respectively, eqs. (2.9), (2.8), (2.7),
and (2.17) of [2].

In nested DO loops 13 and 14,

P = p + 1 (3.30)

Q=q+1 (3.31)

where p and q appear in eqs. (2.6), (2.12), (2.13), (2.16), (2.18), and (2.19)
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of [2]. In inner DO loop 14,

0, Q-1

JTE=P-1+ MM(l), Q>I. (3.32)

The right-hand side of (3.32) is the right-hand side of (4.5) with M and N
replaced by P and Q, respectively. The right-hand side of (3.32) is also the•I,1TE,1TE

subscript i that appears in fTii . The variables JTE1 and JTE2 in
DO loop 14 are such that -ji7 ' will be put in YREC(JTE1) and
-...,72TE'2TE will be put in YREC(JT2). In DO loop 14,

GAM2 = 7q b2  (3.33)

where 7pq is given by eq. (2.3) of [2].
If P = 2 and Q = 1 so that, according to (3.30) and (3.31), p - 1 and

q = 0, then the ten statements following the branch statement
IF(P.NE.2.OR.Q.NE.1) GO TO 15

are executed. These statements set

BET = 0l1ob (3.34)

Al = 010XI (3.35)

CA = cos 1 0 x, (3.36)

SA = j sin i3,ox, (3.37)

S1 = -j--0- (3.38)

YREC(JTE1) = --J7"1TETE (3.39)

A2 = f01oX2  (3.40)
CA = cos/J 1 oX 2  (3.41)

SA = j sin 5 Xfl 2 (3.42)

YREC(JTE2) = ,2,2TE.2TE (3.43)

where

010 = jk 2 - o (3.44)
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Furthermore, -jYif 'ITE/TE is given by eq. (2.6) of [1] with 6,, deleted and
• :,k2,2TE,2TE-3,. T is given by eq. (2.16) of [2] with 6,, deleted.

If P # 2 or if Q # 1, then statement 15 and the three statements following
it set

GAM = 7pqb (3.45)

YTE = - .. (3.46)k

YREC(JTE1) = 1 7 .A,1TEjTE (3.47)

YREC(JTE2) = -j,72,2TE,2TE (3.48)

where both -jqTET and -3,l,,2TE,2TE are given by the right-hand
side of eq. (2.12) of [2] with 6,, deleted.

If P = 1 or Q = 1 so that, according to (3.30) and (3.31), p = 0 or q = 0,
then there are no TM matrix elements. If p $ 0 and q 6 0, then the five
statements after statement 17 are executed. The last two of these statements
set

YREC(JTM) = -,7j,1TM1iTM (3.49)

YREC(JTM2) = -j.•,2TM,2TM (3.50)

where both ,1TMITM and ir2TMe2TM given by the right-hand
side of eq. (2.13) of [2] with 6,j deleted. In (3.49),

=Q=2

JTM = P- 1+{ •(MM()-1), Q>2.(3.51)

The right-hand side of (3.51) is the subscript i that appears in kiITM,1TM.

3.4 Quantities That Depend on the Modes
of the Circular Waveguide

In this section, the admittance matrix of the circular waveguide, the ex-
citation vector, and the normalized amplitudes of the propagating circular
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waveguide modes due each expansion function are calculated. The admit-
tance matrix of the circular waveguide is Y3 given by (1.38). The excitation
vector is the column vector of the I's on the right-hand side of (1.32). The
normalized amplitudes of the TM01 propagating circular waveguide modeTM MYTE ITMe,-rTM

due to the expansion functions M.M and .MYTE are, respectively, ,-,01,pq

and 01 "'TE 9'ven by eqs. (6.89) and (6.90) of [2]. The normalized ampli-
tudes of the TE•1 propagating circular waveguide mode due to the expansion
functions rTM and M-yTE are respectively, TEe,-.TM and CTEeVT givenfucton M_ ._Pq arr1euvitnpq a< 1,Pq gve
by eqs. (6.97) and (6.98) of [2 ].t The normalized amplitudes of the TE0

propagating circular waveguide mode due to the expansion functions TU

and MTE are, respectively, CTE"TM and CTEOq.TE given by eqs. (6.100) and

(6.101) of [2]. Here, -y may be either 1 or 2. The superscript "e" attached to
TM indicates that the z-directed electric field of the mode is even in 0, the
superscript "e" attached to TE indicates that the z-directed magnetic field
of the mode is even in 4, and the superscript "o" attached to TE indicates
that the z-directed magnetic field of the mode is odd in 0. The elements
of the admittance matrix depend on quantities associated with all circular
waveguide modes. However, the elements of the excitation vector and the
coefficients CTM,,TM and CTMe,,%TE depend on only TMo1 quantities. The co-

Cv -TEe,,-TM , cTEe,-YTE, oTEo,_,TM 1 -TEo,-yTE •
efficients C T11,pq ,11,pq , C T,pqM, and C11,pq depend on only TE 1 1

quantities.
On the right-hand side of (1.38), the ijth elements of the Y's are given

implicitlyý by eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2]. Formulas for the quantities on the
right-hand sides of eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2] are given in Chapter 3 of [2]. The
excitation vector and the normalized amplitudes of the TM•1 circular wave-
guide mode due to the expansion functions will be calculated along with the
terms for which r = 0 and s = 1 on the right-hand sides of eqs. (3.1)-(3.4)
of [2]. The elements of the excitation vector are given by eqs. (4.8) and (4.9)
of [2]. The normalized amplitudes of the TE', and TE', circular waveguide
modes due to the expansion functions will be calculated along with the terms
for which r = s = 1 on the right-hand sides of eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2].

tThere are misprints in eqs. (6.97), (6.98), (6.100), and (6.101) of [2]. The left-
hand sides of these equations should be "Te,-yTM, CITEe-.T, TEoTM, and -TEo ,TEI 1,P I 1P? I1,c? 1,pq
respectively.

I Equations (3.1)-(3.4) of [2] give the products of these elements with -j7t rather than
these elements themselves.
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3.4.1 Preliminary Calculations Independent of r, s,

i, and j

The statement -fter statement 13 and the 14 statements before DO loop 12
define variables that do not depend on the summation indices r and s and
the subscripts i and j in eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2]. These statements set

K2 = 2*(KTM + KTE) (3.52)

C5 = 2a (3.53)
2a

ZSS = 2a (3.54)
C

PMAX = MM(1) (3.55)

XZ = L- (3.56)
a

TZTM = 80,oF. (3.57)

TZTE = 80,oVIc (3.58)
2w

TA = -2 (3.59)
ka

SQ2 = 1 (3.60)

TC1 = F, (3.61)

TC5 = Fýb (3.62)

TC1 = karb (3.63)

SNI = sin 0 , (3.64)

CS1 = cos 0o (3.65)

K3 = 2(KTM + KTE)2 . (3.66)
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3.4.2 Overview of the Calculation of the Circular
Waveguide Admittance Matrix

The elements of the normalized admittance matrix --jTY 3 will be stored
by columns in the one-dimensional array Y. Each element of the first K1
columns of -j2! 1 y 3 will be accumulated in its assigned location in Y. The
last K1 columns of _-j7y 3 are given by

y3, ITM,2TM y3,1TM,2TE y3, 2TM,1TM y3,2TM,1TE

y3, 1TE,2TM y3,1TE,2TE y 3 , 2TE,1TM y3,2TE,1TE
-- 77 y 3 , 2TM,2TM y3,2TM,2TE - 177r y 3 , ITM,ITM y3,1TM,1TE (3.67)

y3, 2TE,2TM y3,2TE,2TE y3, 1TEiTM y3,1TEtTE

To arrive at relationship (3.67), note that the only quantities on the right-
hand sides of eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [21 that depend on a and - are the S's. The
only quantities on the right-hand sides of eqs. (3.10)-(3.13) of [2] for the S's
that depend on a and -y are the ý's given by eqs. (3.28)-(3.31) of [2]. Using
eqs. (3.32)-(3.35) of [2], we see that the O's of eqs. (3.28)-(3.31) of [2] are the
same at a = - = 2 as they are at a = - = 1. Because of eqs. (3.36)-(3.39)
of [2], the ý's of (3.28)-(3.31) of [21 are the same at a = 1 and -y = 2 as they
are at a = 2 and - = 1. Therefore, (3.67) holds.

Before the elements of the first K1 columns of -ji7Y 3 are accumulated in
their assigned locations in Y, DO loop 12 sets the contents of these locations
equal to zero. The accumulations are done in nested DO loops 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, and 28. These DO loops are arranged as follows.

DO 19 R=1,500
C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R

DO 20 S=1,SMAX
C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R AND S

DO 21 N=1,NMAX
C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R, S, Aw N

DO 22 Q=1,NMAX
C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R, S, N, AND Q

DO 23 M=M2,M3
C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R, .S, N, Q, AND M

DO 24 P=P2,P3
C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R, S, N, Q, M, AND P

DO 28 J=1,2
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C CALCULATIONS INVOLVING R, S. N, Q, M, P, AND J
28 CONTINUE
24 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
21 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
19 CONTINUE

Here,
SMAX = (3.68)

where s,, appears in (2.14). Moreover, NMAX appears in (3.5). Further-
more,

M2-= 2, N=1 (3.69)1 1, N>1

M3 = MM(N) (3.70)

P2 = 2,Q =1 (3.71)S1, Q>1
P3 = MM(Q) (3.72)

where MM apears in (3.5) with the argument n + 1 rather than N or Q. The
indices R, S, and J of DO loops 19, 20, and 28 are related to the summation
indices r and s and the superscript a in eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2] by

R = r + 1 (3.73)

S = S (3.74)

J = a. (3.75)

The indices Q and P of DO loops 22 and 24 are related to the subscript j in
eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) of [2] by

0, Q=2

=P- 1 + Q-1 (3.76)
]5(MM(8)- 1), Q > 2

1=2
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for

Q - 2,3,-.- ,NMAX (377)
P =2,3,. -,MM(Q) J7

Alternatively, the indices Q and P of DO loops 22 and 24 are related to the
subscript j in eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) of [2] by

0, Q=

S=P- 1 + Q-i (3.78)SMM(1), Q > 1

for

Q 1,2, NMAX (3.79)P = P2, P2 + 1,... , MM(Q) (.9

where P2 is given by (3.71). The right-hand sides of (3.76) and (3.78) are
those of (3.51) and (3.32), respectively.

Equations (3.76) and (3.77) define Q and P in terms of j because if you
know j, you can use (3.76) and (3.77) to determine Q and P uniquely. The
indices Q and P of DO loops 22 and 24 are more simply defined by

Q = q + 1 (3.80)

P = p+ 1 (3.81)

where q and p appear in Chapter 3 of [2]. All the combinations of Q and P
that are obtained in nested DO loops 22 and 24 appear in (3.79). However,
neither P = 1 nor Q = 1 appear in (3.77). The subscript j and the superscripty3,&TM,-,TM 3,,,TE,,TM

yTM common to both yiT Tand Yij of eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) of
[2] indicate the TM expansion functions M;_TIM(0, Z) of (1.6) and (1.7). These
expansion functions exist only for p > 1 and q > 1.

Whereas the indices Q and P of DO loops 22 and 24 were related to j in
eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2], the indices N and M of DO loops 21 and 23 are related
to i. The indices N and M of DO loops 21 and 23 are related to the subscript
i in eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) of [2] by

=N=2

= M-1{ -'(MM(/)-1), N-I5(3.82)
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for

N = 2,3,.-. ,NMAX (3.83)
M = 2,3, .. ,MM(N) " (

Alternatively, the indices N and M of DO loops 21 and 23 are related to the
subscript i in eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) of [2] by

i=M-1+N>N (3.84)

for

N = 1,2,..-NMAX (3.85)M = M2, M2 + 1, --. , ,MM(N)• I35

where M2 is given by (3.69). The indices N and M of DO loops 21 and 23
are related to n aad m of Chapter 3 of [21 by

N = n + 1 (3.86)

M = m + 1. (3.87)

Neither M = 1 nor N = 1 appear in (3.83). The subscript i and the super-
m to b y3,aTM,'TM a y3,aTMtoTE

script ceTM common to both and ij of eqs. (3.1) and
(3.3) of [2] indicate that the matrix element is the result of taking the sym-
metric product of either (1.4) with the TM expansion function M0M or (1.5)
with the TM expansion function 2104. In either case, m > 1 and n > 1.

3.4.3 Calculations Involving r

In view of (3.73), calculations involving r are calculations involving R. As
indicated in the arrangement of DO loops shown in Section 3.4.2, these cal-
culations occur in DO loop 19 but not in DO loop 20. They are performed
by the first seven statements in the range of DO loop 19. The first three
statements in DO loop 19 set

SGR = (-1)" (3.88)

R1 = r (3.89)

RS = r2 . (3.90)

The statement
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CALL BES(R,XJ,XP)
sets

XJ(s) = x,., for s = 1,2,. 1,s,ma (3.91)

XJP(s) =', for s = 1,2,.- -- s ,, (3.92)

SMAX = s. (3.93)

where z, is defined by (2.8), x', is defined by (2.11), and s., appears in
(2 .14 ).t The fifth statement in DO loop 19 terminates execution if s. >

200.
If s9ý, = 0, the sixth statement in DO loop 19 sends execution to state-

ment 25 beyond the range of DO loop 19. Now, sm,, = 0 only when
r = rm= + 1ý so that the effect of the sixth statement in DO loop 19 is
to send execution out of DO loop 19 when r = r. + 1 if, recalling (3.73)
where the index R of DO loop 19 cannot exceed 500, rm. + 2 < 500. If
r. + 2 > 500, tben, because of the "500" in the statement

DO 19 R=1,500,
normal termination of DO loop 19 will occur when r = 499 < rm + 1.

The statement

CALL PHI

puts 01) through 0(4) of eqs. (3.40)-(3.43) of [21 in PH1(p + 1), PH2(p + 1),
PH3(p + 1), and PH4(p + 1), respectively, for {p = 0, 1,2, ..- ,PMAX - 1}
where PMAX is given by (3.55). This statement also puts 0,1•1, a2-yil, qoal-2,
and c,2Y2 of eqs. (3.36)-(3.39) of [2] in PH1(m + 1 + PMAX), PH3(m + 1 +
PMAX), PH2(m + 1 + PMAX), and PH4(m + 1 + PMAX), respectively, for
{m = 0,1,2,...,PMAX- 1}.

3.4.4 Calculations Involving r and s

In view of (3.73) and (3.74), calculations involving r and s are calculations
involving R and S. As indicated in the arrangement of DO loops shown in
Section 3.4.2, these calculations occur in DO loop 20 but not in DO loop 21.

tTo be exact, (3.91) and (3.92) are executed for the range of values of s in (6.4)
where Sm.. might be Smax + 1. However, XJ(s) and XJP(s) will be used only for {s =
1,2,.- ,Smax} in the main program.

lHere, rmax first appears in (2.14) and is defined shortly thereafter.
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They are performed by the first 144 statements in DO loop 20, all of those
statements of DO loop 20 prior to the statement

DO 21 N=I,NMAX.

The first statement in DO loop 20 always setst

XXTM = x.,. (3.94)

If x,, < ka, then the first statement in DO loop 20 sets XXTM of (3.94) and

ITM = 1 (3.95)

GAMTM = O3Ma (3.96)
TMP(N) = nTM+C (3.97)

TMM(N) = nrTM-c (3.98)

DTM(N) = bTM  (3.99)

GTM(N) = nTM (3.100)

where /3Ma is given by eq. (3.59) of [2]. Moreover, nTM+c, nTM-c, and d,'•M

are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.79), (3.78), and (3.80) of [21 with 6 and q
replaced by TM and n, respectively. Furthermore, D TM is given by eq. (3.82)
of [2] with 6 replaced by TM. In (3.97)-(3.100),

N=n+1, and N=1,2,.-.,NMAX. (3.101)

If xrs > ka, then the first statement in DO loop 20 sets XXTM of (3.94) and

ITM = 2 (3.102)

GAMTM = _.TMa (3.103)
1

DQTM(N) = (n7r) 2 + (yTMc) 2  (3.104)

GCSTM = (rTY7c) 2  (3.105)

GC2TM = 2-yTMc (3.106)
ZEETM = TM (3.107)

ZZTM = 4zM (3.108)

tSee Section 9.2 where the output variables of the subroutine DGN are defined in terms

of the input variables introduced in Section 9.1.
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ZOETM = -4ZoM (3.109)

ZOOTM = -4zoM (3.110)7r

PGC = - c (3.111)

weeTM ZM OM T

where -fr a is given by eq. (3.57) of [2].t Furthermore,zM, oM, ZoeTM, and
z0M are, respectively, Zee, Zo, Zoe, and zoo of eqs. (3.99)-(3.102) of [2] with g
replaced by -tM. In (3.104), N is related to n by (3.101).

The second statement in DO loop 20 always sets

XXTE = x'. (3.112)

If X4r < ka, then the second statement in DO loop 20 sets XXTE of (3.112)
and

ITE = 1 (3.113)

GAMTE = iTýEa (3.114)

TEP(N) = nTE+c (3.115)
TEM(N) = nTE-C (3.116)

DTE(N) = bTE (3.117)

GTE(N) = nTE (3.118)

D3(N) = b(3) (3.119)

G4(N) - (3.120)

where #TEa is given by eq. (3.60) of [2] and D)(3) is given by eq. (3.111) of
[2]. Moreover, nTE+c, rTE-c, and GTnE are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.79),
(3.78), and (3.80) of [2] with 6 and q replaced by TE and n, respectively.
Furthermore, bTE is given by eq. (3.82) of [2] with b replaced by TE. Finally,
cý$4) is given by eq. (3.109) of [2] with q replaced by n. In (3.115)-(3.120),

N is related to n by (3.101). If 4', > ka, then the second statement in DO
loop 20 sets XXTE of (3.112) and

ITE = 2 (3.121)

GAMTE = -ITE a (3.122)

t Actually, xr, should not be exactly equal to ka. If x,, were exactly equal to ka, then
TM would be zero in which case PGC could not be calculated.
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DQTE(N) = (nir)2 + (-1Ec) 2  (3.123)

GCSTE- (= T c)2  (3.124)

GC2TE - 2-,E c (3.125)
ZEETE = -4z. (3.126)

ZZTE = -4z, (3.127)

ZOETE = -4z., (3.128)

ZOOTE = -4z., (3.129)

PGC = --T (3.130)

where -1TEa is given by eq. (3.58) of [2]. Furthermore, z[E, zTE, zTE, and
Z.E are, respectively, zee, z, z0 ,, and zoo of eqs. (3.99)-(3.102) of [21 with g
replaced by yZE,. In (3.123), N is related to n by (3.101). The variable PGC
of (3.130) supersedes PGC of (3.111); PGC of (3.111) is never used in the
main program. However, PGC of (3.130) is used.t

Substituting eqs. (3.66)-(3.70) of [21 into eqs. (3.52)-(3.56) of [21 and
using (3.57), (3.58), and eq. (F.121) of [1], which is

Z3 { 2' t: (3.131)0, otherwise,

we obtain

z= = (Wl) 11X,. < F + G, •,) (3.132)

1 , x., >kal q nFMGM4' 312S1, X:< ka

Z2 = (W2) {r ]a (FT + G6EDE) (3.133)

Z3 = (W3)(F(3) + q nTE(3 )) (3.134)

Z4 = -(W3)(F( 4) + D(4)bTE) (3.i35)

Z5(W6){1, n=q70}
zs =(W6)0, otherwise

tSee the statement btfore statement 86.
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+(W5) { r } (F(5) + (4 )bn3 )) (3.136)+(h j, x' k

where

W1= (L.) (ka)2  /Ta' (3.137)
21 X ,.> < ka

---- •2 TEa, 2<, < kaW2=2{O's'laz<a (3.138)
W2=x,2 - 2  7 TEa, x' > ka (

W3= Gt2- 2 a
•3rs -

1 ''
\S' < ka

W6X, 2 T2c~ •- aW5 1 - 2 ()2{ (3.140)
_fZ9 r a

Here, e, is Neumann's number given by

C= 1, r= 0 (3.142)
1r 2, r =1, 2,."..

In obtaining (3.135), we omitted the factor E,/2 in eq. (3.55) of [2]. This
factor is superfluous because it is multiplied by r. In (3.137)-(3.141), xo/a,
xr, and x4', are, according to eqs. (2.8), (3.49), and (3.50) of [2], given by

X_ = sin 0._ (3.143)
a 0.

= kTMa (3.144)

.x/ = kZEa. (3.145)

The thirteen statements before statement 46 in DO loop 20 set W1, W2, W3,
W5, and W6 equal to the right-hand sides of (3.137)-(3.141), respectively.
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If r = 0 and s = 1, control statement 46 and the control statement
following it send execution to the next statement and eventually to DO loops
29 and 77. However, if r = s = 1, then the two previously mentioned control
statements send execution to statement 71. For all other valuest of r and s,
execution passes from statement 46 directly to statement 68.

DO loop 29. which is executed only when r = 0 and s=1, calculates the
elements of the excitation vector. The excitation vector is the column vector
on the right-hand side of (1.32). The ith elements of PTM, j1TE, pTM, and
pTS therein are 11TM, 1iTE, iiTM, and J3TE given by eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) of
[2]. In nested DO loops 29 and 52, whose indices N and M take on the same
values as the indices N and M of nested DO loops 21 and 23,t TI(MTM)
and TI(MTM + K1) are set equal to the right-hand side of eq. (4.8) of [2]
provided that neither N nor M is 1. Furthermore, TI(MTE + KTM) and
TI(MTE + KTM + K1) are set equal to the right-hand side of eq. (4.9) of [2]
for all values of N and M in DO loops 29 and 52. Here, MTM and MTE are
given by the right-hand sides of (3.82) and (3.84):

1 0, N=2

MTM=M-1++ N-1 (3.146)
E (MM(l) - 1), N > 2
1=2

and

0, N=1
MTE=M-1+ N-1 (3.147)

ZMM(l), N>1.

Moreover, KTM and K1 are given by (4.14) and (3.10), respectively. In
(3.10), KTE is given by (4.13).

The indices N and M of DO loops 29 and 52 are related to n and m in
eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) of [2] by

N = n + 1 (3.148)

M = m + 1. (3.149)

t"All other values" are all values other that those mentioned in the previous two

sentences.
tSee the arrangement of DO loops in Section 3.4.2 and eqs. (3.69) and (3.70).
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The fourth, fifth, and eighth statements in DO loop 29 set

TITM = 8€onFc (3.150)

TITE = 8.o. Vi . (3.151)

If m is even and neither n nor m is zero, execution passes to the fourth
statement in DO loop 52. The fifth and seventh statements in DO loop 52
set

TI(MTM) = 0 (3.152)

TI(MTM + K1) = 0 (3.153)

when m is even and neither n nor m is zero. The second and fourth state-
ments after statement 66 set

TI(MTE + KTM) = 0 (3.154)

TI(MTE + KTM + K1) = 0 (3.155)

when m is even.
If m is odd, the second statement in DO loop 52 sends execution to

statement 65. The statement after statement 65 sets

F1 - kmnM (3.156)k,,nb"

If neither n nor m is zero, the sixth and eighth statements after statement
65 set

TI(MTM) = SA (3.157)

TI(MTM + K1) = SA (3.158)

when m is odd where, thanks to the fifth statement after statement 65, SA is
the right-hand side of eq. (4.8) of [2] when m is ,ndd. The second and fourth
statements after statement 67 set

TI(MTE + KTM) = SA (3.159)

TI(MTE + KTM + KI) = SA (3.160)
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where, by virtue of statement 67, SA is the right-hand side of eq. (4.9) of [2]
when m is odd. ,,TMe,,,TM

Nested DO loops 77 and 78 calculate the normalized amplitudes Cj101,p

and CTMe,-yWE of the TM•1 circular waveguide mode due to the expansion
functions =M and -QTE, respectively. These amplitudes are given by
eqs. (6.89) and (6.90' of [2]. The third statement before DO loop 77 sets

TC2 = F71 ( kO1M) -(3.161)

The variables N, Ni, M, M1, M2, M3, MTE, and MTM in nested DO
loops 77 and 78 take on the same values as in nested DO loops 29 and 52.
The indices N and M of nested DO loops 77 and 78 are related to q and p of
eqs. (6.89) and (6.90) of [21 by

N = q + 1 (3.162)
M = p + 1. (3.163)

Upoa entry into DO loop 78,

TC3 = Fqr (k TM1 (3.164)
2c O3TIM]L]

whcre [GTM] is qM when r = 0 ands = 1.

After execution of the fourth statement in DO loop 78,

T C c-T fpq I q P0

where, as in eq. (6.60) of [2],

f __ 1 -C '_ (3.166)Tq- pqb V 4

The eighth and tenth statements in DO loop 78 set

CVTME(MTM) = cJIMTM (3.167)

CVTME(MTM + K1) = CP2M (3.168)
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OTI IT O

where CJ;.lM, and C'TMe2TM are given by eq. (6.89) of [2] with -y replaced by
1 and 2, respectivelyJt The second and fourth second and fourth statements
after statement 79 set

CVTME(MTE + KTM) , TMeTE (3.169)"1-- •01,pq(319

CVTME(MTE + KTM + K1) = TMe,2TE (3.170)
OT~~~eITE~ CTe2T 

01,pq(.10

where '0TMeTE and ,TMe2TE are given by eq. (6.90) of [2] with t replaced
by 1 and 2, respectively. The statement after statement 77 sets

GAM01 = P3TMa (3.171)

for use in statement 71.
Statement 71 is executed only when R = 2 and S = 1, that is, when

r = s = 1. From statement 71, execution eventually passes to nested DO
loops 80 and 73. These nested DO loops calculate the normalized amplitudes

ll,pqTEe1TM I,pqTET'I,pq •T'TM, and CITpTE of the TEel and TEO, circular
waveguide modes due to the expansion functions. Since the third statement
in DO loop 20 has already set

XR = x-r 2, (3.172)

statement 71 and the statement following it set

c2 /T=1 (3.173)TC2= TIM (X I I)

TC6 T-- (3.174)

Because of (3.143), the factor zo/a in (3.174) is equal to the factor (sin ko)/ko
in eqs. (6.97), (6.98), (6.100), and (6.101) of [2].

The variables N, NI, M, M1, M2, M3, MTE, and MTM in nested DO
loops 80 and 73 take on the same values as in nested DO loops 29 and 52.
The indices N and M of nested DO loops 80 and 73 are related to q and p of
eqs. (6.97), (6.98), (6.100), and (6.101) of [2] by

N = q + 1 (3.175)

M = p+ 1. (3.176)
t The right-hand sides of eqs. (6.89) and (6.90) of [2] do not depend on y.
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Upon entry into DO loop 73,

TC3 = 0T1E _ (3.177)
RO/TIM ( I

TC7 C eqrb #1TE 2' a [~)

c Q P TI M (zi2..1- a )#f T jE a i(.18

Upon execution of statement 74,

TC4 = 12 fpq rE1 (3.179)c ) 8TIM (X - 1 )

TC /27rb 8T x 1' ~ (
cC /3C~~1 Pq 0) a__/T ) [d(4) 11 . 3180)

The fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh statements after statement 74 set

PAG1 = (TC4)op1  (3.181)
PAG2 = (TC4)€b2  (3.182)

PAG3 = (TC8)>• 3  (3.183)

PAG4 = (TC8)€• (3.184)

where TC4 and TC8 are given by (3.179) and (3.180). Moreover, OP, P,
ObI, and 0' are given by eqs. (6.105)-(6.108) of [2 ].t

The fifth and fourth statements before statement 72 set

CVTEE(MTM) = TCeTM (3.185)

CVTEO(MTM) I TEoTM (3.186)whreg-TE~eITM anCTEo,ITM
"where "E1 and I1,pq M are given, respectively, by eqs. (6.97) and
(6.100) of [2] with - = 10 The second and first statements before statement

tThere are misprints in eqs. (6.105)-(6.108) of [2]. Each subscript "o" on the right-hand
sides of eqs. (6.105)-(6.108) of [2] should be replaced by "p". Furthermore, the first 4a3)
on the right-hand side of eq. (6.108) of [2] should be replaced by 0(4).

IAs stated in a footnote of Section 3.4, there are misprints in eqs. (6.97), (6.98), (6.100),
and (6.101) of [2]. The subscript "11" should be replaced by "11,pq" everywhere. Fur-
thermore, the superscript "TEe" in eq. (6.101) of [2] should be replaced by "TEo".
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72 set

CVTEE(MTM + K1) = CTE,•2TM (3.187)

CVTEO(MTM + K1) = C,, 2 TM (3.188)

where CTEP.2TM and CTPo2TM are given, respectively, by eqs. (6.97) and
(6.100) of [2] with -t = 2. The third and fourth statements after statement
72 set

CVTEE(MTE + KTM) = C1',1TE (3.189)

CVTEO(MTE + KTM) = ,CqTE (3.190)

where CuIT1TE and C;E1TE are given, respectively, by eqs. (6.98) and
(6.101) of [2] with -t = 1. The sixth and seventh statements after state-
ment 72 set

CVTEE(MTE + KTM + K1) = cT,2TE (3.191)

CVTEO(MTE + KTM + K1) = c1••TE (3.192)

where C-TEe2TE and C"-TE2TE are given, respectively, by the right-hand sides
of eqs. (6.98) and (6.101) of [2] with - = 2.

3.4.5 Calculations Involving r, s, and n

In view of (3.73), (3.74), and (3.86), calculations involving r, s, and n are
calculations involving R, S, and N. As indicated in the arrangement of DO
loops shown in Section 3.4.2, these calculations occur in DO loop 21 but not
in DO loop 22. They are performed by the first 27 statements in DO loop
21, all of those statements of DO loop 21 prior to statement 86.

The meaning of the variables NTM and NTE, which are set to zero before
entry into DO loop 21, is clarified by focusing on the following statements
extracted from the main program:

68 NTH=0
NTE=0
DO 21 N=1,NMAX
M2-I
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NlsN-1
IF(NI.EQ.0) M2=2
M3--M(N)

86 DO 22 Q"I,NMAX
87 MTM=NTM

MTE=NTF.
DO 23 MM2,M3
M1=M-1

IF(Ni.EQ.O.OR.MH.EQ.0) GO TO 26
MTM-MTM+ 1

26 MTE=MTE+1
23 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE

NTM=MTM
NTE=MTE

21 CONTINUE

Nested DO loops 21 and 23 were constructed so that the variables MTM and
MTE therein take on the same values as those in nested DO loops 29 and 52.
The variables NTM and NTE assure that, upon entry into DO loop 23, the
values of MTM and MTE will be the same for all values of the index Q of
DO loop 22. Here, DO loop 22 is regarded as merely an intervening DO loop,
which causes DO loop 23 to be executed NMAX times for each value of N.
After incremented in DO loop 23, MTM and MTE are equal, respectively,
to i of (3.82) and i of (3.84).

The meaning of the variables QTM and QTE, which the fifth and sixth
statements in DO loop 21 set to zero, is clarified by focusing on the following
statements extracted from the main program:

QTM=O

QTE=O

86 DO 22 Q=i, NMAX
P2=1

Qi=Q-i
IF(Qf.EQ.0) P2=2
P3=MM(Q)
DO 23 M=M2,M3
PTM=QTM
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PTE=QTE
DO 24 P=P2,P3
P1-P-1
IF(Q1.EQ.O.OR.P1.EQ.O) GO TO 27
PTM-PTM+1

27 PTE=PTF+1
24 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE

QTM'PTM
QTE=PTE

22 CONTINUE

Here, DO loop 23 is regarded as merely an intervening DO loop. The limits
M2 and M3 of its index are of no concern here. Note that the variables
QTM, QTE, Q, Q1, P, P1, P2, P3, PTM, and PTE in the above FORTRAN
statements take on the same values as the respective variables NTM, NTE,
N, N1, M, M1, M2, M3, MTM, and MTE in the FORTRAN statements in
the second paragraph of this section. After incremented in DO loop 24, PTM
and PTE are equal, respectively, to j of (3.76) and j of (3.78).

The seventh and eighth statements in DO loop 21 set
nb

FN1B = -- (3.193)
c

NEO = :1, n even (3.194)NE 1 2, n odd.(.94

Statement 18 and the six statements following it set

TMMN = nTM-c (3.195)

TMPN = nTM+c (3.196)

DTMN - n)M (3.197)

when x,, < ka and

1
DQTMN = (nr)2 + T. 2 (3.198)

TM1 (TMC) 2

TM1 = "--('C)2 + 2  (3.199)
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TM2 = 2 + c (3.200)

when x,, > ka. Statement 84 and the nine statements following it set

TEMN =- n TE-c (3.201)

TEPN - nTE+c (3.202)

DTEN bTE (3.203)

D3N = (3.204)

if x', < ka and

1

DQTEN = (2 + (TE) 2  (3.205)

TE1 = (n~r) 2 + (_TZEc) 2  (3.206)

TE2 = 2T ry9c (3.207)

(n7r) + (_yTEc) 2

FN1 = n (3.208)

PNG = n (3.209)

if x4, > ka.

3.4.6 Calculations Involving r, s, n, and q

In view of (3.73), (3.74), (3.86), and (3.80), calculations involving r, s, n, and
q are calculations involving R, S, N, and Q. As indicated in the arrangement
of DO loops shown in Section 3.4.2, these calculations occur in DO loop 22
but not in DO loop 23. They are performed by all statements in DO loop 22
prior to entry into DO loop 23.
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The fifth through tenth statements in DO loop 22 set

W8= W8  (3.210)

(1, n even, q even
NQEO= 2, n even, q odd (3.211)

2 n odd, q even

3, nodd, qodd

NQ = 1, n = q 36 0 (3.212)

NEQQ= 2, otherwise

QPN = 1, n = q- =0 (3.213)
P 2, otherwise.

In (3.210), W8 is given by eq. (3.6) of [2]. If x,. < ka, statement 31 and the
five statements following it set

IM = n - q (3.214)

IP = n + q (3.215)

TMMQ = qTM-c (3.216)

TMPQ = qWM+c (3.217)

FTM = FTM (3.218)

Z1 = z, (3.219)

where FTM is given by eq. (3.83) of [2] with 6 replaced by TM. Moreover, z1

is given by (3.132) for x,. < ka. The function subroutine FXY called in the
fourth statement after statement 31 is explained in Chapter 10.

If x,., > ka, the block of statements beginning with statement 32 and
ending with statement 120 sets

ZiR = (3.220)

where cnTM is given by the right-hand side of eq. (3.94) of [2] with 6 replaced by
TM in the definitions of the quantities therein. After execution of statement
122,

Z1R = z, (3.221)
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where z1 is given by (3.132) for x,, > ka with j(FTM + n•7MJ5TM) given by
eq. (3.93) of [2] with 6 replaced by TM.

If X,. < ka, the block of statements beginning with statement 36 and
ending with the second statement before statement 37 sets

Z2 Z2 (3.222)

Z3 = Z3 (3.223)

Z4 =Z4 (3.224)
Z5 = z5 (3.225)

where z2, z3 , z4 , and z5 are given for x,, < ka by (3.133)-(3.136), respec-
tively. In (3.133)-(3.136), FTE, F(, F(, and F(5) are given, respectively,
by eq. (3.83) of [2] with b replaced by TE and eqs. (3.112)-(3.114) of [2].

If 4,,' > ka, the block of statements beginning with statement 37 and
ending with statement 133 is executed. The block of statements beginning
with statement 37 and ending with statement 128 sets

ZR = -T (3.226)

where cnTE is given by the right-hand side of eq. (3.94) of [2] with 6 replaced
by TE in the definitions of the quantities therein. The block of statements
beginning with the statement after statement 128 and ending with statement
133 sets

Z2R =Z2 (3.227)

Z3R = Z3 (3.228)

Z4R = Z4 (3.229)

Z5R = Z5 (3.230)

where z2 is given by (3.133) for x, > ka with j(FTE + GaTE•bDE) given
by eq. (3.93) of [2] with b replaced by TE. Furthermore, z3, z4, and z5
are given, respectively, by (3.134), (3.135), and (3.136) for x',, > ka with
F(3) + GTE bf(3), F(4) + •{4)bTE and )(F() + •(4)f)(3)) given, respectively, by
eqs. (3.121), (3.128), and (3.132) of [2].

The variables Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, and Z5 are complex variables whereas ZIR,
Z2R, Z3R, Z4R, and Z5R are real variables. To avoid mixed modes later on,
statement 53 and the three statements following it change the names of the
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real variables Z2R, Z3R, Z4R, and Z5R to Z2, Z3, Z4, and Z5 when x,, < ka
and xra' > ka. Furthermore, statement 54 changes the name of ZlR to Zl
when x,., >_ ka and x, < ka. The two statements before DO loop 23 appear
in the first group of extracted FORTRAN statements in Section 3.4.5.

3.4.7 Calculations Involving r, s, n, q and m

In view of (3.73), (3.74), (3.86), (3.80), and (3.87), calculations involving r,
s, n, q, and m are calculations involving R, S, N, Q, and M. As indicated in
the arrangement of DO loops shown in Section 3.4.2, these calculations occur
in DO loop 23 but not in DO loop 24. They are performed by all statements
in DO loop 23 prior to entry into DO loop 24.

Before statement 26 is executed,

KMN 1, n=Oorm=0 (3.231)
KMN 2, otherwise.

Given m and n, KMN indicates whether M.TM and TML of (1.6) and (1.7)
exist.t Since the subscript i in eq. (3.3) of [2] is a condensation of the sub-yr3,1TM,1TE y ,3,2TM,1TE eit

scripts m and n, KMN indicates whether Mij and y M1 exist,
given the values of m and n.3 If KMN = 1, these Y's do not exist. if
KMN = 2, they do exist. The three statements after statement 26 set

W9 = W9  (3.232)

FM1B = mc (3.233)

TB - (3.234)
(ka)(kmnb)

where W9 is given by eq. (3.7) of [2]. The two statements before DO loop 24
appear in the second group of extracted FORTRAN statements in Section
3.4.5.

tHere, (1.6) and (1.7) with p and q replaced by i and j are meant.
yNo mention is made of y3'TMrE and y32TM. r because they are not computed.

Instead, they are obtained from (3.67).
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3.4.8 Calculations Involving r, s, n, q, m, and p

In view of (3.73), (3.74), (3.86), (3.80), (3.87), and (3.81), calculations in-
volving r, s, n, q, m, and p are calculations involving R, S, N, Q, M, and P.
As indicated in the arrangement of DO loops shown in Section 3.4.2, these
calculations occur in DO loop 24 but not in DO loop 28. They are performed
by all statemer.,s in DO loop 24 prior to entry into DO loop 28.

Before statement 27 is executed,

1, q=Oorp=0
KPQ = 2, otherwise. (3.235)

Given p and q, KPQ indicates whether MIJM of (1.6) exists. Since the
subscript j in eq. (3.2) of [21lis a condensation of the subscripts p and q,
KPQ indicates whether Y?.1TM and ,2TE,1TM the values of
p and q. If KPQ = 1, these Y's do not exist. If KPQ = 2, they do exist.

The seventh through seventeenth statements in DO loop 24 set

Wl0 = W10  (3.236)

W1l = Wi1  (3.237)

T1 = T (3.238)

PH1P = ¢(1) (3.239)

PH2P = 0(2) (3.240)

PH3P = 0(3) (3.241)

PH4P = 0(4). (3.242)

In (3.23&)-(3.238), W10, Wil, and t are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.8),
(3.9), and (3.5) of [2]. As defined by the eighteenth statement in DO loop3,1TMXTM 3,2TM,lTM eit

24, KB indicates whether yj M and Yij Texist. If KB = 1, these
Y's do not exist. If KB = 2, they do exist. The nineteenth through twenty-
fifth statements in DO loop 24 set KMM, KEM, KME, and KEE so that

Y(KMM) = ij3,1TM,1TM (3.243)_ -773,1T rjT
Y(KEM) = - 3rijTE.TM (3.244)

Y(KME) = ,i3,1TMiTE (3.245)

Y(KEE) = .7y3,,1TEITE (3.246)
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At this point in the development, equality has not yet been obtained in the
four equations above. Presently, the equal sign in each of these equations
means that the contribution to the right-hand side of the equation due to
the rTth term of the appropriate double sum in eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2] will be
added to what was previously stored in the computer program variable on
the left-hand side of the equation. In (3.243)-(3.246),

KMM = (PTM - 1) * K2 + MTM (3.247)

KEM = (PTM - 1) * K2 + KTM + MTE (3.248)

KME = (KTM + PTE- 1) * K2 + MTM (3.249)

KEE = (KTM + PTE- 1) * K2 + KTM + MTE. (3.250)

The variables K and MJ defined in the two statements prior to DO loop 28
will be treated in the next section.

3.4.9 Calculations Involving r, s, n, q, m, p, and a

In view of (3.73), (3.74), (3.86), (3.80), (3.87), (3.81), and (3.75), calculations
involving r, s, n, q, m, p, and a are calculations involving R, S, N, Q, M, P,
and J. As indicated in the arrangement of DO loops shown in Section 3.4.2,
these calculations occur in DO loop 28.

By virtue of the two statements prior to DO loop 28, statement 57, and
the statement after statement 57, we have

K = (J - 1) *K1 (3.251)

MJ = M + (J- 1) * PMAX (3.252)

in DO loop 28. The first four statements in DO loop 28 set

PH1MJ = k•lvl (3.253)

PH2MJ = 0c1-2 (3.254)

PH3MJ =a2'y (3.255)

PH4MJ = ,2-2 (3.256)

where ce = J and - = 1. Furthermore, the O's are given by eqs. (3.32)-(3.39)
of [2]. The fifth through eleventh statements in DO loop 28 set

PAGI -- (3.257)
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PAG2 = ýQrY2 (3.258)

PAG3 = ory3 (3.259)

PAG4 = a-,4 (3.260)

where a = J and y = 1. Moreover, the ý's are given by eqs. (3.28)-(3.31) of
[2].

If either x•, < ka or x,, < ka, then statement 30 allows execution to
continue to statement 50. The block of statements beginning with statement
50 and ending with the second statement before statement 56 performs the
following four operations:

1. It adds to Y(IMM) the rs term of the sum in eq. (3.1) of [2].

2. It adds to Y(IEM) the rs term of the sum in eq. (3.2) of [2].

3. It adds to Y(IME) the rs term of the sum in eq. (3.3) of [2].

4. It adds to Y(IEE) the rs term of the sum in eq. (3.4) of [2].

In the four items above, a = J and -y = 1 in eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) of [2]. As defined
by statements 38, 39, 40, and 35, respectively,

IMM = KMM + K (3.261)

IEM = KEM + K (3.262)

IME = KME + K (3.263)

IEE = KEE + K (3.264)

where K is given by (3.251). Furthermore, KMN, KEM, KME, and KEE are
given by (3.247)-(3.250), respectively.

Statement 50 and the three statements following it set

S1 = S, (3.265)

S3 = $3 (3.266)

S4 = S4  (3.267)

S5 = S5  (3.268)

where the S"s are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.10)-(3.13) of [2]. The state-
ment after statement 38 sets

YMM = T(W8S, + K 9 S3 - W - W 1 1 S 5 ) (3.269)
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where the right-hand side of (3.269) appears in eq. (3.1) of [2]. The statement
after statement 39 sets

YEM = T(W9S1 - W8S3 - W11S 4 + W10Ss). (3.270)

The statement after statement 40 sets

YME = T(W1 oS1 + W11, 3 + WsS 4 + W9S5). (3.271)

The statement after statement 35 sets

YEE = T(W11 S1 - W10S3 + W9S 4 - W8S5). (3.272)

If x,_ >_ ka and x'rj > ka, then control statement 30 sends execution
to statement 56. The block of statements beginning with statement 56 and
ending with the statement before statement 57 does for the case where X,• Ž
ka and z4, > ka what is done for the case where either x,. < ka or x,* < ka
by the block of statements beginning with statement 50 and ending with
the second statement before statement 56. The former block of statements,
which is executed more and more times as XM is made larger and larger,
executes faster than the latter block of statements. The real variables SIR,
S3R, S4R, S5R, Z1R, Z2R, Z3R, Z4R, and Z5R are easier to deal with than
their complex counterparts S1, S3, S4, S5, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, and Z5.

If a normal exit from DO loop 19 occurs, then the stop statement after
statement 44 terminates execution. This termination can be avoided by
either decreasing XM or replacing the "500" in the statement

DO 19 R=1, 500

by a larger number. If the sixth statement in DO loop 19 sends control
to statement 25 when R = 1, then the stop statement after statement 42
terminates execution. This termination can be avoided by increasing XM.

3.5 The Matrix Equation and Its Solution

In Section 3.5.1, the product of -j77 with the admittance matrix [y l+y 2+y 3 ]
in the matrix equation (1.32) is put in the one-dimensional array Y. Then,
in Section 3.5.1, using the values of the elements of 0j1iMeJ%3rM L3, 4 /ITE
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.ejCTML3, -j-"TMeJojML3, and _jf"TEej.1T3mL3 stored in TI, the matrix equa-
tion (1.32) is solved for the elements of 1 ITMei/30' L3, 1vITEej3#?'L3 If/2TMI,,,2 ' I, L

.ejooTlJ L3, and .1 2TEejI3,'L3.

3.5.1 The Admittance Matrix

Nested DO loons 89 and 88 implement (3.67). The fifth statement in DO
loop 88 sets

-J7 y3,1TE,2TM y3,1TE,2TE y3,2TE,ITM y3,2TE,1TE (3.273)

where the subscript IJ denotes the IJth element of the matrix enclosed in the
square brackets. The sixth statement in DO loop 88 sets

-J1r y3,2TM,2TM y3,2TM,2TE 1 j7 .ry3,lTM,1TM y3,1TM,1TE1
-j7[ y3,2TE,2TM y3,2TE,2TE = IJ[ y3,1TE,ITM y3,1TE,ITE ] (3.274)

After exit from nmsted DO loops 89 and 88, the elements of -ji 7 Y 3 will be
stored by columns in the one-dimensional array Y. Here, y 3 is given by
(1.38).

Since -j77 [Y' + Y 2] is a diagonal matrix whose nonzero elements reside
in the one-dimensional array YREC, the elements of -j77 [Y' + y 2 + y 3] can
be put in the one-dimensional array Y by adding the entries of YREC to the
"diagonal" entries of YJ This addition is done in DO loop 43.

3.5.2 Solution of the Matrix Equation

The matrix equation (1.32) is solved by means of the two statements after

statement 43. These two statements put in V the elements of the solution V
of the matrix equation

Yi = f (3.275)

when Y is the K2 x K2 matrix whose elements are stored by columns in the

one-dimensional array Y and f is the K2 x 1 column vector whose elements
reside in TO.

tThe "diagonal" entries of Y are the the entries of Y that contain the diagonal ele-

ments of the matrix. Thus, the "diagonal entries" of Y are Y(1), Y(K2 + 2), Y(2*K2 +

3),--- Y ((K2)2 ).
IThe subroutines DECOMP and SOLVE are listed in Chapter 11.
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The elements of -j7 [y 1 + y 2 + y 3] were, as described in Section 3.5,
stored by columns in the one-dimensional array Y. Moreover, the elements
of -jPTMej# T L3 -jjTEeUL3•,- _jLTMej.L' and _j 2TE ejOTjUL 3 , were
put in TI by nested DO loops 29 and 52 whose indices appear in (3.148) and
(3.149). Thus, the two statements after statement 43 put in V the elements
of -1ITMejC°TIML3 i1-1TEejI3TjML 3 ' 1-v2TMej•°TML3, and I.2TEeiI31ML3 where

•ITM, j•ITE, i•2TM, and V2TE are the column vectors that satisfy (1.32).

3.6 The Coefficients of the TE10 Modes in
the Rectangular Waveguides

The normalized complex coefficient of the :Fx-traveling TE1 o wave in the left-
hand rectangular waveguide of Fig. 2 is called C1l1TET_. Here, ":Fx-traveling"
means traveling iA the px-direction. The normalization of C,•o1TE is specified
by eq. (5.30) of [2]. The right-hand side of this equation is the electric field
that would exist in the circular waveguide if the transverse electric field of the

z-traveling TM•, wave at z = L3 in the circular waveguide were • •.-4

where Z 1Me° and JIMe are, respectively, the characteristic impedance and
transverse electric vector of the TM•I mode field defined by eq. (B.1) of [1].
According to eq. (A.15) of [1], the quantity that multiplies CT- on the

right-hand side of eq. (5.30) of [2] is -V when x = -. According to

eq. (A.14) of [1], the quantity that multiplies CTE+ on the right-hand side of

eq. (5.30) of [2T is when x = -- . Now, the time-average power
•T-•M~eo,_TMe

of the z-traveling TM01 wave whose transverse electric field is V/i ol•eoM

at z = L3 in the circular waveguide is unity. The time-average power of the

:Fx-traveling TE1 o wave whose electric field is TE/.110when x = x, in the

left-hand rectangular waveguide is also unity. Hence, IC-EF1 is the ratio
of the time-average power of the T:x-traveling TE1 o wave in the left-hand
rectangular waveguide to the time-average power of the z-traveling TM01
wave in the circular waveguide.

The normalized complex coefficient of the ±x-traveling TE10 wave in the
right-hand rectangular waveguide of Fig. 2 is called C2JTE±" The normaliza-
tion of CTE± is specified by eq. (5.31) of [2]. Proceeding as in the previous
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paragraph, we see that IC 1 is the ratio of the time-average power of
the ±x-traveling TE1 o wave in the right-hand rectangular waveguide to the
time-average power of the z-traveling TM01 wave in the circular waveguide.

3.6.1 The Modal Coefficients in the Left-Hand

Rectangular Waveguide

The modal coefficients CITE- and CITE+ are given, respectively, by eqs.
(5.32) and (5.33) of [2]. The block of statements beginning with the statement
after statement 206 and ending with statement 69 puts these coefficients in

ClOUT and MlIN and then writes them out. In this block of statements,

BET = /310a (3.276)

ARG = #lox, (3.277)

CS = cos(t31ox 1) (3.278)

SN = sin(/3,ox 1 ) (3.279)

5 -=1 910 (3.280)
'3 10

SA= oiM (2 (ziyT'Ecos(IOioxi) + j sin(Ioxi))) (,,1o ]e~t~M

(3.282)

CLOUT = ITE- (3.283)

ClIN = n 1E+(3.284)

"r-010 EjT

C-ITE- (3.283)TE

where310, x•1, lO and CE10 are given, respectively, by eqs. (2.5), (5.12),

(5.32) and (5.33) of [2]. In (3.281), V10TE is the first element of V TE. Here,
the subscript "10" is the same as that in TE1 o. The TE10 mode is the first
TE mode. Now, IVITEej0TML3 resides in V(KTM + 1) because the KTM, 10

elements of I!2ITMejOTI3TL3 precede Iv1TEeJ4ML3 in V.
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3.6.2 The Modal Coefficients in the Right-Hand
Rectangular Waveguide

The modal coefficients ClJ2TE+ and C120"E- are given, respectively, by eqs.
(5.36) and (5.37) of [2 ].t The block of statements beginning with the state-
ment after statement 69 and ending with statement 70 puts these coefficients
in C2OUT and C2IN and writes them out. In this block of statements,

ARG = # 10X2  (3.285)

CS = cos(AioX2) (3.286)

SN = sin(/31oX2) (3.287)

V(KV) = i v12TEejI°?L3 (3.288)

VSoAM 2(Z 2Y1TOE cos(/lOX2) + j sin(PIOX2)) ,

(3.289)

C2OUT = --2•TE+ (3.290)

C2IN = 10E (3.291)

where X2, C20TE+, and CToE- are given, respectively, by eqs. (5.21), (5.36), and
(5.37) of [2]. In (3.288), V 0TE is the first element of V2TE. Now, 1 'v2TEejjM L3

resides in V(K1 + KTM + 1) because the KTM elements of "Vl1Mei~TL3

the KTE element= of WiT~eiioTL3 and the KTM elements of 1V2TMei~lL3
'171

precede .1V12TEeJI'3 in V.

3.7 The Coefficients of the Propagating
Modes in the Circular Waveguide

The normalized complex coefficients of the -z-traveling TMO1 , TE 1I, and
TE11 waves in the circular waveguide are, respectively, CoTMe, CTEe, and
CIEO of eqs. (6.88), (6.96), and (6.99) of [2]. The normalization of C, Me

tThere is a misprint in eq. (5.37) of [2]. The left-hand side of eq. (5.37) of (2] should
be 1C2T-
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C2111Ee, and C11E° is specified by eq. (6.75) of [2]. The right-hand side of

this equation is the electric field that would exist in the circular waveguide
if the transverse electric field of the z-traveling TM;, wave at z = L3 in
the circular waveguide were V/ ~ 1 ~.�oeo According to eq. (B.2) of [1], the

quantity that multiplies Co•Me on the right-hand side of eq. (6.75) of [2] is
AFIM•°.01Me w'_en z = L3 . According to eq. (B.36) of [1], the quantity that

multiplies C~j• on the right-hand side of (6.75) of [2] is J1 V 11 when
z = L3 . From eq. (B.b6) of [1], the quantity that multiplies Cz on the

right-hand side of (6.75) of [2] is J11E/ 1 Since the transverse electric
fields • €.oMe _eTE/• / E./o, and E°/-/--Eg' are those of traveling

waves of unit time-average power in the circular waveguide, it follows that
J(" 00Me 12, Ic E1I2, and ICE°,2 are, respectively, the ratio of the time-average
power of the -z-traveling TM&1 wave, that of the -z-traveling TE', wave,
and that of the -z-traveling TE'1 wave to the time-average power of the
z-traveling TM•j wave.

DO loop 55 accumulates CTMe•+-1, Cll', and c(rnE° in CTME, CTEE, and
CTEO, respectively. Here,C�orMe, CTE', and CTEO are given, respectively, by

eqs. (6.88), (6.96), and (6.99) of [2]. After execution of the second statement
after statement 55, we will have

CTME = CojrMe (3.292)

CTEE = C1E1 (3.293)

CTEO = C1E° (3.294)

CTMMS = ICJ71M + 112. (3.295)

In (3.295), CT1Me + 1 is the contribution to CJ1 Me due to the magnetic currents
"-M9 1 ) and -M(2) placed on the inside surfaces of the conductors that close
the apertures in Fig. 2. This contribution was calculated for use in Section
3.8.2.

3.8 The Time-Average Power of the
Propagating Modes in the Waveguides

The ratio of the time-average power of any propagating mode to the time-
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average power of the incident TM•1 mode is the square of the magnitude of
the normalized complex coefficient of the propagating mode. In addition to
the z-traveling TM&1 wave in the circular waveguide, there are seven propa-
gating modes:

1. The -x-traveling TE1 0 wave in the left-hand rectangular waveguide.

2. The x-traveling TE10 wave in the left-hand rectangular waveguide.

3. The x-traveling TE10 wave in the right-hand rectangular waveguide.

4. The -x-traveling TE10 wave in the right-hand rectangular waveguide.

5. The -z-traveling TM•1 wave in the circular waveguide.

6. The -z-traveling TE'1 wave in the circular waveguide.

7. The -z-traveling TE', wave in the circular waveguide.

Each time-average power mentioned in Sections 3.8.1, 3.8.2, 3.8.3, 3.9,
3.9.1, and 3.9.2 to follow is understood to be relative to the time-average
power of the z-traveling TM•1 wave in the circular waveguide. In other
words, each of these time-average powers is tacitly assumed to be the ratio
of that to the time-average power of the incident TM'1 wave in the circular
waveguide.

3.8.1 The Time-Average Power of the Propagating
Modes in the Rectangular Waveguides

The time-average power of each propagating mode in the rectangular wave-
guides appears in eq. (5.49) of [2] for the time-average power Pt transmitted
into the rectangular waveguides. The five statements after statement 81 set

CIOUTS = 1•TEi (3.296)

CIINS = 1I0E+I 2  (3.297)

C2OUTS = 10 (3.298)

C21NS = 12 (3.299)

PT = Pt. (3.300)
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The time-average power Pt transmitted into the rectangular waveguides is the
time-average power radiated by M__) and MN2) in the rectangular waveguides
because there are no other sources therein.

3.8.2 The Time-Average Power of the Propagating
Moues in the Circular Waveguide

The time-average power of each propagating mode in the circular waveguide
appears in eq. (8.1) of [2] for the time-average power P, reflected in the
circular waveguide. The four statements after statement 82 set

CTMES = ICoT1MeI 2  (3.301)

CTEES = Ic1Eel2 (3.302)

CTEOS = ICTE°l2  (3.303)

PR = P,. (3.304)

If the magnetic currents -M 1 and -_M2 were somehow forced to flow in
the circular waveguide in the absence of the incident TM•1 mode due to •imp,
then the total time-average power of the propagating modes in the circular
waveguide would be P, given by

Ptm= -IcTMe + 1W2 + ICTETI2 + ICTEoI 2 . (3.305)

The subscript "rm" on P,.,,, indicates that it is the time-average reflected
power due to the magnetic currents. The fifth statement after statement 82
sets

PRM = P,,. (3.306)

The above propagating mode power Prm is the time-average power that the
magnetic currents -M 1 and -a 2 would radiate if they existed alone in the
circular waveguide.

The three statements after statement 90 set

BKAPLT(KA) = ka (3.307)
PTRAN(KA) = Pt (3.308)

PREFL(KA) = Pr. (3.309)
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The one-dimensional arrays BKAPLT, PTRAN, and PREFL will be written
out after exit from DO loop 48.

3.8.3 Conservation of Power

The sum of the time-average power Pt transmitted into the rectangular wave-
guides and the time-average power P, reflected in the circular waveguide
should be equal to the time-average power of the z-traveling TM', wave in
the circular waveguide. Since Pt and P, are meant to be ratios of time-
average powers to the time-average power of the z-traveling TM•1 wave, we
should have

Pt + P7 = 1. (3.310)

The fourth statement after statement 90 sets

PTOTAL = Pt + P,. (3.311)

In the sample output of Section 2.2.2, PTOTAL is indeed unity. This verifies
the calculated values of Pt and P,. Other verifications are given in Sections
3.9.1 and 3.9.2.

3.9 The Time-Average Power Radiated by
the Magnetic Currents

In this section, we assume that jimp is absent so that there is no z-traveling
TM•1 wave in Fig. 2. However, we assume that the magnetic currents ±M(i)
and ±M(2) are somehow forced to flow. The time-average power radiated
by the magnetic currents M(') and M(2) in the rectangular waveguides was
expressed in terms of the time-average power of the propagating modes as
indicated by (3.300) where Pt is given by eq. (5.49) of [2]. The time-average
power radiated by the magnetic currents -M(') and -M(2) alone in the
circular waveguide was expressed in terms of the time-average power of the
propagating modes as P,,, of (3.05).

Alternatively, the time-average power P radiated by a magnetic current
M on a surface S is given by

P= -Re{ , M Jj tH(QM)ds (3.312)
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where Ma is the complex conjugate of M, LE is the magnetic field due to
M, ds is the differential element of surface area, and "Re" denotes the real
part. t The "V" in H(0, M) indicates that there is no electric current source.
The factor k/(7700'M) is due to the implicit normalization of P. This factor
is the reciprocal of the time-average power of the z-traveling TM;1 wave. It
normalizes P so that P is the time-average power that would result if the
time-average power of the z-traveling TM•, wave were unity.

3.9.1 The Time-Average Power Radiated by the
Magnetic Currents in the Rectangular
Waveguides

In this section, (3.312) will be used to obtain an alternate expression for the
time-average power radiated by the magnetic currents M(1 ) and Mk2" in the
rectangular waveguides.

Relabeling th4. V's and the M's in (1.6) {V, V2 , V3,. Vm } and {M 1,
M 2,M 3 ,""" ,MK1} and relabeling the V's and the M's in (1.7) {VKI+I, VK,+2,
.,VK2} and {MK1+1,MK1+2,-.-,MK2} where K1 and K2 are given by
(3.10) and (3.52), we express the combination of MH1 ) and M(2) of (1.6)
and (1.7) as the single magnetic current M given by

K2

AL = E ViM. (3.313)
j=l

Since Mj is real, substitution of (3.313) into (3.312) gives

k K2 K2

Pt = Re{jTMZV -[Y1+Y2].jV} (3.314)
i=1 j=l

where the subscript "ta" on Pt. indicates that Pt, is the transmitted power
calculated by means of the alternative method whereby (3.312) is used. In
(3.314),

[Y' + Y2], = -J JM . IL(Oj)Mds (3.315)

t in our "root-mean-square" notation, a complex phasor such as a indicates the time-

dependent quantity -,/2Re(Mejw'). If "peak-value" notation were used, a would indicate
the time-dependent quantity Re(Mej" t ) and the right-hand side of (3.312) would be di-
vided by 2.
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where the integration is over A1 if i < K1 and over A2 if i > K1. If j < K1,
then H[(Q, aMj) is the magnetic field due to MAj in the left-hand rectangular
waveguide. If j > K1, then Hl(Q, ALj) is the magnetic field due to ALj in the
right-hand rectangular waveguide. The "Tf" in H(0, Al,) indicates that there
is no electric current source.

Now, the matrix [y 1 + y 2] in (3.315) is the same as that in (1.32). As
stated in Section 3.3, this matrix is a diagonal matrix, and the product of its*ith element with -jr resides in YREC(i). Furthermore, iViej OT L3 resides

in V(i). Hence, we recast (3.314) as

Pt kI•{-[yl + Y2] (•VimLn) (IVe.7•ML3)} (3.316)

where "Im" denotes the imaginary part. The second statement in DO loop
91 accumulates in YMM the summation in (3.316). The two statements after
statement 91 set

BKAB - k (3.317)
ALM

PTA = Pt,. (3.318)

Now, Pe of (3.300) should be equal to Pt,, of (3.318). Hence, the computer
program variables PT and PTA should be equal to each other. In the output
listed in Section 2.2.2, they differ by two units in the seventh significant
figure. This discrepancy can be attributed to roundoff error because not all
calculations were done in double precision. Thus, the computed value of Pt
is verified.

3.9.2 The Time-Average Power Radiated by the
Magnetic Currents in the Circular Waveguide

In this section, (3.312) will be used to obtain an alternative expression for
the time-average power that the magnetic currents -M01) and -M(2) would
radiate if they were the only sources in the circular waveguide.

The combination of -AVl) 1 and -M9(2) is expressed as the single magnetic
current AL given, similar to (3.313), by

K2

M = - Z V3Mj. (3.319)
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Substitution of (3.319) into (3.312) gives

.= iij j (3.320)
P /30TM i=1 j=

where the subscript "rma" on Prma indicates that Prn is the reflected power
due to the magnetic current calculated by means of the alternative method
whereby (3.312) is used. In (3.320),

y _J M =M)d (3.321)

where the integration is over A, if i < K1 and over A2 if i > K1. In (3.321),
H•3 (fl, Mj) is the magnetic field due to Ali radiating in the circular waveguide.

Now, YJ3 is the ijth element of the matrix y 3 that appears in (1.32). We
recast (3.320) as

P -= ... .kK0w' Im( IVeie M L3) * {K (-ii2Yi)(iVejI L V (3.322)

00-M--1 j---1

Replacing Y3 by [Y1 + y 2 + y%], _ [yl + y 2]i, in (3.321), we obtain

k K2 L)I)

P'.ma = -Pt. -ImZ { ( eV&j0T'L3)* (--jeiPTML3) (3.323)

where Pt. is given by (3.316) and
K2

_jIPeTJML3 = , {_j, [yl + y 2 + y3].j (Vej3ML3 )}. (3.324)

Noting that the right-hand side of (3.324) is the product of -jeJo M L3 with
the ith element of the left-hand side of (1.32), we see that 1i of (3.324) is the
ith element of the column vector on the right-hand side of (1.32). As indicated

in the paragraph containing (3.146), -jlieJ#ToM L3 was put in TI(i).
The third statement in DO loop 91 accumulates in YME the summation

in (3.323). The third statement after statement 91 sets

PRMA = P,,,, (3.325)
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where P7,n is given by (3.323). The fourth statement after statement 91
writes out PTA and PRMA.

Now, P,,, of (3.306) should be equal to Prm of (3.325). Hence, the com-
puter program variables PRM and PRMA should be equal to each other. In
the output listed in Section 2.2.2, they differ by only one unit in the seventh
significant figure. Thus, the computed value of Pr,,, is verified. The verifica-
tion of P, gives some verification of Pr because P, is the contribution to P,
due to the magnetic current. Note that there are three contributions to P,:
one due to the -z-traveling TM•1 wave, one due to the magnetic current,
and one due to to the interaction between the -z-traveling TM•1 wave and
the magnetic current.

3.10 The Tangential Electric Field in the

Apertures

The control statement after statement 93 either allows execution to continue
on to the second statement after statement 93 or sends execution to state-
ment 48, depending on the value of KE3(KAE). See the last paragraph in
Section 2.1.1. If executed, the block of statements beginning with the second
statement after statement 93 and ending with the statement before state-
ment 48 calculates and writes out values of the 0- and z-components of the
electric field in the left-hand and right-hand apertures. See the paragraph
containing (2.31).

In DO loop 105, E3A1P(J) and E3A2P(J) are set to zero. Later,
E (A) (A) "(AM) (A2)

and ,(il10)

given by eq. (7.13) of [2] with -f = 1 and -f = 2 ,t will be accumulated in
E3A1P(J) and E3A2P(J), respectively. Here,

¢(A1) = 1+ (1 +2NPHI- 1) 011 (3.326)

= (-+2 J- 1 1&(32)

tThere is a misprint in eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) of [2]. The quantity "401 " should be
replaced by ")3'm" in both equations.
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Substituting O(A,) for 4 and zo/a of (3.143) for (sin 4o)/4o in eq. (7.13) of [2]
with -1 = 1, interchanging the order of summation, and placing upper limits
on the summation indices p and q,t we obtain

(A1) O(4 , Al) 0) ( N)AX-i MM(q+i)-i pl
(Sme+) :-0s ) E 4 b)

p+q*O

VTePg TML VITEejP4ML3\

M ( ) Vl (1-a) )(() )

* sin -• cos (POM) (3.328)

where

S.= 27rV'b ( ) k -jlorL3 (3.329)

0 (J - 1)7r (3.330)
i NPH1 - 1(

The fifth statement in DO loop 105 sets

PHIl(J) = 0(1). (3.331)

Equation (3.328) is written with the understanding that the term propor-
tional to VPqTM is to be omitted when p = 0 or q = 0. Similarly, substitution

of O(M) for 4, in eq. (7.13) of [2] with -t = 2 yields
E(A2) (S(A)( )) NMM+)AX-I.(

a. (q=O PO b

p+q*O

('a V2 Mj6TIMejL3VTfO73
L) ( pg eV2La) ( Oq _ )3

sin -q- cos (p,2)) (3.332)

t The ranges of values of p and q are taken to be the same as the respective ranges of

values of m and n in (3.5).
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where

(J - 1)r (3.333)
Oj : NPHI- 1

The VP2,TM term should be omitted from (3.332) when p = 0 or q = 0. The
sixth statement in DO loop 105 sets

PHe2(J) = -() (3.334)

In DO loop 106, E3A1Z(J) and E3A2Z(J) are set to zero. Later,
(~Al)(7r z (A)) EE(A 2)(0, z(A))

1E()( A Irm and 1 Me+ Irm

given by eq. (7.14) of [2] with - = 1 and -f = 2, will be accumulated in
E3A1Z(J) and E3A2Z(J), respectively. Here,

z(A) (-1+2 \) c. (3.335)

Substituting zSA) for z in eq. (7.14) of [2] with -y = 1 and placing the same
upper limits on p and q as in (3.328), we obtain

E Al) )(7,A)) NMAX-1 MU(q+1)-i -- q

qiiO P=O V Z4 kpqb
p+q$O

psin cos(qz•,)) (3.336)

where

Z) = (J- 1)7 (3.337)
J NZ- l

The fourth statement in DO loop 106 sets

Z(J) = z('). (3.338)
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The VpTM term should be omitted from (3.336) when p = 0 or q = 0.
Similarly, substitution of zjA) for z in eq. (7.14) of [2] with -y = 2 yields

E(A2)(Oz (A)) + NMAX-1 MM(q+l)-i

q-O pO 4 kpqb

p+q*O
•-q•O

/ Vge+ (E!)o

sin "!-cos (qz(')). (3.339)

The VJqTM term should be omitted from (3.339) when p = 0 or q = 0.
Statement 155 and the statement after it set

ARG = -TM L3 (3.340)

SA = S. (3.341)

where S. is given by (3.329). The second and third statements in DO loop
136 set

SINP(J) = S. sin r (3.342)

SINQ(J) = (S.)1w;) sin Er (3.343)

where

p = q = J - 1. (3.344)

Separate indices q and p were used in (3.342) and (3.343) because the right-
hand side of (3.342) is intended to be a factor common to both (3.336) and
(3.339) and the right-hand side of (3.343) is intended to be a factor common
to both (3.328) and (3.332).

In nested DO loops 101 and 104, the qp term in each of (3.328), (3.332),
(3.336), and (3.339) is taken into account for

q = Q - 1 (3.345)
p = P - 1. (3.346)
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The third and seventh statements in DO loop 101 set

FQ1C = La (3.347)
C

SINQQ = (S.)() sin E~- (3.348)

The subscripts JTM, JTM2, JTE1, and JTM2 are calculated inside DO loop
104 so that

V(JTM) = 17'vMej °•L3 (3.349)

V(JTM2) = 1 v T (3.350)

V(JTE1) = iV.TEeioTL3 (3.351)

V(JTE2) = nv.TEe3I0?L (3.352)

Before execution of the ninth statement in DO loop 104,

BMNJ A ( . (3.353)

The ninth through seventeenth statements in DO loop 104 set

SINPP = S. sin E (3.354)
2

BMNJP = (~I.~ (:i& Z-9 p) (3-355)

BMNJQ = ( Ari ~b (1a) (3.356)

BMNJPP = (S�) P (i b (La) sin (3.357)

BMNJQQ = (S,,) q~ ) I (La i 338
4a ML pq b cI 2

YMM = (S,,) (L.) ( f ~) 1±b (qa)
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( 1 VITEeJ~oO• L3 ) sn--sin (3.359))( 2
YEM (S.) (Vý q: bI) (?E!)

plr

* (VT~e#¢olL3) sin (3.360)

YME (S.) (Lo) ( /1) (Ib) (La)

•(V2TEeirWL3) sin 2 (3.361)

YE (S.) ( V r- kq: b) (- )
" (IVP,2TEeii°iL3) sin - . (3.362)

If the above values of YMM, YEM, YME, and YEE were multiplied by
(P~), (1) \ (,O(2)) n o (1)), heCos I cos (qzj ), cos j), and cos qzj(), respectively, then they

would be the VITE term in (3.328), the VITE term in (3.336), V2TPq term in
(3.332), and the V2TE term in (3.339).

The eight statements before statement 134 account for the ViTM terms
in (3.328) and (3.336) and the Vp

2qTM terms in (3.332) and (3.339). Since
these terms are absent when p = 0 or q = 0, the eight statements before
statement 134 are not executed when p = 0 or q = 0. The six statements
before statement 134 set

BMNJPQ = (S) ( 1 sin (3.363)
\aJ y4 kpq b \b 2

BMNJQP = (S.) ( IP'q) ( La~ (~)sin Px(3.364)

YMM = - (S.)(~ ( e,7 1 1 pa)(V T eilUa 4 /\kpqbj~
_ (La)~ (.iITE ,tOTmL 3 )~ I 7rn

- ) 3 V"'Pq / 2 (3.365)

YEM =(S,,) ( q)(~ (q) (iv/TmeiOJ.a
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(2a (iVITEeif3TjML3) sin (3.367)
+ 'b pq 2YME (S. L ) ( 1),pq E

If the above values of YMM, YEM, YME, and YEE were multiplied by
cos(p•'), os(qz]l)), cos (p€2)), and cos (qz]l)), respectively, then they

would be the pq termst in (3.328), (3.336), (3.332) and (3.339), respectively.

The first statement in DO loop 135 adds the pq term in (3.328) to

E3A1P(J). The second statement in DO loop 135 adds the pq term in (3.332)
to E3A2P(J). The second statement in DO loop 148 adds the pq term in
(3.336) to E3A1Z(J). The third statement in DO loop 148 adds the pq termin (3.339) to E3A2Z(J). Thus, upon exit from nested DO loops 101 and 104,

E3A1P(J) = '.Ee L) Isin 0" (3.369)

E3A1Z(J) = E('Al)(wz(A))(330

E32PJ i_ • +1t•~A),0 (3.371)E3A2P(J) = E , A2)( YErA)')

I_•,+l=(3.372)

tThe pq term in any one of these equations is the right-hand side of the equation
without the summation signs.
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The first and second statements in DO loop 137 set

E3A1S(J)- E(Al) (kAl),)(3 )

E3APS(J) E4 E~ 2 (01 2 ,O0) (3.374)
IE4,¶e+Irv=

E3A1ZS(J) = E.A1) (jr, ZSA))(375

E3A2ZS(J) = E.02) (O, zJA)) (3.376)
1 T4Me+ I.

3.11 Listing of the Main Program
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-N.O-Z)
COMMON /MODES/PC,BKM2,KTN,KTE,NMN(5o),BMIC100) ,BMI2(100)
COMMON /PI/PI
COMMON /NMAX/NNAX
COMMON /BES/XM,SMAX
COMMON /PHI/BXD15,PNAX,RSGRPH1(100) ,PH2(100) ,PH3(1OO),
1PH4( £00)
COMMON /DGN/S,DKA2,L3,C.CSPI5,D3C50) ,G4(50) ,PGC
COMPLEX*16 ZLI ,ZL2,UBKU,SA,YTE,YTh.DTMCSO) ,DTMN,DrTEC5O) ,DTEI
COMPLEZ*16 D3.D3N,Zi,Z2,Z3,Z4gZ5,SlpS3,S4.SS
COMPLEX*8 E3A1P(100),E3AlZ(100),E3A2P(l00),E3A2Z(100)
COMPLEX*8 YNM,YEM,YME,YEE,Y(24336) .TI(156) .V(156),VI,CVTME(156)
COMPLEX*8 CVTEE(156),CVTEO(I56) ,CTMECTEECTEO,ClOUT,C1IN,C2OUT
CGjMPLEX*8 C21N,YREC(156)
REAL*8 Li ,L2,L3,ZJ(200) ,XJPC200) ,GTM(50) ,GTE(5O)
REAL*8 TMP(50),.mXE60) TEP(50) .TEE(50) DQTM(50) ,DQTE(50)
REAL*4 PHI1(iOO) ,PHI2(100),Z(100)
REAL*4 PTRAN(100) ,PRE.FL(100) ,BKAPLT( 100)
REAL*4 CIOUTS ,C1INS,C2OUTS,C2IIS,PT.CTMES,CTEES,CTEOS,PR,PTOTAL
REAL*4 SINP(100),SIIQ(100),E3AIPS(100) ,E3A2PS(100) ,E3A1ZS(100)
REALs4 E3A2ZS(iOO) ,PTMS,PRECMS,PTMR,BKAG,SINQQ,SIIPPBMIJP
REAL*4 BMNJQ ,BMIJPPEBMIJQQ,BMIJPQ,BMIJQP
INTEGER RR1,S,SKAX,P,PMAX,PlP2,P3,Q,Q1,PTM,PTE,QTN,fQTE,IPS(158)
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IITEGUl QPIKE3(1O1)
OPEN(uNIT=2o,FILE='II.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=21 ,FILE='OUT.DAT' ,STATUS='aLD')
READ(20,10) BC.CLlL2.L3,BKNXNZL1,ZL2

10 FORMAT(4DI4.7)
VRITE(21 ,11)

11 FORNAT('F C,L1.L2,L3,BKN,ZNZL1.ZL2$)
WRITE(21,10) D,C,L1,L2,L3,BKN,DI,ZL1,ZL2
READ(20,144) KAM,BKAODBKk,KE3N,IPEI,IZ

144 FOLNAT(14,2D14.7,3I4)
WRITE(21,145) KAM,BKAO,DBKA,KE3X,NPHINZ

146 FORMAT(QKAM=',I4,'. BKAO=',D14.7'., DBKA=',D14.7/
1'KE3N=',I44', IPHI=',14'1, 1Z'I,I4)
READC2O,146)(KE3(I) ,I=1,KE3N)

146 FORNAT(1514
VRITE(21, 147) (KE3(I) .1=1,KE3M)

147 FORMATC 'KE3'/(1514))
PI=3. 14169265368979D+O
BCDB/C
PC=PI*BC
BKX2=BKM*BKM
CALL MODES
WRITE(21. 102) CMM(I) ,I=1,NMAX)

102 FORMATC 014
K1=KTM+KTE
WRITE(21, 163) KTM,KTE,Kl

153 FORMAT('KTM=',14,', KTE=',14,', K1=',14)
IF(NMAX.GT.0) GO TO 115
WRITE(21, 116)

116 FORNAT('BKM IS TOO SMALL')
STOP

115 CALL BESIN
P12=PI*2.D+O
PIBC=PI*BC
PIS=PI*.SD+O
KAE51
DO 48 KA1IKAM
BKA=BKAO+ (KA-1) *DBKA
BKA2=BKA*BKA
IF(BKA.GT.2.40482556D+O) GO TO 94
WRITE(21,95)

95 FORMATCBKA IS TOO SMALL')
STOP

94 IFCBKA.LT.3.05423693D+O) GO TO 96
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WRITE(21 ,97)
9T FOBJIAT('BKA IS TOO LARGE')

STOP
96 IF(C.LT.B) GO TO 98

WRITE (21.99)
99 FORNAT('C IS NOT LESS THAN B')

STOP
98 BKB=BKA*B

WRITE(21.150) 51(3
150 FORMAT( 'BKB=' .E14.7)

IF(BKB.GT.PI) GO TO 110
WP.ITE(21, 111)

III FORMAT('BKB IS TOO SMALL')
STOP

110 IF(BKB.LT.PI2.AUD.BKB.LT.PIBC) GO TO 112
WRITE(21, 113)

113 FORMAT('BKD IS TOO LARGE')
STOP

112 BKB2=BKB*BKR
BKR=1 .D+0/BKB
U=(O.D+0,1.D+o)
BKU=-BKR*U
55=B* .50+0
BX5=DASIN(BS)
BX=2 .0+0*815
XB=1 .0+0/HI
X1=L1/B-XB
X2=L2/B-XB
JTE=0
JTM=0
DO 13 Q=1,INAX
P2=1
IF(Q.EQ.1) P2=2
P3=MM(Q)
DO 14 P=P2,P3
JTE=JTE+ 1
JTE1=JTE+KTM
JTE2=JTE1+K1
GAM2=BMI2 (JTE) -BKB2
IFCP.WE.2.OR.Q.IE.1) GO TO 15
BET=DSQRT(-GAM2)
A1=BET*X1
CA=DCUS(AI)
SA=DSIN(A1)*U
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Sl=BET*BKU
YREC(JTEI)=(CA+ZLI*SA)/(SA+ZL1*CA) *SI
A2=BET*12
CA=DCOS(A2)
SA=DSIN(A2) *U
YREC (.TE2) =(CA+ZL2*SA)/ (SA+ZL2*CA) .SI
GO TO 17

15 GAJI=DSQRT(GAN2)
YTEC-GAN*BKR
YREC (JTE ) =YTE
YEC ( JTE2) SYTE

17 IF(P.EQ.1.OR.Q.EQ.1) GO TO 14
YTM=BKB/GAN
JTN=JTN+ 1
JTN2=JTM+K1
YuEc(.TN) =YTm
YREC(JTN2)=YTM

14 CONTINUE
13 CONTINUE

K2=K1*2
WRITE(21,100)(YREC(J) ,J=1,K2)

100 FORNAT( 'YREC'/(4E14.7))
CS=C* .SD+O
ZSS=1 .D+0/C5
PMANMK( 1)
XZ=B/BX
TZTMS. *BXS*DSQRTCBC/PI)
TZTE=TZTN/BC
TA=PI2/BKA
SQ2=1.D+0/DSQRT(2.D+0)
TCI=DSQRT(PI*BC)
TCS=TC1/SQ2
TC1=TCI*BKA
SI1=B5
CS1=DSQIIT(1 .D+0-B5*BS)
K3=K2*K1
DO 12 IY=1*K3
Y(IY)0-.

12 CONTINUE
SGR=-1 D+0
DO 19 R=1,500
SGR=-SGR
R1=R-1
RS=ft1*R1
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CALL BES(RXJ,XJP)
IF(SNAX.GT.200) STOP 60
IF(SNAX.EQ.o) GO TO 25
CALL Pal
DO 20 S1I,SNAX
CALL DGN(1,XJ,XXTh,ITII,GAHThThPSTI(JDThGThDQTh.GCSThGC2Th,
iZEETh IZZTK.ZOETh, ZOOTN)
CALL DGN(21.XJPZITEITE,GAXTEPTEP,TEM,DTE,GTE,DQTEGCSTE,GCTE,
1ZEETE,ZZTE3 ZOETE,ZOOTE)
XR=XITE-RS
W2=-RS/XROGANTE
W6=XZ*XXTE

113=11*115

116=ZSS/XXTE*115
Wl=BKA2/GANTN
115=11/GANTE
IF(R1.NE.0) GO TO 46
111=U1*.SD+0
16=115*. SD+0
116=116..SD+0

46 IF(RI.GT.1.OR.S.GT.1) GO TO 68
IF(R1.EQ.1) GO TO 71
MTN=0
RTE=0
DO 29 N=1,IHAX
M(2=1

F11=1-1

TITN=TZTMe'FI1
TITE=TZTE
IF(N1.JE.0) GO TO 76
X(2=2
TITE=TITE*SQ2

76 1(3=1M(N()
DO 52 M=1(2,1(3
1(1=1-1
IF(1(1.NE.2*(1(1/2)) GO TO 65
IF(11.EQ.0.OR.N1.Eq.0) GO TO 66
1(TM=1(TM+1
TI(1(T1)=0.
3J1(Th+K 1
TI(J)=0.
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66 NTE=TE+1
J=NTE+KTN
TI (J) =0.
J=I+Kl
TI (3) =0.
GO TO 52

65 KTE=NTE+I
FI=GTN(I) /BMI (NM)
IF(Nl.EQ.0.OR.N±.EQ-0) GO TO 67
KTN=NTM+1
FN1=H1
SA=-TITM/FN1*Fl*U
TI(NTIO=SA
J=MT+Kl
TI(J)=-SA

67 SA=-TITE*Fl*U
J=NTE+KTN
TI(J)=-SA
I=J+KI
TI(J)=-SA

52 CONTINUE
29 CONTINUE

TC2=TCl/GANTN
MTN=O
MTE=0
DO 77 N1I,NMAX
N2=1
11=1-1
M3=MM(N)
TC3=TC2*GTM(N)
IFCNi.iE.O) GO TO 114
M2=2
TC3=TC3*SQ2

114 DO 78 M=M2,N3
NTE=NTE.1
TC4=TC3/DMI(NTE)*PH2 (N)
x1=N-1
IF(M1 .EQ.0) TC4=TC4*SQ2
IF(NI.EQ.O.OR.Ml.EQ.o) GO TO 79
NTM=HNT+1
TC4I=11 *TC4
CVTME(NMT)=TC4N
J=HTh+KI
CVTME(J) =TC4N
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79 TC4XNlR/BC'.TC4
J=NTE+KTN
CYTNE (3)=TC4X
J=J+K1
CVTNE(J)=TC4N

78 CONTINUE
77 CONTINUE

GAII0iZOANTII
GO TO 68

71 TC2=TC5*DSQRT(GAITE/(GANMO1*XR))
TCS=XZ*XXTE/GANTM
KTM=O
IITE=O
DO 80 11l,NAII
X2=1

TC3=TC2
IF(I1.IE.0) GO TO 16
112=2
TC3=TC3*SQ2

16 113=N11(1)
TC7-TC3'.TCS*G4(I)
TC3=TC3*GTE(I)
Fl 1=11
DO 73 11112,113
11=11-1

75 11TE=NTE+1
811111=8111(NTE)
TC4=TC3/B1111
TCS=TC7/BXNN1
IF(N1.IE.O) GO TO 74
TC4=TC4a'SQ2
TC8=TC8*SQ2

74 PHIN=PHI(N)
PH2M=PH2 (M)
PHf3N=Pf3 (N)
P9411=PH4 (N)
PAG1=TC4* (PH1N*CSI-PH211.Sll)
PAG2=TC4* (PH2M*CSI+Pn111*SNI)
PAG3=TC8* (PH311'CS 1-PH4N'e11)
PAG4=TC8. (PH4II*CS1+PH3,*1s)
FNlD=NI/BC
IF(I1.EQ.O.OR.N1.EQ-o) GO TO 72
MTM=MTM+1
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PAGS=PAG1*Fll+PAG4*sX1D
PAG6=PAG2*FNI-PAG3*pN1B
CYTEE (Nm) uPAGS
CYTRO (!ITN)PAG6
J=NTN+gl
CVTEE(3) =PAGS
CVTEO(J)--PAGS

72 PAG5=PAGI*FN1D-PAG4*pI1
PAGS=PAG2*FNIB+PAG3*FNI
J=NTE.JCTN
CVTEE(J)=PAGS
CVTEO(J)=PAG6
J=J+K1
CVTEE(I)=PAGS
CVTEO(J)=-PAG6

73 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
68 MT=O

NTE=O

DO 21 N=1,NNAX
142=1
111=N-1
IF(11.EQ.O) 142=2
143=141(1)
QTN=O
QTE=0
Fl 13=11* DC
NEO=1+11-2*(Nl/2)
GO TO (18,51), ITM

18 TMNN=TMMN()
TPNP=ThP(N)
DTIN=DTH(N)
GO TO 83

51 DQTINaDQTMN()
TNI=GCSTN*DQTMN
T142=GC2TM*DQTMN

83 GO TO (84,85), ITE
84 TEMN=TE(N()

TEPI=TEP(N)
DTEN=DTE(N)
D3N=D3(N)
GO TO 86

85 DQTEN=DQTE(l)
TEI=GCSTE*DQTEN
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TE2=GC2TE*DQTEN
FI1=I1
PNG=FNI1*PGC

86 DO 22 Q1INNAX
P2=1
Q1=Q-1
IF(Q1.EQ.O) P2=2
P3=NM1(Q)
V8=QI*FN1B
NQEO=NEO+Q1-2* (Ql/2)
NEQQ=2
IF(N1.EQ.Q1.AND.Q1.IE.0) NEQQ=1
QP1=2
IF(Q1.EQ.0.ANrD.Ni.EQ.0) QPi=i
GO TO (31,32), ITX

31 111=11-Qi
IP=N1+Q1
TNJIQ=TNN(Q)
TXPQ=TNP(Q)
FTN=FXY(IP ,THPITXmq)-FXY(111,TNMN ,-TMQ)

1-FXY(IPT1111,TMPQ)+FXY(I11,TNPI,-TIIPQ)
Z1=W1*(FTN+GTH(Q) *DTMN)
GO TO 47

32 GO TO (45,107,117), NQEO
45 GO TO (118,119), QPI

118 ZIR=ZZTM
GO TO 120

119 Z1R=ZEET
GO TO 120

107 Z1R=ZOETM
GO TO 120

117 Z1R=ZOOTM
120 Z1R=Z1R*TN1*DQTM(Q)

GO TO (121,122), IEQQ
121 Z1R=Z1R-T112
122 ZIR=-W1*Z1R
47 GO TO (36,37) ITE
36 GTEQ=GTE(Q)

G4Q=G4( Q)
INsIfI-Qi
IP=I1 +Q 1
TENQ=TE ( Q)
TEPQ=TEP(Q)
F1=FXY(IM ITEMNI,-TEMQ)
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F2=FXY(IP.TEPN,TExQ)
FG=FXY(IP,TEIIJTEPg)
F7=FXY(IRTEPN ,-TEPQ)
FS=72-F1
F9=F2+FI
F1=F6-F7
F2=FG+F7
FTE=FS-F1
F3=Fg+F2
F4=FS+F1
FS=Fg-F2
Z2=V2*(FTE+GTEQ*DTEN)
Z3=W3*(F3+GTEQ*D31)
Z4=-W3* (F4+G4Q*rDrEN)
Z5=WS*(FS+G4Q*D31)
IF(NI.EQ.Q1.AND.11.NE.0) Z5WV6+ZS
GO TO 49

37 GO TO (123,124,125), IQEO
123 GO TO (126,127), QPI
126 Zit=ZZTE

GO TO 128
127 ZR=ZEETE

GO TO 128
124 ZR=ZOETE

GO TO 128
125 ZR=ZOOTE
128 ZR=ZR*TEI*DQTE(Q)

Z2R=ZR
GO TO (129,130). NEQQ

129 Z2R=Z2R-TE2
130 Z3R=PIG*Z2R

FQI=Q1
PQG=FQ1.PGC
Z4R=PQG*Z2ft
ZSR=PIG*PQG*ZR
GO TO (131,132), NEQQ

131 ZSR=ZSR+TE2
132 Z2R=V2*Z2R

Z3R=V3*Z3R
Z4R=W3*Z4R
ZSR=-W5*ZSR
GO TO (133,49) IEQQ

133 ZSR=W6+ZSR
49 IF((ITN+ITE).IE.3) GO TO 87
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GO TO (53,54).ITH
53 Z2=Z2ft

Z3=Z3R
Z4aZ4R
ZS=ZSR
GO TO 87

54 Zi=ZlR
87 MNTH=T

NTE=NTE
DO 23 N=N2,M3
N111=1

IF(NI.EQ.O.OR.Ml.EQ-o) GO TO 26
KMN=2

26 NTE=KnT+1
wgaM1*Q1
FNlBzRh/DC
TB=TA/BKN (NTE)
PTh=QTR
PTE=QTE
DO 24 P=P2,P3
KPQ=l
P1=P-j
IF(Q1.EQ.O.OR.P1.EQ-o) GO TO 27
KPQ=2
PTX=PTN+l

27 PTE=PTE+l
WIO=NI*pi

Tl=TB/BNN(PTE)
IF(N1 .EQ .0) TI=TleSQ2
IF(N1 .EQ.0) Tl=Tl*SQ2
IFCPi .EQ.0) Tl=TI*SQ2
IF(Q1.EQ.0) TI=TI'eSQ2
PHIPUPHI (p)
PH2P=P12(P)
PH3P=PH3 (P)
PH4P=PH4(P)
KB=1+(KMN+KPQ)/4
KII=(PTN-1)*K2
KEI=KTN+NTE
KNM=KM+NTM
KEM=KN+KEI
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KE2= (KTN+PE- 1) *K2
KNE=KE2+NTN
KEE=KE2+KE1

1j=0

DO 28 J=1,2

P32NJ=PH2 (NJ)
PH3N3=PH3(NJ)
PH4NJ=PH4(XJ)
PAG1=PH2P*PB3XJ-PI1Pu'PH4MJ
PAG2=PH2P*PH2NJ+PHIP*PH1NJ
PAG3=PH4P*PHIMJ-PH3P*PH2NJ
PAG4=PH4P*PH4MJ+PI3P*PH3NJ
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 30
PAG1=-PAGI
PAG4=-PAG4

30 IF((ITE+ITH).EQ.4) GO TO 56
50 Si=PAG2*(Z1-Z2)

S3=PAG1*Z3
S4uPAG3*Z4
SS=PAG4*ZS

64 GO TO (33,38), KB
38 INN=KNN+K

YMN=Tl*(W8*S1+V9.S3-W1O*S4-WI 1SS5)
Y(IMM)=YCIMN)+YIUI

33 GO TO (34,39),KPQ
39 IEN4KEI+K

YEM=Ti* (Wg*S1-WSaS3-W1 1*S4+WIO*S5)
Y(IEM)=Y(IEN)+YEI

34 GO TO (35,40).KIIN
40 IME=KME+K

YNE=Tl* (WIO*Sl+W1 1*S3+W8*S4+W9*S5)
YCINE)=Y(INE)+YME

35 IEE=KEE+K
YEE=Tls (WI. 14S1-W1Oe'S3+W9*S4-H8*SS)
Y(IEE)=Y(IEE)+YEE
GO TO 57

56 SIR=PAG2*(ZIR-Z2R)
S3a=PAGI*Z3R
S4R=PAG3*Z4R
SSR=PAG4*ZSR
GO TO (58,59), KB

59 IMMNKNM+K



YNM=T1*(WgS*SR+Wg*S3R-WIO*S4R-W1 1*SSR)
Y(Imm)=Y(INJI)+ymx

58 GO TO (60,61), KPQ
61 IEM-KEI+K

TEM=Tl*(W9*S1R-W8.S3R-W1il*S4R+WiO*SSR)
Y(IEN)=Y(IEE)+YFJ

60 GO TO (62,63), KMIN
63 IME=KME+k

YME=T1* (W10*S1R+Wll*S3R+W8*S4R+W9*S5R)
Y(IME)=Y(IME)+YMlE

62 IEE=KEE+K
YEE=T1. (Wi *SIR-W1O*S3R+W9*S4R-WS*SSR)
Y(IEE)=Y(IEE)+YEE

57 K=K1
XJ=N+PNAX

28 CONTINUE
24 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE

QTN=PTM
QTE=PTE

22 CONTINUE
NTM=MTI(
ITE=NTE

21 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
19 CONTINUE

WRITE (21,44)
44 FORNAT(R IS TOO LARGE')

STOP
25 IF(R.NE.1) GO TO 41

WRITE(21 .42)
42 FORMAT ('IN IS TOO SMALL')

STOP
41 K4=K1*K2

J 1=0
DO 89 J1I,K1
DO 88 I=1,K1
31=31+1
J2=J 1+K1
.T3=J1+K4
J4=33+K1
Y(J3)=Y(J2)

Y(J4)=Y(31)

88 CONTINUE
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31=3 1+K 1
89 CONTINUE

KS=K2+1
Iysi
DO 43 11l,K2
Y(IY) =Y(IY)+YREC(I)
IY=IY+KS

43 COITIIUUR
WRITE(21,2O4)(TI(I) ,I=1,K2)

204 FORJIAT('TI'/(4E14.7))
CALL DECOMP(K2.IPS,Y)
CALL SOLVE(K2,IPS.Y,TIV)
WRITE(21,206) (V(I) ,I=i,K2)

206 FORKIfA(V'/(4E14.7))
BET=DSQRT(BKB2-BM12(t) )/B
ARG=BET*(Li-XZ)
CS=DCOS(ARG)
SNIDSIN(ARG)
KV=KTM+1
SI=. 50+0*DSQRT(BET/GANO1)
SA=S1*V(KV) /(CS*ZL1+U*SN)
C1OUT=(ZL1+1 .D+O)*DCKPLX(CS ,SN)*SA
C1IN=(ZLI-1 .D+O)*DCMPLXC~S,-SN)*SA
WRITE(21,69) CIOUT.Cfll

69 FORNAT('C1OUT=',2E14.7.', CIIN=',2E14.7)
ARG=BET* (L2-XZ)
CS=DCOS (ARC)
SN=DSIN (ARG)
KV=KV+Kl
SA=S1*V(KY) /(CS*ZL24U*sN)
C2aUT=(ZL2+1.D+o) *DCNPLX(CS,Sg) *SA
C21N= (ZL2-i.D+O)*DCMPLX(CS,*-SI) *SA
WRITE(21,70) C2OUT,C211

70 FaRMATC'C2auT=' ,2E14.7,', C21N1=',2El4.7)
CTME=O.
CTEE=0.
CTEG=O.
DO 55 I=1ICK2
VI=V(I)
CTME=CTME+CVTME(I) *VI
CTEE=CTEE+CVTEE (I) *VI
CTEO=CTEO+CVTEO (I) *YI

55 CONTINUE
CTMMS=CTME*CONJGC CTME)
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CTNE=CTNE-1 .D+0
WRITE(21,81) CThE,CTEE,CTEO

81 FORKAT('CTNE=',2EI4.7,', CTEE=',2EI4.7/'CTEO=',2E14.7)
C1OUTS=-C1OUT*CONJG (clOUT)
ClINS=ClIIN*CONJG(C1IIN)
C2OUTS=-C20UT*CDIJG (C20UT)
C21NS=C2IV*CONJG(C2IN)
PT=C1OUTS-CIINS+C20UTS-C2IIS
WRITE(21 .82) ClOtJTS,CIINS,C2OUTS,C2IIS,PT

82 FORNAT('C1OUTS=',E14.7,', C1INS=',514.7,', C20UTS=',E14.7/
1'C21IS=-',E14.7.', PT=',E14.7)
CTNES=cTME*CONJG(CTNE)
CTEES=CTEE*CONIG( CTEE)
CTEOS=CTEO*CGNJG(CTEO)
PR=CTMES+CTEES+CrEOS
PRM=CTNNS+CTEES+CTEDS
WRITE(21,90) CTNES,CTMNS,CTEES,CTEOS,PR,PRJ(

90 FORNAT('CTMES=',E14.7.' ,CTMMS=',El4.7/'CTEES=I.E14.7.
1' CTEOS='.Et4.7/'PR=',E14.7,' *PR=II,EI4.7)
BKAPLT(KA) =DKA
PTRAN (1A) =PT
PREFL(KA)=PR
PTOTAL=-PT+PR
WRITE(21,*154) PTOTAL

154 FORNAT(QPTOTAL=' *E14.7)
yNM=0
YNE=0
DO 91 I=1,1(2
YEE=COIJG(V(I))
YMN=YMII+YREC CI) *V(I) *YEE
YNE=YNE+TI CI) *YEE

91 COUTINUE
BKAG=BKA/GAMO 1
PTA=-DKAG*AINAG(YMM)
PRNA=-PTA-BKAG*AIMAG (YME)
WRITE(21,93) PTA,PRMA

93 FORNAT('PTA=',E14.7.', PRNA=',EI4.7)
IF(KA.NE.KE3(KAE)) GO TO 48
KAE=KAE+l
DEL=PI/(NPHI-1)
Do 105 3=1,NPEI
E3AlP(J)=0.
E3A2P(J)=0.
FJ1=J-1
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FJID=FJ1*DEL
PHIl (J)=PI-FJ1D
PH12(J)=FJID

105 CONTINUE
DEL=PI/ (IZ-1)
DO 106 3=1,NZ
E3AlZ(J)=O.
E3A2Z(J)=0.
FJI=J-1
ZCI)=FJ1*DEL

106 CONTINUE
IF(KAE.IE.2) GO TO 155
WRITE(21,1S2)CPHI2(I) ,I=1,NPHI)

152 FORIIAT( 'PHI2'/(5E14.7))
WRITE(21,1S1)CZ(I) ,I=1,NZ)

151 FORMATC'Z'/(5E14.7))
155 ARG=GAIIOI*L3

SA=P12*BKAG*DSQRT(PI*BC) *(DCOS(ARG)-U*DSIN(ARG))
DO 136 J=1,PMAX
FJ1=J-1
SINP(3)=DSIN(FI1*PIS) *SA
SINQ(J)=SINP(J)*XZ

136 CONTINUE
JTM=0
JTE=0
DO 101 Q=1,NMAX
Q1=Q-1
FQI1=Q 1
FQ1C=FQ 1/C
P2=1
IF(Q1.Eq.0) P2=2
P3=MM(Q)
SINQQ=SINQ CQ)
DO 104 P=P2,P3
ITE=JTE+ 1
.JTE1=JTE+KTM
JTE2=JTE1+K1
BNNJ=1. /BNN(JTE)
P1=P-1
FPI=P1
IFCQ1 .EQ.0) BMNJ=BMNJ*SQ2
IFCP1 .EQ .0) BMNJ=BNNJ*SQ2
SINPP=SINPCP)
BNNJP=BMNJ*FP 1/B
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BNNJQ=BMNI*FQ1C
BNNJPP=DNMNJP*SINPP
BMXJQQ=BMNJQ*SINQQ
YIOI=BMNJQQ*V(CJTE1)
TEM=BMNJPP*V( JTEl)
YME=-BNNJQQ*V(JTE2)
YEE=iMNJPP*V (JTE2)
IF(P1.EQ.O.OR.QI.EQ.o) GO TO 134
JTN=JTN+ 1
JTM2=JTI(+Kl
BIINJPQ=BMNJP*SINQQ
BMNJQP=DNMNJQ*SINPP
YMM=-BMNIPQ*V( JTh) +YMM
YEII=BMIJQP*V(CJTM) +YEM
YhE=BMNJPQ*VCJTM2)+YME
YEE=BMNJQP*V(JTM2) +YEE

134 PT=FPI
DO 135 J=1,IPHI
E3A1P(J)=E3A1P(J)+YMM*COS(PT*PHII(J))
E3A2P(J)=E3A2P(J)+YME*COS(PT*Pu12(J))

135 CONTINUE
PT=FQI
DO 148 J1I,IZ
PR=COS(PT*ZCJ))
E3A1Z(J)=E3A1Z(J)+YEM*PR
E3A2Z CT)=E3A2Z(J) +YEE*PR

148 CONTINUE
104 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE

DO 137 J=1,NPRI
E3A1PSCJ)=CABS(E3A1P(J))
E3A2PS(J)=CABS(E3A2P(J))

137 CONTINUE
DO 138 J=I,IZ
E3A1ZS(J)=CABSCE3Alz(J))
E3A2ZSCJ)=CABS(E3A2ZCJ))

138 CONTINUE
WRITEC2I. 140) CE3A1PS(J) ,J=1 ,IPHI)

140 FORMATC'E3A1PS'/(5E14.7))
WRITE(21,*141) (E3AlZS(J) , 3=1,NZ)

141 FORMAT('E3AIZS'/C5E14.7))
WRI'TE(21. 142) (E3A2PS(J) 3=1 ,IPHI)

142 FORMAT( 'E3A2PS'/(5E14.7))
WRITEC21,143)CE3A2ZSCJ) ,J=1,NZ)
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143 FORMAT( 'E3A2ZS'/(SE14.7))
48 CONTINUE

WRITE(21 .149) (BKAPLT(I) ,I=1 ,KAM)
149 FORNAT( 'IICPLT' /(SE14 .7))

WRITEC21,92)(PTB.ANCI) ,I=1jcAn)
92 FORMAT( 'PTRAI'/(SE14.7))

WRITE(21. 139) (PREFL(I) ,I1 ,KAM)
139 FORMAT( 'PREFL'/(5E14.T))

STOP
END
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Chapter 4

The Subroutine MODES

The subroutine MODES calculates all the values of kmnb such that (k,,,,b) 2

does not exceed the value of the input variable BKM2. Here, k,,, is the cutoff
wavenumber of the mnth TM or TE rectangular waveguide mode. According
to (2.6),

kmnb-= (mr)2 + ( .b (4.1)

An expansion function is associated with each rectangular waveguide mode
(see Appendix A of [2]).

4.1 Description of the Subroutine MODES
The input and output variables of the subroutine MODES are listed in the
three common blocks labeled MODES, PI, and NMAX:t

COMMON /MODES/PC,BKM2,KTM,KTE,MM(50),BMN(100),BMN2(100)
COMMON /PI/PI
COMMON /NMAX/NMAX

Here, BKM2 is the input variable mentioned in the first sentence of this
chapter, and PC and PI are input variables defined by

PC = 7rb/c (4.2)

PI = 7r. (4.3)

tSee the listing of the subroutine MODES in Section 4.2.
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The remaining variables KTM, KTE, MM, BMN, BMN2, and NMAX are
output variables.

Nested DO loops 12 and 13 set

BMN2(KTE) = (k,,,,,b)2' m =M- 1, M= M2, M2 + 1,... ,MM(N)1n=N -1, N=I, 2,.. -, NMAX

where

0, N=1

KTE =M-1+ N-1 (4.5)
"MM(), N>1

M2 2, N =1 (46
1, N = 2,3,.... (4.6)

Moreover, MM(N) is such that

BMN2(KTE) < BKM2 when M = MM(N) (4.7)

but
BMN2(KTE) > BKM2 when M = MM(N)+ 1. (4.8)

Furthermore, NMAX is such that

BMN2(KTE) < BKM2 when M = M2 and N = NMAX (4.9)

but

BMN2(KTE) > BKM2 when M = M2 and N = NMAX + 1. (4.10)

It is assumed that MM(N) < 100 for N = 1, 2,. . , NMAX. If not, the state-
ment "STOP 13" terminates execution. It is also assumed that NMAX <
100. If not, the statement "STOP 12" terminates execution.

Nested DO loops 12 and 13 also set

BMN(KTE) = km,,b (4.11)

where KTE, m, and n are the same as in (4.4). Upon exit from nested DO
loops 12 and 13, KTE will be its value when

N = NMAX (4.12)
M = MM(NMAX)f
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Substitution of (4.12) into (4.5) gives
NMAX

KTE = -1 + j MM(l). (4.13)
/=1

Upon exit from nested DO loops 12 and 13, KTM will be KTE of (4.13)
minus the number of times that either M = 1 or N = 1 in inner DO loop 13:

NMAX

KTM = E (MM(/) - 1). (4.14)
1=2

4.2 Listing of the Subroutine MODES

SUBROUTINE MODES
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /MODES/PCBKM2,KTMhKTE,MM(50),BMN(100),BMN2(100)
COMMON /PI/PI
COMMON /NMAX/NMAX
KTM=O
KTE=O
DO 12 N=1,101
CC=PC*(N-1)
C2=CC*CC
M2=1
IF(N.EQ.1) M2=2
DO 13 M=M2,101
BB=PI*(M-1)
B2=C2+BB*BB
IF(B2.GT.BKM2) GO TO 15
KTE=KTE+ i
BMN2(KTE)=B2
BMN (KTE) =DSQRT(B2)
IF(M.EQ.I.OR.N.EQ.1) GO TO 13
KTM=KTM+1

13 CONTINUE
STOP 13

15 IF(M.EQ.M2) GO TO 14
MM(N)=M-1

12 CONTINUE
STOP 12

14 NMAX:N-1
RETURN

END
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Chapt-r 5

The Subroutine BESIN

The subroutine BESIN puts data in the common block labeled BESINt.
These data will be used by the subroutine BES (see Chapter 6) to calculate
roots of Bessel functions and their derivatives (see Appendix B of [2]).

5.1 Description of the Subroutine BESIN

In the common block labeled PI, PI is an input variable defined by

PI = ir. (5.1)

The subroutine BESIN reads input data from the file BESIN.DAT, writes
output data in the file BESOUT.DAT, and puts output data in the common
block labeled BESIN. The data mentioned in the previous sentence are
described below.

5.1.1 Tabulated Roots of Bessel Functions

The array AA that is read in and written out prior to execution of DO loop 12
contains alphameric data indicating that the array X in DO loop 12 contains
roots of Bessel functions. In DO loop 12,

X(N, S) = jN-1,S (5.2)

tThis common block appears in the listing of the subroutine BESIN (see Section 5.2).
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where the j's are roots of Bessel functions (see Appendix B of [2]) taken from
Table I of [6].

The write statement in DO loop 11 and the write statement following DO
loop 11 are inactivated because of the "C" in column 1. Removal of the "C"
from both of these write statements would cause the roots (5.2) of Bessel
functions to be written as they appear in Table I of [61 where the first 50
roots of a Bessel function of a given order appear as a column of 50 numbers.

5.1.2 Tabulated Roots of Derivatives of Bessel
Functions

The array AA that is read in and written out prior to execution of DO loop
14 contains alphameric data indicating that the array XP in DO loop 14
contains roots of derivatives of Bessel functions. In DO loop 14,

XP(N, S) = jN.-1 ,s (5.3)

where the j' 's are roots of derivatives of Bessel functions (see Appendix B
of [2]) taken from Table II of [6].

The write statement in DO loop 24 and the write statement following DO
loop 24 are inactivated because of the "C" in column 1. Removal of the "C"
from both of these write statements would cause the roots (5.3) of derivatives
of Bessel functions to be written as they appear in Table II of [6] where the
first 50 roots of the derivative of a Bessel function of a given order appear as
a column of 50 numbers.

5.1.3 Il'terpolation Data for Roots of Bessel
Functions of Large Order

In this section, interpolation data are obtained for the parameters z, Pl, and
p2 that appear in eq. (B.5) of [2]. In the subroutine BES,t these data will be
substituted into the right-hand side of eq. (B.12) of [2].

The data f, 6', and -y4 tabulated in [6] must be used with care in
eq. (B.12) of [2]. The additional subscript 0 or 1 on f, 62, and -y4 in eq. (B.12)
of [2] denotes evaluation at either the nearest smaller or the nearest larger

tSee Chapter 6.
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tabulated value of the argument. Any tabulated value of ", b•,,, or 74 that
has no sign and that follows a number with a negative sign is assummed to be
negative. If all tabulated values of f have 1 digits to the right of the decimal
point, then 6•, and _f4 are given in units of 10-1. In other words, the tab-
ulated values of b,2 and y4 must be multiplied by 10-1 before insertion into
eq. (B.12) of [2!. Alternatively, one can multiply the tabulated values of f by
101, take the tabulated values of 62,. and -4 as they stand, and then multiply
the computed right-hand side of eq. (B.12) of [2] by 10'. The latter course
of action will be taken for interpolation in the subroutine BES. Otherwise
stated, the interpolation formula that will be used in the subroutine BES is

10'fp = (1 - p) (10'fo) + p (lO1 fi) + E 26•o + F 2 "I + M 4 _/0 + N 47t (5.4)

rather than eq. (B.12) of [2] as it stands.
The alphameric data AA that are read in and written out immediately

before Z is read in introduce Z. Here,

Z(I)= 109z(-() for -( = 0.1 *(I-1), I= 1,2,-..,76 (5.5)

Z(I) = 109 (z (A) _•-3) for =0.02 * (I - 77),

I = 77, 78,..-,96 (5.6)

where z(-() is the parameter z that appears in eq. (B.5) of [2]. The argument
-C in z(-() is given by eq. (B.6) of [2). The alphameric data AA that are
read in and written out immediately before ZD2 is read in introduce ZD2.
Here,

ZD2(I) = 6,2, 1 = 1, 2,..., ,96 (5.7)

where {6b, I = 1,2,-..,76} are the modified second differences in the in-
terpolation formula (5.4) for 109z(-() of (5.5) and {6•, I = 77,78,... ,96}
are the modified second differences in the interpolation formula (5.4) for
09 ( 3- of (5.6) where

(5.8)

Formula (5.4) for 109z(-() is (5.4) with f replaced by z. Formula (5.4) for
109z(-() interpolates 109 z as a function of -( for 0 < -C < 7.5. Formula
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(5.4) for 109 (z (•) I - is (5.4) with f replaced by z- - Formula

(5.4) for 109 ( (Z ) -I _ 1 /3) interpolates 109 - as a function of 3

for {0 < ý < 0.38}. However, this formula will be used only for 0 < < 1

because the range ' < ý < 0.38 lies within the range 0 < -( < 7.5. In
(5.7), I denotes evaluation at the value of -( in (5.5) when 1 < I < 76 and at
the value of ý in (5.6) when 77 < I < 96. The alphameric data AA that are
read in and written out immediately before ZD4 is read in introduce ZD4.
Here,

ZD4(I) = 14, I = 1,2,... ,96 (5.9)

where {y4, I = 1, 2,-..., 96} are the modified fourth differences that comple-
ment the modified second differences {fb, I = 1, 2,..., 96} in (5.7).

The alphameric data AA that are read in and written out immediately
before P1 is read in introduce P1. Here,

P1(I) = 10 7p 1(-g) for -C = 0.1 * (I - 1), I = 1,2,-.-,76 (5.10)

P1(I)= 107P( for =0.02 * (I - 77), I = 77,78,...,96 (5.11)

where pt(-() is the parameter p, that appears in eq. (B.5) of [2]. The
argument -( is given by eq. (B.6) of [2]. The alphameric data AA that are
read in and written out immediately before P1D2 is read in introduce P1D2.
Here,

P1D2(I) = bm2, I = 1,2,'..-.,96 (5.12)
where {f,, I - 1, 2,-.., 76} are the modified second differences in the in-
terpolation formula (5.4) for 107p,(-() and {62, I = 77, 78,..., 96} are the
modified second differences in the interpolation formula (5.4) for 10 7 p, ( )
where ý is given by (5.8). Precise definitions of the interpolation formulas
(5.4) for 107p,(-() and (5.4) for 10'p, (z) can be obtained by replacing

10'z(-() and 109 (Z (-1L) _!-3 ~ ) by 1O 7p, (-() and 10'p, (-L) respectively,
in the definitions of the interpolation formulas (5.4) for 109z(-() and (5.4) for
109 (z (-) _2 p-3) . The latter definitions are contained in the five sentences
that follow (5.8).

The alphameric data that are read in and written out immediately before
P2 is read in introduce P2. Here,

P2(I) = 10SpM(-() for -( =0.1 *(I- 1), 1= 1,2,.--,76 (5.13)
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where p2(-C) is the parameter p2 that appears in eq. (B.5) of [21. It is
assumed that

p2(-() = 0 for - C > 7.5. (5.14)

5.1.4 Interpolation Data for Roots of Derivatives of
Bessel Functions of Large Order

In this section, interpolation data are obtained for the parameters qj, q2, and
q3 that appear in eq. (B.17) of [2]. The parameter z in eq. (B.17) of [2] is
the same function of -( as in eq. (B.5) of [2]. Interpolation data for z was
obtained in Section 5.1.3.

The alphameric data AA that are read in and written out immediately
before Qi is read in introduce Qi. Here,

Q(I)--107(-C)ql(-() for - = 0.1 * (I - 1), I = 1,2,... ,11 (5.15)

Q1(I) = 107qi(-() for - C 0.1 * (I - 2), 1 = 12,13,- .. ,77 (5.16)

Ql(I) = 107 q1  - for- 0.02 * (I-78), I = 78,79,- -- ,97 (5.17)

where q,(-() is the parameter q, that appears in eq. (B.17) of [2]. The
argument -( is given by eq. (B.6) of [2]. The alphameric data AA that are
read in and written out immediately before Q1D2 is read in introduce QID2.
Here,

Q1D2(I) = b2, I = 1,2,-. . ,97 (5.18)

where {16,,, I = 1, 2,..., 11} are the modified second differences in the inter-
polation formula (5.4) for 107 (-()qi(-C) of (5.15), {62, I = 12,13,- .,77}

are the modified second differences in (5.4) for 107q1(-() of (5.16), and
{b,2,,, I = 78,79,-..,97} are the modified second differences in (5.4) for
107q, (Q) of (5.17). The alphameric data AA that are read in and writ-
ten out immediately before Q1D4 is read in introduce Q1D4. Here,

Q1D4(I) = _y4, I = 1,2,..,17 (5.19)

where {-y4, I = 1,2,..., 17} are the modified fourth differences that comple-
ment the modified second differences {lb,•, I = 1,2,.---, 17} in (5.18). The
remaining modified second differences {I•,,, I = 18,19,... ,97} in (5.18) are
not complemented by any modified fourth differences.
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The alphameric data AA that are read in and written out immediately
before Q2 is read in introduce Q2. Here,

Q2(I) = 106 (-C) 3 q2(-() for -C = 0.1 (I - 1), I = 1,2,...,11 (5.20)

Q2(I) = 105q2(-() for -C =0.1 *(I-2),1= 12,13,-.-,50 (5.21)

where q2(-() "*• the parameter q2 that appears in eq. (B.17) of [2]. It is
assumed that

q2(-() = 0 for - C> 4.8. (5.22)

The alphameric data that are read in and written out immediately before
Q2D2 are read in introduce Q2D2. Here,

Q2D2(I) = 6b, I = 1,2,--..',30 (5.23)

where {b,2, I = 1,2,..-, 11} are the modified second differences in the inter-
polation formula (5.4) for 10 8(-C)3q2(-C) of (5.20), and {I,, I = 12, 13,-
30} are the modified second differences in (5.4) for 105q2(-() of (5.21). There
are no modified second differences for -C > 2.8 in (5.21).

The alphameric data that are read in and written out immediately before
Q3 is read in introduce Q3. Here,

Q3(I) = 105(-() 5q3(-C) for - C = 0.1 * (I - 1), I = 1,2,- ,11 (5.24)

where q3(-C) is the parameter q3 that appears in eq. (B.17) of [2]. It is
assumed that

q3(-C) = 0 for - C > 1.0. (5.25)

5.1.5 Negative Roots of the Airy Function and Its
Derivative

The alphameric data AA that are read in and written out immediately before
A is read in introduce A. Here,

A(S) = as for 6 = 1,2,.--,50 (5.26)

where as is the Sth negative root of the Airy function Ai (see eq. (B.7) of
[2]). The alphameric data AA that are read in and written out immediately
before AP is read in introduce AP. Here,

AP(S) =a' for S = 1,2,...,50 (5.27)
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where a' is the Sth negative root of Ai' where Ai is the derivative of the Airy
function Ai (see eq. (B.19) of [2]). After AP is written out, P13, P14, and
TT are defined by

P13 =37 (5.28)

P14=- (5.29)
4

TT = 2 (5.30)
3

The variables P14 and TT are common variables that will be used in the
subroutine BES. The variables P13 and TT are used in DO loop 25.

DO loop 25 calculates a, of (B.9) of [2] and a' of (B.21) of [2] and stores
them in A(s) and AP(s), respectively, for {s = 50, 51,--. ,200}. According
to what is stated in the sentence containing eq. (B.9) of [2] and the sentence
containing eq. (B.21) of [2], we should have started s at 51 rather than 50.
We started s at b0 to obtain calculated values of a50 and a'o that we could
compare with the previously read in values a50 of (5.26) and a' of (5.27).
For this comparison, see the last paragraph of Section 2.2.2. In DO loop 25,

AM=A (5.31)

UM =,U (5.32)

A(S) = as (5.33)

AP(S) = a's (5.34)

where A is the right-hand side of eq. (B.10) of [2] when s = S and p is the
right-hand side of eq. (B.22) of [2] when s = S. Furthermore, as is the right-
hand side of eq. (B.9) of [2] when s = S and a' is the right-hand side of
eq. (B.21) of [2] when s = S.

5.2 Listing of the Subroutine BESIN

SUBROUTINE BESIE
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
COMMON /PI/PI
COMMON /BESIN/X(21,50),XP(21,50),Z(96),ZD2(96),ZD4(96),

lPl(96).PlD2(96),P2(76),Q1(97),QlD2(97),QlD4(17),Q2(50),
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2Q2D2(30) ,Q3(11) ,A(200) ,APC200) ,PI4,TT
INTEGER S
REAL*4 Wk 40)
OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE='BESIN.DAT', STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=23 ,FILE=IDESOUT.DAT', STATUS= 'OLD')
REkD(22, 10) (AA(I) .1=1,20)

10 FORNAT(20A4)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) 91=1.20)
DO 12 N=1,21
READ(22,13)(X(1,S) ,S=1,50)

13 FORNAT(5F13.8)
12 CONTINUE

DO 11 3=1,4
J1=(3-1)*5+1
J2=J1+4
WRITE(23,22)((X(N,S),N=J1,J2),5=1,50)

22 FORMAT(5F13.8)
11 CONTINUE

'WRITE(23,23)(X(21,S) ,S=1,50)
23 FORNAT(F13.8)

READ(22,10)(AA(I) .1=1,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AI(I) .11,20)
DO 14 1=1,21
READ(22,13)(XP(N,S) ,S=1 .50)

14 CONTINUE
DO 24 J=1,4
J1=(J-1)*5+1
J2=J1+4
WRITE(23,22)((XP(1,S),1=J1,J2),S=1,50)

24 CONTINUE
WRITE(23,23)(XP(21,S) ,S=1,50)
READ(22,10)(AA(I) .1=1,40)

READ(22,15)(Z(I),I=1,96)
15 FORMAT(5F13.0)

WRITE(23, 15) (ZCI) .1=1,96)
READC22,10)CAA(I) ,11.20)
WRITE(23, 10) (AA(I) .1=1,20)
READ(22,1$)(ZD2(I) .1=1.96)

18 FORMAT(5F9.0)
WRITEC23,16)CZD2(I) .I1,96)
READ(22,10)CAA(I) .1=1,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) .1=1,20)
READ(22,17)(ZD4(I) .1=1,9G)
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17 FORMAT(SF3.0)
VRITE(23, 17) (ZD4(I) .1=1,96)
READ(22, 10) (AA(I) ,1=1,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) ,I=1,20)
READ(22,I8)(P1I) ,I=1,96)

18 FORMAT(SF8.0)
WRITE (23.tS1) (P1(I) .1=1,98)
READ(22.1o)(AA(I) ,11,20)
WRITE(23.10)(AA(I).I=1,20)
READ(22,19)(P1D2(I) ,1=1,96)

19 FORIIAT(SFS.0)
WRITE(23, 19) (PlD2(I) .1=1,96)
READ(22,10)(AACI) ,I1,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) ,I=1,20)
READ(22,19)CP2(I) ,I=1,T6)
WRITE(23,19) (P2(I) .1=1,76)
READ(22, 10) (AA(I) .1=1,20)
WRITE(23.10)(AA(I) ,=11,20)
READ(22.16)(QI(I) ,I=,97)
WRITE(23,16)(Q1(I) ,11,97)
READ(22,10)(AA(I) ,I=1,20)
WRITE(23, 10) (AA(I) ,I=1,20)
READ(22,20)(Q1D2(I) ,I=,97)

20 FORMAT(5F7.o)
WRITE(23,20)(Q1D2CI) ,I1,97)
READ(22,10)(AA(I).I11,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) .1=1,20)
READ(22.17)(QlD4(I) ,I=I,I7)
WRITE(23, 17) (Q1D4(I) ,I1,17)
READ(22, 10) (AA(I),I=1,2o)
WRITE(23, 10) (AA(I) .I=1,20)
READ(22,20)(Q2(I) ,I=1,50)
URITE(23,20) (Q2(I) .1=1,50)
READ(22,10)(AACI) ,1=1,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) ,I1,20)
READ(22,19)CQ2D2(I) .1=1,30)
WRITEC23,19)(Q2D2C1) .1=1,30)
READ(22,10)CAACI) .1=1,20)
WRITE(23,10)CAA(I) .1=1,20)
READ(22, 19) (Q3(1)I)1=1.11)
WRITEC23,19)(Q3(I) ,11,11)
READ(22,10)(AA(I) .1=1,20)
WRITE(23,10)(AA(I) .1=1,20)
READ(22,21)(A(S) ,S=1,50)
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21 FaRMAT(5F12.8)
WRITE(23,21)CA(S) ,S=1,50)
READ(22, 10) (AA(I) ,I=1,20)
WftITE(23,i0)(AA(I) ,I=1,2o)
READ(22,21)(AP(S) ,S=1,50)
WRITE(23,21) CAP(S) 3S=i ,50)
P13=0 .375D+0*PI
P14=PI/4.D+O
TT=2.D+0/3.D+0
DO 25 S=50,200
55S=4*S
AM=P13*(NS-1)
UM=P13* (1S-3)
AM2=AM*AM
UM2=UM*UM
A(S)=-AM**TT*( 1.D+o+. 104166666667D+0/AM2)
APCS)-UM**TT*( I. D+0-*145833333333D+0/UM2)

25 CONTINUE
WRITE(23,26) A(50) ,AP(50)

26 FORMAT('A(50)=',F12.8,', AP(60)=',F12.8)
RETURN
END
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Chapt 3r 6

The Subroutine BES

The subroutine BES(N,XJ,XJP)t sets

XJ(S) = ins (6.1)

XJP(S) = in& (6.2)

where

n = N- 1 (6.3)

s = S for S = 1 Sm•. (6.4)

Here, in* is the sth root of the Bessel function Jn and ' is the sth root of
J" (see Appendix B of [2]). In (6.4), S... is the smallest integer s such that

j, > XM (6.5)

where XM is an input variable.
In the common block labeled BES, XM is the input variable mentioned

in the previous sentence, and SMAX is an output variable. As calculated in
the subroutine BES,

SMAX = ., (6.6)

where s. is, as defined in Appendix B of [2], the largest integer s such that

j 0, 8 _<XM, n=0 0
j~,< M n~,2,(6.7)jn, <_ XM, n 1, 2,. .. I"

t See the listing of the subroutine BES in Section 6.3.
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If n = 0 and joi > XM or if n 3 0 and j', > XM, then the subroutine BES
sets SMAX = 0. The common block labeled BESIN contains input data
obtained by running the subroutine BESIN. This input data is described
in Chapter 5. The subroutine BES calls the subroutine INTERPOL. The
subroutines BES and INTERPOL communicate by means of the variables in
the common blnck labeled INTERPOL. The subroutine INTERPOL uses P
and I to calculate IP, CP, E2, F2, M4, N4, and AZ (see Chapter 7).

6.1 The Roots jns and j' for n < 193ns frn<1

If n _< 19 where n is given by (6.3), then the statement
IF(N.GT.20) GO TO 11

at the beginning of the subroutine BES allows execution to proceed to DO
loop 12 and, if necessary, to DO loop 14. In these DO loops, XJ(S) and
XJP(S) of (6.1) and (6.2) are obtained for {S = 1,2, -.. , S,,} where S., is
defined by means of (6.5). Thanks to the branch statement

IF(XJP(S).GT.XM) GO TO 13

before statement 12 and the branch statement

IF(XJP(S).GT.XM) GO TO 13

before statement 14, S = Sm immediately before execution of statement 13
provided that

in 200o> XM. (6.8)

If (6.8) is not satisfied, then execution terminates on the statement

STOP 14

after statement 14. Statement 13 and the statement following it use S. to
set

SMAX = sn, (6.9)

where sn,,. is defined by means of (6.7). If n = 0 and jn, < XM when
s = SM,, then

s,,x = Sma. (6.10)

Otherwise,

S,•-ax S=a, -1. (6.11)
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6.1.1 Tabulated Values of j,. and j", for
s = 1,2,*...,49

In DO loop 12, X(N, S) and XP(N, S) are, respectively, the values of JN-1,s

and j'- ,s taken from Tables I and II of [6]. The "outer fringe" tabulated val-
ues {X(21, S) an-d XP(21, S), S = 1,2,. .,50} and {X(N, 50) and XP(N, 50),
N = 1, 2,..., 20} were not used in DO loop 12. Values of {j2o,o and j20o,,
s - 1,2,. , 50} and {j,,so and j",5o, n = 0, 1,--- , 19} were computed later
in the subroutine BES for comparison with the tabulated values {X(21, S)
and XP(21,S), S = 1,2,.--,50} and {X(N,50) and XP(N,50), N = 1,2,
... , 20}. To obtain this comparison, we had to increase the value of the input
variable XM from 40 (see (2.53)) to 190. We also had to insert statements to
write out the computed values of {X(21, S) and XP(21, S), S = 1, 2,.--,50}
and {X(N,50) and XP(N,50), N = 1,2,...,20}. We made these changes
and ran the computer program to obtain output data not shown in the
present report. In these output data, each of the computed values of X(21, 1),
{X(21, S), XP(21, S), S = 2,3,...,50} and {X(N,50), XP(N,50), N = 1,2,
... , 20} was within 3 x 10' of the tabulated value. The difference between
the computed and tabulated values of XP(21, 1) was a bit larger. The com-
puted value of XP(21, 1) was 22.2194671 as opposed to the tabulated value
of 22.21914648.

6.1.2 Truncated Expansions for j,,8 and j"8 for s> 50

If jn,49 < XM, then DO loop 12 terminates normally and control passes to
the statement that follows statement 12. As a result, DO loop 14 and the 16
statements prior to it are executed. In DO loop 14,

XJ(S) =j.. forn =N-1 and s=S (6.12)

XJP(S) =j,* forn =N-1 and s=S (6.13)

where i,, and j", are, respectively, calculated values of the right-hand sides
of eqs. (B.23) and (B.24) of [2].

The 17 statements prior to DO loop 14 set

NA = n (6.14)

N2 = 2n - 1 (6.15)
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Nn 0 (6.16)N3= 2n-3, n3 0

UM=p (6.17)
UMI = •-i (6.18)

A 1 = y(6.19)
8

A3=L3  (6.20)
A384

UM2 =IL2  (6.21)

A5 = A5  (6.22)
61440

UM3 = i3  (6.23)

AP7 = A7.
20643840 (6.24)

AP1 = A (6.25)

AN3= A1 (6.26)
384

. =6 an.2 A (6.27)
AnDSop161440
UM4 = y4  (6.28)

AP7 = 206384 (6.29)

where

p = 4n (6.30)

Moreover, A,, A3, A5, A7, A', A', A',, and A' are given, respectively, by
eqs. (B.26)-(B.29) and (B.32)-(B.35) of [2]. As given by (6.19), (6.20), (6.22),
and (6.24), Al, A3, A5, and A7 are, respectively, the coefficients of the
j//8' 1/#3, 1//35, and 1/#7~ terms inside the summation sign in eq. (B.23) of
[2]. As given by (6.25)-(6.27), and (6.29), APi, AP3, AP5, and AP7 are,
respectively, the coefficients of the 1/83' i/i3', 1/0"', and 1/#17 terms inside
the summation sign in eq. (B.24) of [2).

In DO loop 14,

NS = 4s (6.31)
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B = 8 (6.32)

B2 = '32 (6.33)

B3 = 3 (6.34)

B5 = 85 (6.35)

XJ(S) = in. (6.36)

BP = 1y (6.37)

BP2 = #12 (6.38)

BP3 = 013 (6.39)

BP5 = 0'5  (6.40)

XJP(S) = ins (6.41)

where P, J,,, and jn' are given, respectively, by eqs. (B.25), (B.23), and
(B.24) of [2]. Equation (B.31) of [2] is not correct when n = 0; the value of
j' in (6.37) is given byt

•,{(2n+4s+1)7r/4, n 0 (6.42)(2n + 4s - 3)ir/4, n 0• .

6.2 The Roots jn, and "' for n > 20

If n > 20 where n is given by (6.3), then the statement
IF(N.GT.20) GO TO 11

at the beginning of the subroutine BES sends execution to statement 11.
Control eventually passes to DO loop 15, which sets

XJ(S) =jn, forn=N-1 and s=S (6.43)

XJP(S) =j' forn=N-1 and s=S (6.44)

where j,,. and ijns are, respectively, calculated values of the right-hand sides
of eqs. (B.5) and (B.17) of [2]. The six statements before DO loop 15 set

CN = n (6.45)

CN1 = 10-n (6.46)

tSince our j',, is that of [6] with s replaced by s+ 1, our 3' is that of [6] with s replaced

bys+1 when n=0.
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CN2 = -7 (6.47)
n

CN3 =10 (6.48)
n3

CN4 - 5 (6.49)
n5

CNZ = -n-f 2. (6.50)

6.2.1 Calculation of ji 8 for n > 20

The group of statements before statement 17 in DO loop 15 calculates j", of
(6.43). The first of these statements sets

ZETA = -¢ (6.51)

where -( is given by eq. (B.6) of [2].
The group of eight statements after the branch statement

IF(ZETA.GT.7.hD+0) GO TO 16
implements (6.43) when -( < 7.5. The third of these statements sets

P=p (6.52)

where p appears in (5.4). The fourth of these statements sets I such that Z(I)
is the value of 109 z at the nearest smaller tabulated value of -C. The fifth of
these statements calculates the computer program variables IP, CP, E2, F2,
M4, N4, and AZ. These variables are defined by (7.8)-(7.14), respectively.
The sixth and seventh of these statements set

API = 107pI (6.53)

AP2 = 105P2 (6.54)

where 107 pp is the right-hand side of (5.4) for 107p,(-() and 1Osp2 is the
right-hand side of (5.4) for 10'p2(-(). Here, pl(-() and p2(-() are the
interpolated values of p, and P2 in (B.5) of [2]. The eighth of these statements
sets XJ(S) equal to j,, of eq. (B.5) of [2] when -( < 7.5.

Statement 16 and the seven statements following it implement (6.43)
when -( > 7.5. The first of these statements sets

XI = (6.55)
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where ý is given by (5.8). The fourth of these statements sets

P = p (6.56)

where p appears in (5.4). The fifth of these statements sets I such that Z(I)
is the value of 109 (z 3 at the nearest smaller tabulated value of
ý. The sixth of these statements calculates the computer program variables
IP, CP, E2, F2, M4, N4, and AZ. These variables are defined by (7.8)-(7.13)
and (7.15), respectively. The seventh of these statements sets

AP1 = 107p1 (6.57)

where 107p, is the right-hand side of (5.4) for 107p, (t). It is assumed

that/P (h) = 0. The eighth of these statements sets XJ(S) equal to j,,, of
eq. (B.5) of [2] when -( > 7.5.

6.2.2 Calculation of j's8 for n > 20
Statement 17 and all statements between statements 17 and 20 in DO loop

15 calculate j', of (6.44). Statement 17 sets

ZETA = -C (6.58)

where -( is given by eq. (B.18) of [2].
The group of 18 statements after the branch statement

IF(ZETA.GE.7.5D+0) GO TO 18
implements (6.44) when -( < 7.5. The third of these statements sets

P =p (6.59)

where p appears in (5.4). The fourth of these statements sets I such that
Z(I) is 10 z(-() at the nearest smaller tabulated value of -C. The fifth of
these statements calculates the computer program variables IP, CP, E2, F2,
M4, N4, and AZ. These variables are defined by (7.8)-(7.14), respectively.
The sixth of these statements adds 1 to I if I > 11. This is necessary because
I = 11 in (5.15) and I = 12 in (5.16) both indicate the same argument
-C - 1.0. The eighth through seventeenth of these statements set

AQ1 = l07qd(-C) (6.60)

AQ2 = 10'q2(-() (6.61)

AQ3 = 10'q 3(-() (6.62)
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where ql(-(), q2(-(), and q3(-() are the interpolated values of the quantities
q1, q2, and q3 in eq. (B.17) of [2].

The formulas for AQI, AQ2, and AQ3 that were programmed in the
subroutinc BES can be obtained by first substituting P, CP, E2, F2, M4,
and N4t for p, 1 - p, E2, F 2, M4 , and N4 in the interpolation formula (5.4)
and then apply;ng the resulting interpolation formula to the data in Section
5.1.4. Formula (5.4) for 107(-C)ql(-() of (5.15) gives

AQ1 = CP * Q1(I) + P * Q1(IP) + E2 * Q1D2(I) + F2 * Q1D2(IP)

-C
M4 * Q1D4(I) + N4 * QID4(IP) for 0<-(< 1.0 (6.63)

+ -c

where, as in the program,

IP= I + 1. (6.64)

Formula (5.4) for 107q,(-() of (5.16) gives

AQI = CP * QI(I) + P * Q1(IP) + E2 * Q1D2(I) + F2 * Q1D2(IP)

+M4 * Q1D4(I) + N4 * Q1D4(IP) for 1.0 < -( < 1.5 (6.65)

and

AQ1 = CP * QI(I) + P * Q1(IP) + E2 * Q1D2(I) + F2 * Q1D2(IP)

for 1.5 < -( < 7.5. (6.66)

Formula (5.4) for 106 (-O')q2(-C) of (5.20) gives

AQ2 = (CP * Q2(I) + P * Q2(IP) + E2 * Q2D2(I) + F2 * Q2D2(IP))

S(3- for 0 < -( < 1.0. (6.67)

Formula (5.4) for 10'q2(-() of (5.21) gives

AQ2 = CP * Q2(I) + P * Q2(IP) + E2 * Q2D2(I) + F2 * Q2D2(IP)

for 1.0 < -( < 2.8 (6.68)

tSee (7.1) and (7.9)-(7.13).
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and

AQ2 = CP * Q2(I) + P * Q2(IP) for 2.8 < -C < 4.8. (6.69)

It is assumed that

AQ2 = 0 for 4.8 < -( < 7.5. (6.70)

Note that AQ2 suddenly jumps from a nonzero value calculated from (6.69) to
the zero value of (6.70) as -C passes through 4.8. The resulting discontinuity
of the interpolated value of q2(-() at -( = 4.8 does not cause serious error
because the actual value of q2(4.8) is small. Formula (5.4) for 10'(-C)'q3(-()
of (5.24) gives

AQ3 = CP * Q3([) + P * Q3(IP) for 0 < -( < 1.0. (6.71)

It is assumed that

AQ3 = 0 for 1.0 < -C < 7.5. (6.72)

Statement 19 uses CN1, CN2, CN3, CN4, AZ, AQ1, AQ2, and AQ3 of
(6.46)-(6.49), (7.14), and (6.60)-(6.62), respectively, to set XJP(S) equal to
In& of (B.17) of [2]t when -C < 7.5.

The group of statements consisting of statement 18 and all statements
between statements 18 and 20 in DO loop 15 implements (6.44) when -C _
7.5. The first of these statements sets

XI=• (6.73)

where • is given by (5.8). The fourth of these statements sets

P =p (6.74)

where p appears in (5.4). The fifth of these statements sets I such that Z(I) is

109 (ZY ) at the nearest smaller tabulated value of ý. The sixth of
these statements calculates the computer program variables IP, CP, E2, F2,
M4, N4, and AZ. These variables are defined by (7.10)-(7.13) and (7.15),

tHere, eq. (B.17) of [2] with q2 = q3 = 0 is meant rather than (B.17) of [2] as it stands.
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respectively. The seventh of these statements adds 1 to I because the value
of I in Q1(1) and Q1D2(I)t to be used in the ninth of these statements is 1
more than the value of I in Z(I) of (5.6). The ninth of these statements sets

AQ1 = 107,qi T2 (6.75)

where q, (-) is the interpolated value of the quantity q, in eq. (B.17) of [2].
The formula for AQ1 that was programmed in the subroutine BES can be
obtained by substituting into the interpolation formula (5.4) the computer
program variables P, CP, E2, F2, QI(I), and Q1D2(I) of (7.1), (7.9)-(7.11),
(5.17) and (5.18), respectively. The tenth of these statements uses CN, AZ,
TT, XI, CN2, and AQ1 of (5.30), (6.45), (6.47), (6.73), (6.75), and (7.15),
respectively, to set XJP(S) equal to j-3 of eq. (B.17) of [2] when -c _ 7.5.

6.3 Listing of the Subroutine BES
SUBROUTINE BES(NXJ,XJP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
CoMMON /BES/XM,SMAX
COMMON /BESII/X(21,50),XP(21,50),Z(96),ZD2(96),ZD4(96),

1P1(96),P1D2(96) ,P2(76) ,Q1(97),QID2(97) ,QlD4(17),Q2(50),
2Q2D2(30),Q3(11) ,A(200) ,AP(200),PI4,TT

COMMON /INTERPOL/P,I,IP,CP,E2,F2,M4,N4,AZ

INTEGER S,SMAX
REAL*8 XJ(200),XJP(200),M4,14
IF(I.GT.20) GO TO 11
DO 12 S=1,49
XJ(S)=X(N,S)
XJP(s)=xP(I,S)
IF(XJP(S).GT.XM) GO TO 13

12 CONTINUE
NA=N-1
12=2*NA-1
13=2*NA-3
IF(I.EQ.1) 13=13+4
UM=4*NA*NA
UM1=UM-1 .D+O
AI=UM1/8.D+O

tSee (5.17) and (5.18).
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A3=UN1*(7.D+0*UN-31 .D+0)/384.D+0
UN2=UK*UN
AS=UN1*(83.D+0.UN2-982.D+0e'UN+3?79 .D+O)/15360.D+O
UN3=UN2*UN
A7=UN1* (6949. D+0*UN3- 153855. D+O*UM2+ 1585743. D+0*UN-6277237 .D+0)

1/3440640. D+0
AP1=(UM+3.D+O)/8.D+O
AP3=(7.D+0*UN2+82.D+0*UN-9.D+0)/384.D+O
AP5(83 .D+0'.uM3+2075.D+OsUM2-3039 .D+O*UN+3537.D+0)/15360.D+O
U34=UM33.U
AP7=(6949.D+0.UM4+296492 .D+0*UN3-1248002.D+O*UM2+7414380 .D+0*UN

1-5853627 .D+0)/3440640 .D+0
DO 14 S=50,200
IS=4*S
B=P14*(N2+NS)
32=3*3
B33B2*B
35=33*B2
UJ(S) =D-A1/U-A3/B3-A5/BS-A7/ (BS*B2)
3P=P 14. N3+NS)
BP2=BP*3P
BP3=BP2*BP
BP5=BP3*BP2
UP (S)=BP-API/BP-AP3/BP3-APS/BPS-AP7/(BPS*BP2)
IF(XJP(S).GT.XN) GO TO 13

14 CONTINUE
STOP 14

11 ClNI-1
CNI1=1.D-9*CN
C12=1 .D-7/CN
C13=1 .D-5/CN..3
C14=1 .D-S/CN4'.S
CNZZ-CI** (-TT)
DO 15 S=1,200
ZETA=CNZ*A (S)
IF(ZETA.GE.7.5D+O) GO TO 16
Z1O=10.D+0*ZETA
I=z1O
P~z10-I
1=I+1
CALL INTERPOL
AP1=CP*P1(I)+P*P1(IP)+E2*P1D2(I)+F2*P1D2(IP)
AP2=CP*P2 CI) +P*P2(IP)
LI CS)-=CNI1AZ+CN2*AP1+C1[3*AP2
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GO TO 17
16 X1=1 .D+0/DSQRTCZETA)

XIS0=50.D+O*XI
I=1150
P=XIso-I
I=1+77
CALL INTkjtPOL
AP1=CPa'P1(I)+P*P1 CIP)+E2*P1D2(I)+F2*P±D2(IP)
XJ(S)=CN*(1 .D-9*AZ+TT/XI**3)+CN2*AP1

17 ZETA=CNZ*AP(S)
IF(ZETA.GE.7.SD+O) GO TO 18
Z10=10.D+O*ZETA
I=z10
P=ZIO-I

I=I+1
CALL INTERPOL
IF(I.GE.11) 1=1+1
IP=I+1
AQI=CP*Q1(I)+P*Q1 (IP)+E2*Q1D2(I)+F2*QlD2(IP)
IF(I.LE. 16) AQ1=AQl+N4*Q1D4(I)+N4*Q1D4(IP)
AQ2=0 .D+0
IF(I.LE.49) AQ2=CP*Q2(I)+P*Q2(IP)
IF(I .LE.29) AQ2=AQ2+E2*Q2D2(I)+F2*Q2D2(IP)
AQ3=O .D+O
IF(I.GE.12) GO TO 19
AQ1=AQ1/ZETA
AQ2=. 1D+0*AQ2/ZETA**3
AQ3=(CP*Q3(I)+P*Q3(IP) )/ZETA**S

19 XJP(S)=CNI*AZ+CN2*AQI+CN3*AQ2+CN4*AQ3
GO TO 20

18 X1=1 .D+o/DSQRT(ZETA,)
X150=5O.D+O*XI
I=1150
P=1150-I
1=1+77
CALL INTERPOL
1=I+1
IP=I+1
AQ1=CP*I'Q I)+P*Ql (IP)+E2*Q1D2(I)+F2*Q1D2(IP)
XJP(S)=CN*(. CD-9*AZ+TT/XI**3) +C12*AQ1

20 IF(XJPCS).GT.XM) GO TO 13
15 CONTINUE

STOP 15
13 SNAX=S-1

IF(N.EQ.t1.AND.XJ(S) .LE.XM) SMAX=S
RETURN 142
END



Chapter 7

The Subroutine INTERPOL

In the subroutine INTERPOL, the interpolation formula (5.4) is applied to
the data in the array Z.

7.1 Description of the Subroutine
INTERPOL

In the common block labeled INTERPOL in the subroutine INTERPOL,t P
and I are input variables and IP, CP, E2, F2, M4, N4, and AZ are output
variables. In the common block labeled BESIN, Z, ZD2, and ZD4 are input
variables. The remaining variables in the common block labeled BESIN are
not used in the subroutine INTERPOL; these variables connot be removed
because they are used in the subroutines BESIN and BES.

The input variables P, Z, ZD2, and ZD4 are defined in terms of variables
on the right-hand side of (5.4) as

P=p (7.1)

Z(I) = 109f0 (7.2)

Z(I + 1) = 109fO (7.3)

ZD2(I) = 62 (7.4)

ZD2(I + 1) = MI (7.5)
ZD4(I) = -1 (7.6)

tThe subroutine INTERPOL is listed in Se'ction 7.2.
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ZD4(I + 1) 1 *)• (7.7)

Because the subscripts 0 or 1 on the right-hand sides of (7.2)-(7.7) denote
evaluation at the nearest smaller or nearest larger value of the argument of
the function subject to interpolation, the meaning of the input variable I is
apparent. The values fo and fl of the function subject to interpolation are
those of z(-() in (5.5) or z ()- _ in (5.6).

The subroutine INTERPOL sets

IP = 1+ 1 (7.8)

CP = 1-p (7.9)

E2 = E 2  (7.10)

F2 = F2  (7.11)

M4 = M 4  (7.12)

N4 = N4  (7.13)

AZ = 109z(-(), 0 < -( < 7.5 (7.14)

AZ= 109 z 23)a 0< _1 (7.15)

where p appears on the right-hand side of (B.12) of [2]. Moreover, E 2 , F2,

MW4 , and N4 are given, respectively, by eqs. (B.13)-(B.16) of [2]. The right-
hand side of (7.14) is calculated from the interpolation formula (5.4) for
109z(() when 0 < -( < 7.5 and from (5.4) for 10-9 (( -_ 2-3) when

0 < • < In the subroutine INTERPOL, AZ is the calculated value

of the right-hand side of (5.4) with the variables p, 100fo, 101ff,, 6c1,
-7., y4', E 2 , F2 , M 4 , and N 4 replaced by the corresponding variables in the
subroutine INTERPOL. These corresponding variables are P, Z(I), Z(I+1),
ZD2(I), ZD2(I+1), ZD4(I), ZD4(I+1), E2, F2, M4, and N4, respectively (see
(7.1)-(7.7) and (7.10)-(7.13)). In (7.14) and (7.15), z is the interpolated
value of z in eq. (B.5) of [2].

7.2 Listing of the Subroutine INTERPOL

SUBROUTINE INTERPOL
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
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COMMON /INTERPOL/P.I,IP.CP,E2,F2,N4,14,AZ
COMMON /BESII/1(21,So) .ZP(21,50) ,Z(96) ,ZD2C96) ,Z4(96).
IPI(96),P1D2(9e) ,P2(7e) ,Q1(97) .Q1D2(97) ,Q1D4(17) ,Q2(5o).
2Q2D2C30) ,Q3(11) ,A(200) ,AP(200) .PI4,TT
REAL*8 114,14
IP=I+1
CP=1 .D+O-P
PPI=P+I .D+O
PP=P*(P-j .D+0)/G.D+O
PM2=P-2.D+O
E2=-PP'kPM2
F2=PP*PPI
114=1 .D43*E2*CPPI*(P-3 .D+O)/20 .D+0+O. 184D+O)
14=1 .D+3*F2*((P+2.D.O)*P112/20.D+O+0.184D+O)
AZ=CP*Z(I)+P*Z(IP)+E2*ZD2(I)+F2*ZD2(IP)+M4*ZD4(I)+14*ZDMCIP)
RETURN
END
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Chapter 8

The Subroutine PHI

The subroutine PHI puts 40), 4( 2), 4,3), and 4( 4) of eqs. (3.40)-(3.43) of [21
in PH1(P), PH2(P), PH3(P), and PH4(P), respectively, for {P = 1, 2,..,
PMAX} where

P = p+ 1. (8.1)

This is equivalent to putting O"Y', €a2•y, Oal-y2 , and Oa212 of eqs. (3.32)-
(3.35) of [2] in PH1(P), PH3(P), P112(P), and PH4(P), respectively. The
subroutine PHI also puts Oa4yl, Oo2-1 €Ql-•2, and 0,222 of eqs. (3.36)-
(3.39) of [2] in PH1(P+PMAX), PH3(P+PMAX), PH2(P+PMAX), and
PH4(P+PMAX), respectively, for {P = 1, 2,... PMAX} where

P = m + 1. (8.2)

8.1 Description of the Subroutine PHI

In the common block labeled PHIt BX, BX5, PMAX, R, and SGR are input
variables, and PH1, PH2, PH3, and PH4 are the output variables appearing
in the previous two sentences. The input variable PMAX also appears in
these two sentences. The input variables BX, BXh, R, and SGR are defined
by (3.24), (3.23), (3.73), and (3.88), respectively. In (3.24), €0 is given by
eq. (2.9) of [2] and related to x, by eq. (2.8) of [2] so that (3.24) can be recast
as b

BX = -. (8.3)
Xo

tSee the listing of the subroutine PHI in Section 8.2.
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Similarly, (3.23) can be recast as

BX5 - b (8.4)
2x,,

In the common block labeled PI, PI is given by (3.1).
The index P of DO loop 11 is the integer P that appears in the first two

sentences of Chapter 8. The four statements before DO loop 11 set

R1 = r (8.5)
rb

RB = -- (8.6)
X,

SN =sin (b(8.7)

cs = cos ( b (8.8)

The first statement in DO loop 11 sets

PP =p7r. (8.9)

The second and third statements in DO loop 11 set

AP = A+ (8.10)

AP5 = A+/2 (8.11)

where A+ is given by eq. (3.44) of [2]. The seven statements immediately
before statement 13 set

S 1, A+ =0

SP= sin A+4  A+ 0 (8.12)
A+

f 0, A+ = 0

SP5 = sin2(A+/2) A + #0. (8.13)
(A+/2)'

Statement 13 and the statement following it set

AM = A- (8.14)

AM5 = A-/2 (8.15)
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where A- is given by eq. (3.45) of [2]. The seven statements immediately
before statement 15 set

1, A-=0

SM = sinA- (8.16)
A-_, A-#0

{ 0, A- =0
SM5 = sin2(A-/2) A- #0. (8.17)

(A+/2)'

Statement 15 and the three statements following it set

PH1(P) = 0,1) (8.18)

PH2(P) = €(2) (8.19)

PH3(P) = P3) (8.20)

PH4(P) = 0(4) (8.21)

where €l), €), €3), and 4), are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.40)-(3.43)
of [2]. In these equations, it is understood that

sin A be replaced by 1 when A- = 0 (8.22)
A-

sin A+ be replaced by 1 when A+ = 0 (8.23)
A+

sin 2 (A-/2) be replaced by 0 when A- = 0 (8.24)
(A-/2)

sin 2 (A+/2) be replaced by 0 when A+ = 0. (8.25)
(A+/2)

The four statements prior to statement 11 set

PR1(J) = (8.26)

PH3(J) = €2y1 (8.27)

PH2(J) = 1,,2 (8.28)

PH4(J) = 0-2-y2 (8.29)
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where
J = P +PMAX (8.30)

and where 00"Y, 0a,1 00-12 and 0,,2"2 are given, respectively, by eqs.
(3.36)-(3.39) of [21.

8.2 Listing of the Subroutine PHI
SUBiROUT~INE PHI
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON /PHI/BI,BX5,PMAXR,SGR,PHIC100),PH2C100).PH3(100).
1PH4( 100)
COMMON /PI/PI
INTEGER R.P.PMAX
R1=R-1
RB=R1*BI
SI=DSINI(RB)
CS=DCOS (RB)
DO 11 P=1,PMAZ
PP=(P-1)*PI
AP=PP4RB
APS=.SD+0*AP
IF(AP.IE.O.D+0) GO TO 12
SP=1 .D+0
SPS=O .D+0
GO TO 13

12 SP=DSIN(AP)/AP
SPS=DSIN CAP5)
SPS=SPS*SP5/APS

13 AM=PP-RB
AX5 .SD+0*AM
IF(AMN.E.O.) GO TO 14
SN=1 .D+0
SNS=0 .D+O
GO TO 15

14 SN=DSINCAM)/AM
SHS=DSII CAMS)
SXS=SMS*SM5/AMS

15 PH1CP)xD15*(Sx-SP)
PH2(P)=BXS* (SM5+SPS)
PH3(P)=BXS* (SPS-SMS)
PH4(P)=BXS* CSM+SP)
J=Pe.PMAX
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PRI (J)=SGR* (P12(P) *SN-PRI(P)*CS)
PH3(J)=SGR. (P34(P) *SN-P13(P) .CS)
PH2(J)=SGR. (P12(P)*CS+PHI (P) esi)
PN4(J)=SGR*(P34(P) *CS+P13(P) .51)

it CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Chapter 9

The Subroutine DGN

The subroutine DGNt calculatesD, &•, b$(3), A 4 z, z 0, Zo, zoo, and
1/(()2 + (_o,, respectively, of eqs. (3.82), (3.80), (3.111), (3.109),

(3.99)-(3.102) and (3.90) of [2]. Here, as in [21, 6 is either TM or TE.

9.1 The Input Variables

The input variables are ITMTE and X in the argument list, S, BKA2, L3,
C, C5, and P15 in the common block labeled DGN, P1 in the common block
labeled PI, and NMAX in the common block labeled NMAX.

The input variable ITMTE must be either 1 or 2. When ITMTE = 1, the
output of the subroutine DGN differs from that when ITMTE = 2 only in
that the output variables b(') and 60() are not calculated when ITMTE = 1.
The input variables X and S are such that

X(S) I., for the calculation of TM quantities (9.1)

S./= for the calculation of TE quantities

where x., and x4, are defined by (2.8) and (2.11), respectively. Given that
n )() and q ) are strictly TE quantities, we plan to set

f 1 when X(S) = x,, (9.2)ITMTE = 2 when X(S) = x4(.

t See the listing of the subroutine DGN in Section 9.4.
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when we call the subroutine DGN.
The input variables BKA2, L3, C, C5, P15, and PI are, as defined by

(3.16), (2.5), (2.2), (3.53), (3.14), and (3.1), respectively,

BKA2 = (ka)' (9.3)

L3= -L (9.4)
a

C = (9.5)
acC5 = - (9.6)
2a7r

PI5 = (9.7)

PI = 7r. (9.8)

The input variable NMAX is such that the output quantities b6, b(3)

1/ ((nir)2 + (-y,6c) 2) are calculated for {n = 0, 1,2,-.-, NMAX-1 }and that

the output quantities G6 and 4) are calculated for {q = 0, 1, 2,-. , NMAX-
1}. Here,

TM, X(S) = x, (9.9)
= TE, X(S)= x'4.

9.2 The Output Variables

The output variables are XX, ICUT, GAM, CP, CM, D, G, DQ, GCS, GC2,
ZEE, ZZ, ZOE, and ZOO in the argument list, and D3, G4, and PGC in
the common block labeled DGN. These variables are defined in terms of
variables in [2] by

2 , X(S) = XXX, X (S) = (9.10)"1 rX(S) = 'r

ICUT = I, XX < (ka)2 (9.11)ICT 2, XX >- (ka)2

GAM = foa, XX < (ka) 2  (9.12)
= a XX > (ka)'

CP(N)= n6c (9.13)
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CM(N) =.n6-c (9.14)
D(N) = /' (9.15)

G(N) = (9.16)
1

DQ(N) = (nir)2 + (7•,c) 2  (9.17)

GCS = C)2(9.18)

GC2 = 2-76,c (9.19)
ZEE = -4zee (9.20)

ZZ = -4zo (9.21)

ZOE = -4zo, (9.22)

ZOO = -4zoo (9.23)

D3(N) = nb(3) (9.24)
G4(N) = )(9.25)

PGC- 7• (9.26)

In (9.11) and (9.12), XX is the computer program variable given by (9.10).
In (9.12), 6 is given by (9.9), /,3a is given by eqs. (3.59) and (3.60) of [2],
and 1,'a is given by eqs. (3.57) and (3.58) of [2]. In (9.13)-(9.17), (9.24),
and (9.25),

N=n+1 and N=1,2,--.,NMAX. (9.27)

In (9.13) and (9.14), n6+c and n 6-c are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.79) and
(3.78) of [2] with q replaced with n. In (9.15), b6 is given by eq. (3.82) of
[2]. In (9.16), G$• is given by eq. (3.80) of [2] with q replaced with n. The
right-hand side of (9.17) appears in eq. (3.90) of [2]. In (9.20)-(9.23), zee, Zo,

Zoe, and zoo are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.99)-(3.102) of [2]. In (9.24),
n$•3} is given by eq. (3.111) of [2]. In (9.25), 1 A, is given by eq. (3.109) of

[2] with q replaced with n.
Not all output variables are always calculated. The variables CP(N),

CM(N), D(N), and G(N) are calculated only when ICUT=I. The variables
D3(N) and G4(N) are calculated only when ICUT=I and ITMTE=2. The
variables DQ(N), GCS, GC2, ZEE, ZZ, ZOE, ZOO, and PGC are calculated
only if ICUT=2.
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9.3 Description of the Subroutine DGN

The seventh statement before DO loop 12 sets

GAM2 = XX - (ka) 2  (9.28)

where XX is given by (9.10). If

(ka) 2 > XX, (9.29)

then the next statement, which is
IF(GAM2.GE.0.D+0) GO TO 11,

allows execution to continue on to DO loop 12 and eventually to the return
statement immediately thereafter. If

(ka) 2 < XX (9.30)

then control passes to statement 11 and eventually to the return statement
immediately after statement 20.

9.3.1 Above Cutoff

In this section, the wavenumber k is above the cutoff wavenumber v 1 X/a
so that (9.29) holds. As a result, DO loop 12 and the five statements before
it are executed. The fifth, fourth, third, and second statements before DO
loop 12 set

ICUT = 1 (9.31)

GAM =-0,',a (9.32)

BL = #. L (9.33)

BC5- 0= .c (9.34)
2

In DO loop 12,

N = n + 1 (9.35)
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where n is the integer that appears in (9.13)-(9.16), (9.24), and (9.25). The
first four statements in DO loop 12 set

SGN = (-1)" (9.36)

PIN = -• (9.37)
2

CNP = - (9.38)
2

CNM = (9.39)

2

where n6+c and ns-c are given, respectively, by eqs. (3.79) and (3.78) of [21
with q replaced with n. The next two statements in DO loop 12 set CP(N)
and CM(N) equal to the right-hand sides of (9.13) and (9.14), respectively.
Statement 21 and the three statements prior to it set

SP ( 6+ (9.40)

(n 2 c

where it is understood that when n6+c = 0, SP is to be replaced by its limit
as n6+c approaches zero. This limit is given by

lim SP = 1. (9.41)
n6+ c-O

Statement 14 and the three statements prior to it set

SM (- 6 ) (9.42)

where it is understood that the right-hand side of (9.42) is to be replaced
with 1 when n6 -c = 0.

Statement 15 and the seven statements following it set

ARG = 2'L_ - (9.43)
r152
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CS = Cos (3,6,L 3 - n,)(9.44)

SN = s # - (9.45)

C2 = ( * (-1) (9.46)

(n5-c (9.46)

C2 = (n6+c) (n-) (.7

2~ 2
U1 = -Sin (P 6 -L3- -j Cos (,3,6 L3 - 2 (9.48)

D(N) = b• (9.49)

G(N) = 6'. (9.50)

In (9.49), b5 is given by eq. (3.82) of [2]. In (9.50), G6 is given by eq. (3.80)
of [2] with q replaced by n.

The statement

GO TO (12,13), ITMTE

sends execution directly to statement 12 if ITMTE = 1. If ITMTE = 2,
then statement 13 and the two statements following it set

sin (2.fjc) sin ('c
C3 = --2 1)_n_6- (9.51)

D3(N) n (9.52)

G4(N) 6(4) (9.53)

In (9.52), b( 3) is given by eq. (3.111) of [2] with TE replaced by 6. In (9.53),
n is given by eq. (3.109) of [2] with q and TE replaced, respectively, by n

and 6.
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9.3.2 Below or at Cutoff

In this section, the wavenumber k is below or at the cutoff wavenumber
vr la so that (9.30) holds. As a result, control passes from the sixth
statement before DO loop 12 to statement 11 and eventually to DO loop 20.

Statement 11 and the thirteen statements following it set

ICUT = 2 (9.54)

GAM = ga (9.55)

GC = gc (9.56)

GCS = (gc)2  (9.57)

GC2 = 2gc (9.58)
7r

PGC = - (9.59)
gc

GL2 = 2gL 3  (9.60)

EL = e- 2 gL3 (9.61)

EC = e-9c (9.62)

ELCM = e-2gL3 +gc (9.63)

ELCP = e-2gL3-gc (9.64)

EE = 2 (e-2g3C+ • 2•-L3 2-) (9.65)

ECEL = e-g9 - e-2gL3 (9.66)

GCX4 = 4gc (9.67)

where, as in eq. (3.89) of (2],

g = 7111 (9.68)

If gc < 1, control passes to the statement after the branch statement

IF(GC.GE.1) GO TO 16

and eventually to statement 18. The effects of the statement after the above-
mentioned branch statement and all further statements up to and including
statement 18 are described in this paragraph. The five statements after the
branch statement

IF(GC.GE.l) GO TO 16
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set

C5 = gC (9.69)

EC5 = e- 2 (9.70)

SC5 = sinh (2) (9.71)

ELSC5 = e-2gL3 sinh () (9.72)

ZEE = -4Zee for gc < 1. (9.73)

In (9.73), zee is given by the second right-hand side of eq. (3.99) of [2]. The
statement after the branch statement

IF(GC.GE.0.01D+O) GO TO 17
and all further statements up to and including statement 23 set

ZZ = -4z, for gc < 0.01. (9.74)

The above z0 is given by the third right-hand side of eq. (3.100) of [2] with
the (gc/2)5 and (gc/2)7 terms omitted when (gc/2) < 10'. These terms
were omitted when (gc/2) < 10-' because they are very small compared to
the (gc/2)3 term when (gc/2) < 10-4. Statement 17 sets

ZZ = -4z, for 0.01 <gc < 1 (9.75)

where z, is given by the second right-hand side of eq. (3.100) of [2]. Statement
18 sets

ZOE = -4zo, for gc < 1 (9.76)

where Zoe is given by the second right-hand side of eq. (3.101) of [2].
If gc > 1, the branch statemenE

IF(GC.GE.1) GO TO 16
sends execution to statement 16. Statement 16 and two statements following
it set

ZEE = -4z,, for gc > 1 (9.77)
ZZ = -4z 0 for gc > 1 (9.78)

ZOE = -4zo, for gc > 1 (9.79)
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where zee, zo, and zo, are given, respectively, by the first right-hand sides of
eqs. (3.99)-(3.101) of [21.

Statement 19 sets

ZOO = -4zoo (9.80)

where z0o is given by the first right-hand side of eq. (3.102) of [2]. The
second right-hand side of eq. (3.102) of [21 was never used because it was
deemed nearly as susceptible to roundoff error as the first right-hand side of
eq. (3.102) of [2] when gc < 1. The second statement in DO loop 20 sets

1
DQ(N) = (nr)2 + (gc)2  (9.81)

where N and n are related by

N = n + 1. (9.82)

9.4 Listing of the Subroutine DGN
SUBROUTINE DGI(ITMTE,X,XX,ICUT,GAM,CP,CM,D,G,DQ,GCS,GC2.ZEE,

IZZ, ZOE, ZOO)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /DGN/S,BKA2,L3,CCS,PIS,D3(50),G4(50),PGC

COMMON /PI/PI
COMMON /NMAX/IMAX
COMPLEX*16 Ul,D(50) ,D3
REAL,8 X(200),CP(50),CM(SO),DQ(5O),G(SO),L3
INTEGER S
XX=X(S)
XX=XX*Xx
GAM2=XX-BKA2
IF(GAM2.GE.O.D+O) GO TO It
ICUT=1
GAM=DSQRT (-GAM2)
BL=GAM*L3
BCS=GAM*C5
SGN=-l.D+O
DO 12 N=I,NMAX
SGN=-SGN
PIN=PIS*(N-1)
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CNP=PIN+BCS
CNN=PII-BC5
CP(N)=CNP*2.D+O
CIICN)=CNM*2.DOo
IF(CNP.NE.O.Di.O) GO TO 21
SP=1.D+O
GO TO 22

21 SP=DSIN(CCP)/CiP
22 IF(CIN.NE.O.D+O) GO TO 14

SM=1 .D+O
GO TO 15

14 SM=DSIN(CIM) ICN
15 ARG=BL-PII

CS=DCOS(ARG)
SN=DSIN(ARG)
C1=SGI*SM
C2=SP+Cl
U1=-DCMPLX (SN,*Cs)
D(I)=C2*U1
G(I)=C2*CS
GO TO (12.13). ITMTE

13 C3=SP-C1
D3(N)=-C3*U1
G4C1) =-C3*CS

12 CONTINUE
RETURN

11 ICUT=2
GAN=DSQRT(GAX2)
GC=GAM*C
GCS=GC*GC
GC2=2 .D+O*GC
PGC=PI/GC
GL2=GAM*L3*2 .D+O
EL=DEXP(-GL2)
EC=DEXP C-GC)
ELCM=DEXP C-GL2+GC)
ELCP=DEXP (-GL2-GC)
EE=(CELCM+ELCP) *2. D+o
ECEL=FSC-EL
GCX4=GC*4.D+o
IF(GC.GE.1) GO TO 16
GCS=GAI4*CS
ECS=DEXP(-GCS)
SCS=DSINH CGCS)
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ELSCS=EL*SCS
ZEE= . D+0* (ECS-ELSC5) *SCS
IF(GC.GE.0.O1D+0) GO TO 17
G2=GCS*GCS
G3=G2*GCS
GC4=GC/4.D+0

* ~ZZ=G3/6 .r~o-(2 .D+0*DEXPC-GC4)*DSINE(GC4)+ELSCS)*SCS
IF(GC5.LT.1.D-4) GO TO 23
GS=G2'.G3
ZZ=ZZ+GS/ 120.D+0+G2*GS/5040.D+0

23 ZZ=S.D+0*ZZ
GO TO 18

17 ZZ=S. *(ECS-ESCS) *SC5-GCX4
18 ZOE=4.D+0*EL*DSIII(GC)

GO TO 19
16 ZEE=4.*(1.-ECEL)-EE

ZZ=ZEE-GCX4
ZOE= (ELC-ELCP) *2. D+0

19 ZOO=4.*(1.+'SCEL)-EE
DO 20 11I,NXAX
PIN=PI* (1-1)
DQ(I)=1 .D+0/(PIN*PIN+GCS)

20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Chapter 10

The Function Subprogram
FXY

The function subprogram FXY sets

FXY(I,X, Y,) f(x,y) (10.1)

where

X = x (10.2)

Y = y. (10.3)

Furthermore, x and y are such that

x+y = Iir (10.4)

and f(x,y) is given by eq. (3.84) of [2].

10.1 Description of the Function
Subprogram FXY

In the listing of the function subprogram FXY in Section 10.2, there are six
statements that define FXY. If x + y = 0, the first and second of these
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statements sett

35 jyj < 10.5
3!'

and the third one sets

FX u- -sin yX Y-2  , lyj>0.1. (10.6)

In (10.5), the y3 and y5 terms are absent when LI <10-. These terms were

omitted because their magnitudes are very small compared to IyI/3! when
lYf <i10-5- If x + y # 0, the fourth and fifth of these statements set

FXY= (-T)! sin

and the sixth one sets

sinxFXY = - -i, ly > 1.57. (10.8)
yx

10.2 Listing of the Function Subprogram

FXY

FUNCTION FXY(I,X,Y)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
YA=DABS (Y)
IF(I.NE.0) GO TO II
IF(YA.GT..ID+O) GO TO 12
FXY=Y/6.D+O
IF(YA.LT.1.D-5) RETURN
Y2=Y*Y
Y3=Y2*Y
FXY=FXY-Y3/120. D+O+Y3*Y2/5040. D+O
RETURN

12 FXY=(Y-DSIN(Y))/(Y*Y)
RETURN

t See eq. (3.84) of [2].
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11 IF(YA.GT.1.57D+O) GO TO 13
FXY=DSIJ(Y)I/(Y*X)
IF((I-2*(I/2)) .UE.O) FXY=-FXY
RETURN

13 FXY=-DSII(X)/(Y.X)
RETURN
END
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Chapter 11

The Subroutines DECOMP
and SOLVE

The subroutines DECOMP and SOLVE solve the linear equation system

AX = b (11.1)

where A is an n x n matrix, i is an n x 1 column vector of n unknowns, and
b is an n x 1 column vector of of n knowns.

11.1 Input and Output Data and Minimum
Allocations

The input to the subroutine DECOMP(N,IPS,UL) consists of N = n and
the n 2 elements of the matrix A stored by columns in the one-dimensional
array UL. The output from the subroutine DECOMP is IPS and UL.t This
output is fed into the subroutine SOLVE(N,IPS,UL,B,X). The rest of the
input to the subroutine SOLVE consists of N and the n elements of b stored
in the one-dimensional array B. The subroutine SOLVE puts the n elements
of - in the one-dimensional array X. The linear equation system (11.1) can

be solved for several different column vectors b by calling the subroutine

t The subroutine DECOMP calculates n entries of IPS and changes the n2 entries of
UL.
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DECOMP once and calling the subroutine SOLVE several times, once for
each b.

Minimum allocations are given by
COMPLEX UL(N*N)
DIMENSION SCL(N),IPS(N)

in the the subroutine DECOMP and by

COMPLEX UL(N*N) ,B(N) ,X(N)
DIMENSION IPS(N)

in the subroutine SOLVE.
The functioning of the subroutines DECOMP and SOLVE is described

on pages 46-49 of [7].

11.2 Listing of the Subroutines DECOMP
and SOLVE

SUBROUTINE DECOMP (N,IPS,UL)
COMPLEX UL(24336),PIVOT,EM
DIMENSION SCL(1SO),IPS(156)

DO 6 I=1,1
IPS(I)=I
RN=O.
Jl=I
DO 2 J=1,1
ULM=ABS(REAL(UL(J1)))+ABS(AIMAG(UL(J1)))
Jl=J1+1
IF(RI-ULM) 1,2,2

1 RU=ULM
2 CONTINUE

SCL(I)=I./RN
5 CONTINUE

IiM!1=1-1

K2=O
DO 17 K=I,NM1
BIG=O.
DO 11 I=K,N
IP=IPS(I)
IPK=IP+K2

SIZE=(ABS(REAL(UL(IPK)) )+ABS(AIMAG(UL(IPK)) ) )*SCL(IP)
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IF(SIZE-BIG) 11,11.10
10 BIG=SIZE

IPV=I
11 CONTINUE

IF(IPV-K) 14,15,14
14 J=IPS(K)

IPS(K)=IP9(IPV)
IPS(IPV)=j

15 KPP=IPS(K)+12
PIVOT=UL (KPP)
KP1=K+1
DO 18 I=KP1,N
KP=KPP
IP=iPS(I)+K2
EM=-UL(IP)/PIVOT

18 UL(IP)=-EM
DO 16 J=KP1,N
IP=IPN
KP=KP+N
UL(IP)=UL(IP)+EM*UL(KP)

16 CONTINUE
K2=K2+1

17 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(N,IPS,IJL,B,X)
COMPLEX UL(24336) ,B(156)X,1C5) ,SUM
DIMENSION IPS(i56)
NIl=N+1
IPUIPS( 1)
X(1)=B(IP)
DO 2 I=2,N
IPZIPS(I)
IPB=IP
1141=I-I
SUM=O.

* DO 1 J=1,IM1
SUN=SUN..UL(Ip)*I(J)

1 IP=IP.I
2 X(I)=BCIPB)-SUM
K2=I*(I-1)
IP=IPS(N)+K2
X(N) =X(N) /tlL(IP)
DO 4 IBACK=2,I
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I=IP1-IBACK
K2=K2-1
IPI=IPS(I)+K2

sUK=o.
IPUIPI
DO 3 J=IP1,N
IP=IP+N

3 SUK=SUK+UL(IP)*X(J)
4 I(I)=(X(I)-Sux)/UL(IPI)

RETURN
END
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